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It is my pleasure to write the foreward for the 10th edition of Trinity’s Journal of 
Postgraduate Research and to congratulate the editorial teams who, over the past decade, have 
brought to our attention the eclectic mix of research that is conducted by the postgraduate 
students in this institution. This year’s edition showcases the stimulating, wide reaching 
and creative research projects that are underway in Trinity. The theme for Volume 10 
focuses on College’s innovative research landscape and in particular the illumination of 
work that pushes the boundaries of research disciplines. The JPR draws our attention to 
the innovative ideas, new theories and technological advances that are arising directly 
from the research conducted by the postgraduate body. The projects give an account of 
the range of activity across the College—spanning the study of Dengue fever, electricity 
consumption, wartime violence and the creation of the Single European Market. These 
are some of the important global issues that a university of global consequence should 
be addressing. It is a testament to the quality, intellectual curiosity and innovation of 
Trinity’s postgraduate students that they are making an impact on fields of study such as 
these.  It was an incredibly rewarding and stimulating experience for me to read through the 
submissions and to get to know more about the talent that resides in our postgraduate students.

The editorial team, Nora Pelizzari and Emma Riordan, have done an amazing task 
in the production of this year’s JPR and are to be congratulated for their endeavours. I 
would also like to thank the members of the Advisory Committee, Dr Gail McElroy from 
the School of Social Sciences and Philosophy and Professor Stephen Connon from the 
School of Chemistry. The commitment of the Graduate Students’ Union to the JPR has been 
consistently impressive over the past 10 years. The energy of GSU President, Dearbháil 
Lawless, and Vice-President, Simone Cameron-Coen, has been invaluable in producing this 
excellent volume and I would also like to take this opportunity to thank them both for all the 
efforts they make on behalf of postgraduate students. Also, thanks are due once again to the 
Alumni of Trinity College for their support and generosity with the publication of the JPR.

I hope you enjoy reading these articles and learning more about our students’ 
impressive achievements.

Professor Veronica A. Campbell
Dean of Graduate Studies
June 2011

Foreword



vii

It gives us great pleasure to present the tenth anniversary edition of the Journal 
of Postgraduate Research. This year we are highlighting work that pushes disciplinary 
boundaries, bolstering the University’s commitment to innovation. The articles in this edition 
reflect this theme through their interdisciplinary approaches, international perspectives, 
reinterpretation of methodologies and integration with the world beyond academia. Trinity’s 
research community is not confined to labs and libraries and, as these papers show, the impact 
of our postgraduate work is far-reaching.

We open with a fascinating invited paper written by Professor Paul Coughlan, 
whose exciting work with the TCD-UCD Innovation Alliance is central to Trinity’s focus on 
innovative research.  

Sarah Kenny uses qualitative interview data to demonstrate the conflict between the 
beauty ideal represented by fashion dolls and the values that parents try to instil in their 
children. In a study with clear commercial potential, Luca Longo challenges himself and 
his fellow computer scientists to adopt a measurement construct that draws on psychology 
and neuroscience to better understand human-computer interaction on the Internet. Thomas 
McDermott and Atje Gercama bring two under-discussed issues to the fore. Tom looks 
closely at the long-term relationship between natural disasters and world economies, while 
Atje applies Foucauldian theory to recent history to reframe sexual violence against men as 
a weapon of war.

Several articles from seemingly divergent disciplines carry significant socio-political 
ramifications. Shannon Flaherty analyses photographic interpretations of Belfast’s iconic 
murals to reveal the complex social, political and economic roles they serve in the city’s 
communities. Blending the international with the local, Stephen Lucek compares Irish English 
to other varieties of world English to demonstrate the lasting influence that the Irish language 
has on the English spoken here today. Jordan Hollander uses legal theory and rational choice 
theory to better understand the role played by the European Court of Justice in the creation of 
a single European market. Returning to political history, Jessica Jones discusses the role of the 
government as ‘author’ of nineteenth-century Blue Books.

Madeleine Kuhns addresses the evolution of Dengue fever throughout the world. Eoin 
O’Driscoll and his co-authors tackle rising energy costs in manufacturing process chains, 
arguing for the importance of understanding energy requirements more fully. Revisiting the 
nineteenth century once again, Darrell Jones defends John Locke’s An Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding against Coleridge’s critique.

Sincere thanks are due to the Dean of Graduate Studies and her advisory committee 
who selected the finalists for the award for best paper. We are exceedingly grateful to the 
peer review committee whose meticulous work was invaluable to the editorial process. 
Our returning reviewers deserve special recognition, as their dedication and enthusiastic 
commitment cannot be undervalued. Thanks also to Deabháil Lawless, Simone Cameron-
Coen and Conor O’Kelly for their help in bringing the journal to life.

Nora Pelizzari and Emma Riordan
Editors

Preface
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Journal of Postgraduate Research, Trinity College Dublin

Interdisciplinarity and the Role of the
Innovation Academy in Doctoral Education
Professor Paul Coughlan

ABSTRACT

Interdisciplinarity sits uncomfortably in an academic research environment characterised by
well-defined disciplines. Yet, the nature of the challenges facing society and the complexity of
the research task system merit the development of a capacity for an interdisciplinary response
and contribution. The Innovation Academy is a doctoral education initiative, launched by
Trinity College Dublin and University College Dublin. This paper describes the potential of
the Innovation Academy to deepen disciplinary capabilities, to encourage multi-disciplinary
engagement, and to achieve interdisciplinary outcomes.

Introduction

The Innovation Alliance, launched in 2010 by An Taoiseach, is a radical new partnership
between Trinity College Dublin and University College Dublin, Ireland’s two largest and
most successful universities. The Innovation Academy is the educational centrepiece of this
Alliance. The Academy is a high priority activity for both universities, aiming to transform
the doctoral education experience by establishing innovation alongside research and education
as an integral element in the formation of doctoral students. Students are anchored in their
disciplines, where they pursue original research towards the award of the doctorate. In parallel,
through participation in the activities of the Academy, students are exposed to the issues
and problems that entrepreneurs and creative thinkers face in recognising, developing and
assessing research-based, innovative opportunities for commercial and/or social benefit. Here
innovation is regarded in its broadest sense of exploiting new ideas; it is not restricted to
science, engineering, technology or business, but also encompasses cultural, social and policy
innovation in the arts and humanities. In this way, students can discover their potential to
develop the new ideas latent in their thesis research in a multi-disciplinary team environment.
The output of the Innovation Academy will be a new breed of graduate, expert in his or her
discipline, but with the creativity and entrepreneurial skills to convert knowledge, ideas and
inventions into products, services and policies for commercial, economic and/or social benefit.

Vol. 10, 2010–2011 9
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In this paper, I position the work of the Innovation Academy as an intervention in
doctoral education with the potential to deepen disciplinary capabilities, to encourage multi-
disciplinary engagement, and to achieve inter-disciplinary outcomes. Here the challenge
facing the Innovation Academy can be captured in the following two statements illustrated
in Figure 1:

• To the (for example) computer science doctoral student: I am not trying to make an
historian out of you, but I would like you to be able to talk to one as you explore the
potential for innovation latent in your thesis research.

• To the history doctoral student: I am not trying to make an computer scientist out of you,
but I would like you to be able to talk to one as you explore the potential for innovation
latent in your thesis research.

Fig. 1. Thinking and Working—the educational challenge.1

Recognising that exploiting the potential of the new ideas latent in thesis research involves
multi-disciplinary activity towards an inter-disciplinary outcome, the paper links the practice
of open innovation with interdisciplinarity and explores some implications for the design
and delivery of an educational intervention which brings students from different disciplines
together.

The Situation in Which We Research

As a society, we face some grand challenges in a context defined in terms of rapid economic
changes: climate change, food security, energy sustainability, aging and implications for
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healthcare, among others. There are certainties—the global reach of communications and the
relentless pace of technological change; and some uncertainties—volatility in exchange rates,
step changes in energy prices, instability in political alliances. Faced with such challenges,
researchers have the opportunity to frame new research questions, to develop and apply new
methodologies and to make new contributions to knowledge in a context where the demands
for relevance are high. As researchers, we design our research within (and in spite of) this
changing situation. One way of thinking of research is as a system of tasks. Reflecting on
the evolution of contingency theory, MacKechnie (2006) noted that: the overall complexity of
a system of tasks arises from the degree to which four characteristics are present thereby
creating difficulties for effective management: variability; unanalysability; heterogeneity;
interdependence.2 The essence of his argument is that a system of tasks will be relatively
“uncomplex” if none of the four are present to any significant extent; that task systems with
one or more of these characteristics become more complex; and that different organisational
forms can be distinguished and the circumstances in which each is relatively more effective
can be identified.

How might we apply this thinking to our research in response to the grand challenges?
Variability within the task system is high—new and unpredictable happenings are routine.
Unanalysability is high—there is continuing difficulty in understanding relationships between
key variables and among critical partners. Heterogeneity within the task system is high—there
is an increase in the number of different types of activities in which we must engage, where
we can engage in them and with whom. Finally, the interdependence between these activities
is high, especially in terms of sequential dependence and reciprocality.

As university-based researchers and educators of doctoral students, such a complex
task system requires many kinds of responses including improved communication, rapid
knowledge transfer, new and different partnerships and quality research training. However, the
nature of the grand challenges and the complexity of the task system also require cooperation
among disciplines towards research-based insights that are characterised, necessarily, by
interdisciplinarity and cross-fertilisation.

Research and Research Opportunities

Research is a community enterprise whose success depends on sharing experiences in
envisaging and solving new problems.3 In this sense, scholarly communities offer individual
doctoral researchers an environment in which they can both develop within their disciplines
and look confidently beyond their disciplinary boundaries. The aim of research is the creation
and development of a contribution to knowledge. Research output is published and presented
mainly in the form of research articles in scientific journals, books, anthologies and texts.4

Typically, a research report may start with a discussion identifying a relevant problem or
opportunity from practice or a gap in the theory. The research design may begin with a
statement locating the problem in a domain and framing research questions, propositions or
constructs that define precisely what will be investigated.5 A recognised risk for the researcher

11
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is to formulate the aim and research questions too generally and not to frame a researchable
question. But there is also a risk of being too narrow. The definition of the problem or
opportunity may be so specific that research may be of limited value to both the research
community and to the practitioner community.6

Reflecting on the research-driven university from the perspective of a researcher, John
Murray wrote:

The guiding philosophy is to lead with research, to engage students, practitioners
and policy makers in that research and to drive education and learning from that base
either through direct involvement or through research derived learning materials and
research active faculty. The philosophy fits well within the context of a research
driven university and the policy and professional managerial demand for new
knowledge rooted in contemporary practice and dilemmas.7

Murray saw research as characterised by multidisciplinary, multilevel, multimodal choices
as illustrated in figure 2. In his conceptualisation, research involves posing questions and
enquiring at the interlocking levels of global, national, community, industry, firm and
individual. At each level, there is a related set of disciplinary research traditions and
lenses. The multimodal aspect allows inductive research to identify patterns and to generate
hypotheses that may then be tested, while deductive methods may be deployed for simulation
and modelling of systems. His multidisciplinary, multilevel, multimodal design philosophy
sought to embrace and integrate a group of researchers whose training and interests were
diverse and sought to draw practitioners and policy makers into the research process. His
conceptualisation has the further potential to link to interdisciplinary research and outcomes.

Fig. 2. Multidisciplinary, Multilevel, Multimodal Research.8

However, the recognition of multi-disciplinary or interdisciplinary research is not universal.
Whatever their rank, academics are typically classified according to their discipline. Such
disciplines act very much as professional guilds, since it is their members, and not individual
universities or departments, who recommend appointments, recognition and promotion based

12
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upon their esteem for the published research of the academic. Many journals are embedded
in disciplines and publication in such journals is ranked higher than in journals that transcend
disciplinary boundaries. It is usual when judging the quality of a paper for publication in
a scientific journal to invite the opinions of experts or peers from the discipline acting as
anonymous referees. The editors and editorial boards decide then which papers are worthy
of publication. Publication in highly-ranked journals is critical for recognition of scholarly
contribution and for career development through promotion. Both researchers and universities
use proxies, such as impact factors and citations, to measure the scientific quality of a
journal—and, by implication, any paper it publishes. Further, in many disciplines, co-
authoring yields higher academic impact through tapping into citation networks. Researchers
are encouraged, then, to ask if they are collaborating with the right co-authors, especially
with international co-authors in top journals. Further, doctoral students are introduced to the
publishing and citation network dynamics as part of the discipline-based reality in which they
must develop and grow their contributions.

Yet, in some scientific disciplines, noteworthy advances in knowledge are feasible
only with cooperation and inputs from colleagues in complementary disciplines.9 Doctoral
students may develop their thesis research as members of large research groups or teams
and their contributions to knowledge may benefit from their interaction with other team
members. In other disciplines, students remain within their domains and, from there, develop
their contributions to knowledge. Trinity, like many universities, facilitates both forms of
research. For example, supervision may be provided by the primary supervisor alone or by a
supervisory team comprising co-supervisors from different departments for interdisciplinary
projects. Similarly, an external examiner for a doctoral student may be chosen for his or her
expertise in the field of study relevant to the thesis. When a thesis is interdisciplinary, the
Irish Universities Quality Board advises that it is important to ensure that the combination of
examiners in total represents sufficient knowledge and understanding of the relevant fields.10

For such universities, the question then is how to sustain this openness to different kinds of
research and to developing research-based responses to the ‘grand challenges’?

Interdisciplinary Research and Open Innovation

Open innovation cuts to the heart of interdisciplinary research. Open innovation represents a
dynamic and non-linear approach to creating and realising value from innovation.11 In ‘closed’
innovation, the focus is on internal development of ideas for internal application. In ‘open’
innovation, the focus is on external sourcing or exporting of ideas for internal, joint or external
development. The process of strategic reform and renewal in Trinity has generated university-
wide research programmes including International Integration, Communications Technology
& Value Chain Research, Nano-Technology, Neuroscience, and Molecular Medicine. These
open innovation initiatives, with support from government and industry, link disciplines to
create new knowledge with global relevance disseminated through global research networks.

13
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Applying the open innovation concept to doctoral research, researchers may look from
inside of their domain out and from outside of their domain in at key phases of the thesis
research: orientation, development and write-up. At the orientation stage, researchers may
look externally to researchers in other disciplines or to practitioners or users as sources of
inspiration and as a basis for internal or joint development of research questions. In the
development phase, researchers may acquire ideas from practice or from other disciplines
to underpin the further development of their own new ideas. Then, at the write-up phase,
researchers may consolidate their ideas so that their contributions to knowledge are clear and
defensible. Much doctoral research unfortunately stops there.

Yet, there is another phase latent in doctoral research: a realisation phase. Here, the
researcher may disseminate his or her innovative ideas so that others may realise their potential
value. Alternatively, the researcher may acquire other already established ideas that, together
with his or her own, can realise commercial or social value. This last phase consolidates
the link between interdisciplinarity and the open innovation character of doctoral research. It
reflects a new definition of research opportunities and demands new skills for researchers. It
is to this last phase, the realisation phase, which the Innovation Academy is contributing. But,
where does it fit in relation to the ‘grand challenges’ and continuing disciplinary boundaries?

The Innovation Academy: Interdisciplinarity in Action

In 2005, the European Universities Association recommended the promotion of innovative
structures to meet the challenges of interdisciplinary training and the development of
transferable skills.12 The TCD-UCD Innovation Academy is such an innovative structure and
the result of a conscious trajectory of research development. Figure 3 links the clarity of
definition of the institutional research mission (clearly defined/undefined) and the number of
stars earned by faculty based upon journal ranking (low/high stars). Four quadrants emerge:

• Quadrant I is characterised by Low Stars and a Clearly Defined Research Mission. The
proposition is that this position has potential for positive development.

• Quadrant II is characterised by Low Stars and an Undefined Research Mission. The
proposition is that this position puts the institution at risk of under-achievement.

• Quadrant III is characterised by High Stars and an Undefined Research Mission. The
proposition is that this position is achieved through individual-based research efforts.

• Quadrant IV is characterised by High Stars and a Clearly Defined Research Mission.
The proposition is that this position is achieved through community-based collaborative,
multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary research efforts.

14
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Fig. 3. Research Development Trajectories.

Quadrants I-III denote different starting points for differing trajectories towards desired and
attainable arrival points. Where the institution values collective and collaborative research
efforts, the most desirable arrival point is Quadrant IV (High Stars and a Clearly Defined
Research Mission). As such, they provide differing strategic research choices:

• Trajectory 1: the “individual support” trajectory. An institution may try to achieve high
stars but with an undefined research mission.

• Trajectory 2: the “mission focus” trajectory. An institution may seek to clarify the
research mission before encouraging a change in individual or collective behaviour.

• Trajectory 3: the “community support” trajectory. An institution may try to achieve high
stars while continuing to have a defined research mission.

• Trajectory 4: the “individual to collective” trajectory. An institution may continue
to achieve high stars while encouraging a change from individual to more collective
behaviour.

• Trajectory 5: the “mission change” trajectory. An institution may achieve high stars based
on uncoordinated individual behaviour which undermines a previously clearly defined
mission.

This framework provides a basis for analysis and reflection on the achievements and the
ambition of the Innovation Academy. Prior to the initiation of the Academy, Trinity had a
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defined research mission, high stars and recognition of both individual and community-based
research. The Academy reinforces the position of Trinity in Quadrant IV and promises the
continuation of this position through community-based collaborative, multidisciplinary and
interdisciplinary research and education efforts by the students and faculty.

The path to the establishment of the Academy emerged from a drive to expand the
research mission to recognise an interdisciplinary component of doctoral research, not to dilute
the expectation of research achievements evidenced in High Stars, and to establish structural
and infrastructural mechanisms to support the research task system. Specifically, the new
education provided to doctoral students enables them to:

• Discover the potential for the development of new ideas within their thesis research in a
multi-disciplinary team environment;

• Identify and address the main issues and problems that entrepreneurs and creative
thinkers face in recognising, developing and assessing innovative opportunities for
commercial and/or social benefit;

• Apply the key insights from the course to their doctoral thesis research with a view to
converting the resulting knowledge, ideas and/or inventions into products, services and/
or policies for commercial, economic and/or social benefit.

These capabilities, combined with qualities of rigorous critical evaluation and the ability to
search for original approaches and solutions developed through interaction with supervisors,
should enable the researchers to pursue this inter- and multi-disciplinary approach throughout
their careers, in research and elsewhere. They should be in different, even better, positions
to lead academic disciplines, sustain the universities’ contribution to frontier research on the
‘grand challenges’ and also to make major contributions to industry and society as citizens.

What has been achieved to date? In Michaelmas Term of Academic Year 2010/
2011, the Innovation Academy offered the core modules of the Postgraduate Certificate in
Innovation and Entrepreneurship for the first time. The core modules focus on Creative
Thinking and Innovation (10 ECTS) and Opportunity Generation and Recognition (5 ECTS).
The Creative Thinking and Innovation module ran for the first cohort from November 1–12,
2010. The first module was followed closely by Opportunity Generation and Recognition,
running from December 6–10, 2010. The first multidisciplinary cohort in Academic Year
2010/2011 was drawn from both universities, consisted of thirty-one students, including
eleven Trinity doctoral students—some recipients of an Innovation Bursary—and twenty UCD
students. The second cohort comprised twenty-four students drawn from both universities,
including fourteen Trinity doctoral students. The third cohort comprised twenty-nine students
drawn from both universities, including sixteen Trinity doctoral students. A number of these
students are recipients of Innovation Bursaries, awarded explicitly in recognition of the
interdisciplinary nature of their research. In Academic Year 2011/2012, it is anticipated that
approximately 180 students, drawn from both institutions, some funded through PRTLI 5,
are expected to participate in the core modules. The first specialised modules are planned
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to be offered in Michaelmas Term of Academic Year 2011/12. Credit for modules may be
accumulated towards the Postgraduate Certificate over a period of between one and four years.

Two key parts of the core modules merit particular mention as central to developing
multidisciplinary activity towards an interdisciplinary outcome: the multidisciplinary team
project and the researcher video pitch.

• The Multidisciplinary Team Project. Working in teams, the central objective of the
project is to assist students in applying their evolving understanding of innovation to
the realisation of an opportunity in practice. The multi-disciplinary teams are formed
over the first week of the module in order to collaborate on the project during the
second and third weeks. The projects are hosted by private, public and social enterprises.
In order to heighten the challenge, the student teams are assigned to projects outside
of the disciplines and ‘comfort zones’ of the students. To date, several organisations
have hosted projects including Ceol, Citibank, Coillte, Covidien, Creme, Debra Ireland,
Dublin City Council, ESB, Google, Grant Thornton, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Kila, Rough
Magic and Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland. Projects require the students to
Do and Demonstrate potential so that the team can move beyond analysis into action
on challenges such as building Dublin as a ‘smarter’ city, constructing the cashless
campus, re-thinking urban accessibility and reigniting magic in theatre. Teams present
the output at a plenary seminar, “The Pitch”, at which all hosts, lead contacts and students
participate.

• The Researcher Video Pitch. Students address such questions as: what potential for
innovation might there be in my doctoral thesis? How might this potential be exploited?
Will I be able to work with others? What kinds of value can be created? Addressing
these questions, students position their individual research in practice and, working with
others from different disciplines, identify opportunities for innovation across a range of
discipline areas and discuss with a multidisciplinary group how these opportunities can
be realised. Each student plans, scripts, records, edits and presents a video-based pitch
of the innovation potential in his or her proposed or actual thesis research at a plenary
seminar, “The Researcher Video Pitch”, in which all students participate.

The Video Pitch scripts provide clear evidence of the progress of these students towards that
new phase latent in doctoral research, the realisation phase. Extracts from the following four
are illustrative:

17
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Jessica Jones, Environmental History
Irish Fisheries of the Medieval and Early Modern Period
Jessica is a doctoral student based in the Trinity Long Room Hub, which is Trinity’s
Arts & Humanities research institute. Her research aim is to examine Irish fisheries in
the medieval and early modern period, up to the apparent neglect of the industry
in the Nineteenth Century. Jessica has taken an interdisciplinary approach to her
research, using methods from archaeology, environmental history, historical marine
ecology and historical geography. This interdisciplinary project is funded by the
Innovation Alliance and is one of ten studentships offered by Trinity under the theme
“Sustainable Society”.

Brian Murray, History
1641 Depositions Research Project
The focus of Brian’s doctoral research is to render the 1641 Depositions into speech.
He has to discover who the people in the Depositions were, where they came from
and how they might have spoken. Using the laboratory facilities in Trinity College’s
Centre for Language and Communication Studies, Brian can take a page and render
the text into speech. Once he has established how the people in the Depositions
might have spoken, he will look to make their world come alive—to make them come
alive—through speech.

Aisling Miller, Oral Biosciences, Dublin Dental University Hospital
Novel disinfection technology
Aisling is looking at a novel disinfection technology based on the electro-chemical
activation of water. This technology has many benefits for the environment and for
patients. The research is important to prevent susceptible patients from becoming
infected with water-borne bacteria.

Yun-Feng Wang, Sigmedia Group
Microscopy Image Processing
Yun-Feng’s doctoral research is focused on the area of digital cinema, using digital
signal processing to solve problems in images and videos, for example, filtering or
restoring images to get rid of ‘noise’ and unwanted features. As part of his research,
he works collaboratively with the Nanoscale Functions Group in the Conway Institute
in UCD. This is a multi-disciplinary team involved in a number of research areas in
the field of nanoscience.

Conclusion

Doctoral education has the potential to deliver a wealth of insights, capabilities and critical
social roles towards a response to the ‘grand challenges’ that we face as a society. There
will always be a role for disciplinary depth and inquiry. However, the complexity of our
research task system also requires multi-disciplinary interactions leading to interdisciplinary
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actions. The Innovation Academy is a doctoral education initiative at its earliest stage of
development. It has the potential to deepen disciplinary capabilities, to encourage multi-
disciplinary engagement and to achieve interdisciplinary outcomes. It holds the potential to
overturn the assumption that research must be abstract, narrow and lonely. If the Academy
is to realise its potential, it must develop so as to satisfy the dual demands of excellence and
diversity. If it succeeds, as it must, interdisciplinarity and open innovation will progress and
doctoral education will be seen as a path from which to contribute to the development of self,
society and the economy.
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ABSTRACT

This qualitative study was conducted to investigate young girls’ evaluations of a sexualised
doll. In sixteen semi-structured individual interviews, participants ranging in age from six
to eight years-old were presented with a sexualised doll and a non-sexualised doll (which
functioned as a comparator). Participants talked about their perceptions of each doll and gave
their preferences. Thematic discourse analysis was used to interpret findings. It was found
that the sexualised doll evoked a complex discourse of both possibility and restriction. Her
perceived beauty was associated with success, intelligence and kindness. It was also however,
associated with stereotypical feminine traits such as focus on appearance-management and
consumerism. Participants displayed an ambivalent attitude towards the sexualised doll, on
the one hand desiring to emulate her, whilst on the other being aware that her adult physical
appearance was age-inappropriate. This ambivalence highlighted a conflict between society’s
glamorisation of adulthood and of the parental struggle to counter it.

La beauté n’est que la promesse du bonheur—Stendhal, 1822

Introduction

Generations of young girls have engaged in imaginative play with dolls. Developmental
psychologists place considerable emphasis on the importance of play. Sutton-Smith, for
example, describes it as a child’s ‘work.’1 Much attention is given to the impact of playthings
(or ‘tools’) upon the development of young girls. Increasingly, attention has been given to
the fashion doll, whose emphasis on looking good and shopping,2 as opposed to the more
traditional doll’s emphasis on nurturance and child-bearing,3 has prompted some concern.
This is heightened by the growing presence of ‘sexualised’ fashion dolls now marketed
towards young girls. A doll may be categorised as sexualised if it has emphasised body parts
and shapes culturally associated with adult sexuality and/or clothes which duplicate styles
currently considered fashionable for adults.4 Sexualised dolls are well exemplified by the
popular ‘Bratz’ range of dolls. According to the American Psychological Association (APA)
Task Force on the Sexualisation of Young Girls, these dolls portray an ‘objectified sexuality’
as opposed to a ‘healthy sexuality.’5 Sexualised dolls now dominate the fashion doll market.
In 2006, Barbie was reported to control 60% of the fashion doll market, with Bratz holding the
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majority of the remaining 40%.6 The popularity of sexualised dolls makes them a phenomenon
worthy of academic research. The sexualised doll is a cultural artefact7—at times achieving
iconic status (consider ubiquitous Barbie). Sutton-Smith writes:

Toys, apparently the most minimal of our concerns, turn out to be intimately
related to many larger cultural patterns in the family, technology, schools and the
marketplace. Toys echo these other patterns and yet, as vehicles of intelligence and
of play, they also have their own impact.8

There has been widespread speculation regarding the role that sexualised dolls may play in the
sexualisation of young girls. The APA suggest that sexualised dolls, alongside an array of other
sexualised products, including magazines, cosmetics, clothing and television programmes all
explicitly targeted at children, function as a ‘cultural contribution’ to the sexualisation of
young girls.9 They voice their concern that dolls designed specifically for four to eight year-
old girls are associated with an objectified adult sexuality. Reports on the sexualisation of
children and the presence of sexualised goods in the market place have also been funded by
the governments of numerous Western countries such as Scotland, England and Australia.10

Such a report has yet to be carried out in Ireland. General coverage of the sexualisation of
young girls focuses on a number of perceived risks, such as that they will be encouraged to
initiate sexual behaviour at an early age and that an unhealthy focus will be put on appearance
and body size whilst cognitive, physical, artistic and ethical development are neglected.11

Despite the concern regarding the influence of sexualised dolls upon young girls, there is
limited scientific research to back up claims of sexualisation and as mentioned above, much of
the controversy remains speculative.12 However, one aspect of the sexualised doll has attracted
academic attention. The ‘thin ideal’ is now understood to be relevant to the sexualisation of
young girls because the current Western standard for female beauty emphasizes thinness.13

Much criticism has been levelled at toy companies due to the body-shape of sexualised
fashion dolls which is deemed to be unattainable and unhealthy.14 Norton, Olds, Olive and
Dank demonstrated that the probability of a woman having the ‘Barbie’ body shape is less
than 1 in 100,000.15 In the first study of its kind, Dittmar, Ive and Halliwell investigated
whether images of Barbie had an immediate negative impact on girls’ body image.16 They
exposed young girls aged five to eight years-old to one of three different stimuli; a Barbie
doll, an average-sized ‘Emme’ doll, or no doll. After exposure they measured participants’
perceptions of their actual body size, and then of their ideal body size. It was found that
exposure to Barbie had a body-focused negative affect on the five to seven year-old girls.17

Another study demonstrated that girls who were exposed to the average sized ‘Emme’ doll ate
significantly more than girls who were exposed to Barbie.18 These studies suggest that dolls
represent an image that can be internalized as part of the girl’s developing self-concept and
body image. This happens along with images of the thin ideal promoted by media sources
such as magazines and television programmes.19 Herbozo, Tantleff-Dunn, Gokee-Larose and
Thompson found that many popular children’s films contain messages about body image, often
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associating beautiful, thin and attractive characters with sociability, kindness, contentedness
and success. In contrast, ‘evil’ is associated obesity, cruelty and overall unattractiveness.20

In the above mentioned studies dolls are seen as socialization agents—as ‘powerful
transmitters and reinforcers of sociocultural body ideals’.21 This forms part of one of the most
established perspectives on the sexualisation of children, which emanates from sociocultural
theory,22 where the culture within which children develop and through which meanings are
created, is emphasized. Within this framework, choices about one’s appearance and behaviour
exist in a cultural milieu where only certain options are available, recognised as existing or
even sanctioned.

Sexualised dolls tend to carry strong gender-stereotypes.23 A report on gender equality
issues in the marketing and design of goods for children commissioned by The Equality
Authority of Ireland states: ‘The extent to which [. . . ] gender stereotyping might permeate
the marketing and design of goods (available) to children must be a matter of concern
in a globalised, media saturated Ireland in the 21st century’.24 In this report concern is
given to the gender implications of both Barbie and Bratz dolls which portray ‘rigid gender
characterisations’. Stereotypical representations of gender are considered to convey a narrow
sense of what it is appropriate for a girl or a boy to ‘be’ and ‘do’. The question ‘what are
we encouraging our children to become?’ is posed.25 Sexualised dolls, it is argued, reinforce
ideals of hegemonic femininity—embodying a construct of ‘emphasised femininity’,26 which
is seen to represent a femininity that acts in compliance to patriarchy, accommodating the
presumed and often stereotyped needs of men.

Although there is a dearth in the research regarding the impact that dolls which embody
an emphasised femininity may have upon gender formation, gender schema theory27 provides
insight into their possible influence. Children assemble a gender schema from fragmented
pieces of gender information in the surrounding environment. The information is absorbed,
processed and integrated. The cognitive limitations of young children may lead them to
have simplistic schematic representations of masculine and feminine characteristics—these
limitations, alongside sociocultural pressures result in rigid adherence to gender-stereotypes.28

Thus, if integrated into a young girl’s gender schema, a sexualised doll’s hyper-feminine
representations have the potential to influence their gender evaluations and formation.

Children will have a favourite toy; particular toys ‘enter into the lives of some children
and become as it were, central to their identity’.29 Sexualised dolls, icons of feminine beauty,
have the capacity to act as role models or even imaginary friends.30 Dittmar et al. suggest
that the doll, as a socialization agent, has essential qualities which are desired and eventually
internalized as aspects of the young girl’s ideal self.31 The Meadian concept of ‘taking the
perspective of the other’32 is put forward to explain how the girl interacts with her doll. The
young girl, it is suggested, will evaluate herself from the imaginary perspective of the doll,
coming to understand the meaning of beauty and perfection by pretending to be her doll which
is the embodiment of the cultural ideal of feminine beauty.

Retrospective accounts of doll-play have provided insight into the salient role that a
doll can assume in a young girl’s life. For example, Kuther and McDonald interviewed girls
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aged 10–14 years about their experiences with Barbie.33 Participants reported an intense
identification with Barbie at younger ages—viewing her as a role model; ‘She is like the
perfect person when you are little that everyone wants to be like’.34 However, it was also
found that they had ambiguous feelings towards Barbie and the feminine image she represents,
reporting that as they grew older, they ceased to identify her as a role model, with some
of them viewing her as an object of hatred; ‘I cut off all of Barbie’s hair and burned the
clothes’.35 Kuther and McDonald conclude that participants on the one hand strived to emulate
the ‘perfection’ that was embodied by Barbie, whilst on the other rejecting it.

Kuther and McDonald’s study is a valuable contribution to an area of research that is
relatively uninformed by the perspectives of young girls themselves, but it does not clarify
the experience of young girls who are current members of the sexualised doll target-audience.
Also, the study’s focus on Barbie does not take into account the wide range of other sexualised
dolls that have emerged in the market over the past ten years.

The Present Study

The current study builds upon the work carried out by Kuther and McDonald.36 In line with
current research perspectives, it takes the child’s voice into account by using a qualitative
approach. This study employed sixteen semi-structured individual interviews to investigate
six to eight year-old girls’ evaluations of a sexualised doll. A non-sexualised doll functioned
as a comparator. In order to combat any pre-existing biographical frameworks due to
advertising, care was taken to use dolls that were not widely recognised. Participants represent
a convenience sample of the target-audience for these dolls which is deemed to be four to eight
years of age. The research questions to be addressed are:

• how do participants construct the sexualised doll in their interview talk?;

• and how do they construct themselves in relation to this doll?

Methods

Participants

All first and second class girls in a rural primary school were invited to take part. Sixteen
girls took part; ranging in age from six to eight years. The average age was seven years. All
participants were Irish and were fluent English-speakers.

Materials

A non-sexualised doll and a sexualised doll were used. The sexualised doll will be referred
to here as Lira and the non-sexualised doll will be referred to as Lucy—names which were
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chosen by participants.37 Lira was chosen from the MGA Entertainment range of Moxie
Teenz dolls and was 36cm tall (Appendix A). Lucy was chosen from the Zapf Creation
range of Baby Annabelle Tween dolls and was 42cm tall (Appendix B). Care was taken to
ensure that the dolls were of similar size and had similar physical attributes (i.e. hair, eye
and skin colour)—this ensured that the main difference between the dolls was the sexualised/
non-sexualised aspect. Attention was also given to finding dolls that were lesser known in
an attempt to combat any pre-existing biographical framework for the dolls that participants
may have had. The most popular toys of 2009 were listed in ‘Hot Toys 2009’, and neither
doll was mentioned in this list. Staff in ‘Toymaster’ were also consulted on this issue. The
dolls were deemed sexualised or non-sexualised by reference to the Sexualised Goods Aimed
at Children Report which was commissioned by the Scottish Parliament Equal Opportunities
Committee. It identifies sexualised goods as those which make reference to sexual practices
and sexual contexts; goods that emphasise body parts and shapes culturally associated with
adult sexuality; and goods that duplicate styles currently considered fashionable for adults. An
interview schedule was prepared. It comprised of the following general areas of questioning:

• Personal preference for the dolls

• The physical appearance of the dolls

• The imagined characteristics of the dolls

• Personal similarity to the dolls

Interviews took place in a number of different vacant classrooms within the school building.

Procedure

Participant Recruitment The school was contacted and the purpose and general procedure
was explained to the principal and teachers. Permission to conduct the interviews was
obtained. All participants were under the age of sixteen years therefore parental consent was
necessary. Informational consent forms were sent home to the parents of each girl in 1st class
and 2nd class. In order to participate, the child’s parent had to sign the consent form and return
it to the teacher.

Data Collection Much care was taken to ensure that the interview setting was as welcoming
as possible. The researcher sat adjacent to the participant as opposed to opposite her at a desk.
Two small chairs were used and a desk was covered with a colourful blanket. The door was left
open and the interview was visible to passers-by. The researcher explained what the interview
would be about and participants were told that if they felt uncomfortable at any time, they
could ask to stop; they were also told that the interview would be recorded. Each participant
then gave their verbal assent. All interviews were recorded and lasted fifteen to twenty minutes
each. The participant was asked a range of questions about the two different dolls that were
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presented. When the interview ended the participant was encouraged to ask any questions that
she may have had, was thanked and given a debriefing sheet.

Data Analysis All interviews were transcribed verbatim. The details of delivery (intakes of
breath, pauses, stutters, etc.) were omitted as analytic focus was on the semantic content
of talk. Transcripts were analysed using a broad level of thematic discourse analysis in
accordance with guidelines set out by Braun and Clarke38 and Potter and Wetherell.39 The
transcripts were read and as categories emerged they were clustered under themed headings.
Categories were identified as they arose from the data and themes were not predetermined by
the researcher. Data was taken to represent participants’ perspectives and not objective fact.
Research was conducted within a discourse analysis framework, maintaining that discourses
are conversations or talk with an agenda—producing knowledge which in turn functions to
maintain certain power relationships within society and influences how individuals make sense
of reality.40 Quantification of the data was avoided—however, when ‘most’ or ‘many’ is used
to describe participants’ views, it can be taken to refer to over 75% of the data. ‘Some’ can be
taken to represent under 50% of the data.

Reliability

Internal coherence of the data was established as the same themes emerged in each interview.
Findings were further validated as a second researcher identified themes and only themes
identified by both researchers were included in the findings.

Reflexivity

The analysis was conducted by a twenty-six year-old female with no strong a-priori position
on issues involved. Care was taken to ensure that questions were open-ended and did not lead.
During analysis, consideration was given to occasions upon which it was felt the participant
had been led by the researcher.

Findings

Out of the sixteen girls interviewed, fifteen preferred Lira—the sexualised doll. Most
participants reacted with excited enthusiasm when first presented with Lira. Some girls
wondered where the interviewer had purchased the doll, and what ‘kind’ of a doll she was. All
participants acknowledged ownership of dolls.

Following thematic discourse analysis of the data, the data revealed the following
themes:

• A beauty ideal
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• Beauty as a world of possibility

• Narcissistic activity

• Identification and desire to emulate

• Unease

Within some of these themes sub-themes emerged and these will be addressed here.

Note: I = Interviewer

A Beauty Ideal: (Body Image, Face and Make-Up & Style)

Body Image The seven and eight year-old participants were aware of the ‘thin ideal’
embodied by Lira. This was in contrast to the six year-old participants who made no reference
to Lira’s weight. Many of the older girls maintained a preference for Lira on this basis. Being
thin was desirable.

I: [. . . ] Do you think that many girls would have a (body) shape like that?
J: No
I: Do you think that they would like to?
J: Yeah—because you could fit really skinny clothes on ya’ and skinnier clothes are
nicer. (aged seven)

Some of the girls described Lucy as being ‘fat’. This was generally said in a light-hearted
manner and was something they found funny. It was clear that being ‘fat’ was something that
should be avoided, with the necessary measures being taken.

I: What else would she do?
M: Walk around the block
I: Why?
M: So she’ll get skinnier (aged eight)

Face and Make-Up Participants preferred Lira because she was wearing make-up. Lira had
unusually long eyelashes (in the style of fake eyelashes) which most participants pointed out
and were very attracted to. Most participants interviewed said that they wear make-up or that
they would like to but were not allowed. They understood make-up as a means to achieving
beauty—making women more ‘beautiful’, more ‘pretty’ or ‘cool’. All participants preferred
make-up to no make-up.

I: Why do you think that Lira has a nice face?
A: Because I like when people wear lipstick and stuff (aged six)

I: Why is she (Lira) cooler?
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V: Because she (Lucy) doesn’t have much mascara on (aged eight)

Some participants were disdainful of Lucy, commenting that she had a ‘big nose’ that she
was ‘fat’ and that she looked ‘silly’. The negativity of such statements contrasted with the
positivity that was shown towards Lira. The physical criteria that were met by Lira in terms of
her appearance were not met by Lucy.

Style All participants reacted with enthusiasm to Lira’s clothing. They all liked her high-
heels, with many saying that they owned a pair and those who didn’t saying that they would
like to. They all liked Lira’s shiny accessories (her bag and hat). These items were considered
by participants to make her more ‘fashionable’—this for them was an important factor in their
preference.

Beauty as a World of Possibility

Many participants linked Lira’s beauty with other positive characteristics such as cleverness,
kindness and helpfulness.

I: And who is more smart?
L: Lira
I: And why?
L: Because she is prettier (aged seven)

When asked to imagine what Lira would be when she ‘grew up’, a large scope of professions
were mentioned. These ranged from what can be considered more typically appearance-
focused careers (i.e. pop-star, super-star): ‘A super star! She would be Hannah Montana!’;
to what can be considered more typically intellect-focused careers (vet, teacher, nurse). Lira
presented a wide range of possibility in terms of future prospects. For Lucy on the other hand,
future careers were confined to the intellect-focused.

Narcissistic Activity: (Appearance-Focused Play & Consumerism)

Appearance-focused play Participants’ talk suggested that they would engage predominantly
in what can be described as appearance-focused play with Lira. Games involved decidedly
feminine activities focusing on appearance-management and fashion.

I: Ok—so what kind of games would you play with (Lira)?
R: I’d play fashion games
I: Yeah?
R: Doing their hair and changing their clothes
I: Would you do anything else?
R: I might put lipstick on her (aged six)
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Although appearance-focused play was sometimes associated with Lucy, a wide variety of
more ‘athletic’ games were also mentioned.

I: Ok and what kind of games would you play with (Lucy)?
R: Peek-a-boo and play catch and jump on my bouncy castle (aged six)

The athleticism that was associated with Lucy was not afforded to Lira.

Consumerism Questions regarding what Lira would do every day prompted participants to
expand on their perceptions of her and the imaginary life she would lead. Many participants
believed she would go ‘shopping’. This included shopping for shoes, jewellery, makeup and
‘good clothes’. This was often the only thing that she would, in their opinion, engage in each
day. Lucy on the other hand, was often imagined to ‘go to her friend’s house’ or play sports
such as ‘catch’ or ‘hide ‘n’ seek’.

Identification and Desire to Emulate Most participants identified with aspects of Lira. Many
compared their own blue eyes with her eyes. Interestingly, Lucy had blue eyes too, but a
comparison was never spontaneously drawn by any participant with her. When asked which
doll they thought they were most like, the majority chose Lira. They often created links and
similarities with her.

I: And why do you think you’re like (Lira)?
M: Because I look like her! (aged seven)

J: Well, her eyelashes are nice and they’re really like mine (aged seven)

When asked which doll they would most like to be like, most participants picked Lira. A
minority choose Lucy or said that they would not like to be like either one. Clearly for most
participants Lira was a more desirable figure of emulation—with all expressing a desire to
possess the same adult accessories as her and viewing her in a very positive light.

Unease: (Ambivalence & Risk)

Ambivalence Some participants demonstrated a sense of unease with Lira’s unattainable
body shape.

I: What do you think of her body?
K: It’s kind of a bit weird
I: Oh really? Why?
K: Cause her legs—they’re thinner (aged seven)
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One participant preferred Lucy’s body shape, because she felt that she looked like an ‘ordinary
person’ and that Lira did not. Another participant felt that Lira looked like a ‘diva’ whereas
Lucy looked ‘normal’. When questioned regarding the overall importance of beauty or weight,
some participants had slightly contradictory attitudes.

I: And do you think the way she (Lira) looks would be a good way for little girls to
look?
L: Yeah
I: Why?
L: Because she’s beautiful
I: And do you think it’s important to be beautiful?
L: No—you can look the way you want to look (aged eight)

Risk Despite being very enamoured by Lira’s adult style, some of the girls expressed
awareness that they themselves were not yet ready for accessories such as high-heels and
make-up.

I: Do you wear lipstick?
A: Sometimes when I’m going somewhere special
I: Do you? And do you think it’s good for little girls?
A: Sometimes it’s not, it’s bad because they can get habits, and bring it to school so
sometimes it’s bad (aged seven)

This awareness often seemed to have been conveyed to them by their mother.

I: And do you wear lipstick?
S: Sometimes. But mammy doesn’t let me have the eye-gloss, or whatever it’s called
I: Lip-gloss?
S: Yeah
I: And em, do you think it’s good to wear makeup?
S: Yeah, because you look pretty
I: You look pretty with it?
S: Yeah—but mammy says I look prettier without it (aged seven)

Discussion

Five main themes emerged from the data: a beauty ideal, beauty as a world of possibility,
narcissistic activity, identification/desire to emulate, and unease. These will be interpreted and
discussed here.

The interviews clearly demonstrated that participants perceived Lira as a beauty ideal.
This encompassed her body shape, her adult style, and her adult facial features. It was found
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that seven to eight year-old participants were focused on body size whereas the six year-
old participants were not. Older participants expressed a preference for Lira’s thin body
shape and some demonstrated knowledge of weight-loss strategies. This may demonstrate
a developmental shift towards the internalization of the thin ideal which is concerning as
preoccupation with weight at younger ages is shown to be predictive of disturbed eating
behaviours at later stage.41 The negativity displayed towards Lucy’s appearance by some
participants was interesting. She was chosen for this study due to her physical similarity with
Lira—the main difference lying in her child-like face and body and in her non-sexualised
style. However, the difference in reaction towards her was at times striking. The derogatory
vocabulary that some participants chose to describe her (e.g. ‘fat’, ‘silly’) functioned to
demean her child-like appearance.

Sociocultural theory suggests that young girls anticipate social advantages for adopting
certain lifestyle choices. The American Psychological Association argues that young girls
achieve popularity by buying into ‘sexualisation’, including the consumption of sexualised
goods (like Lira).42 In the present study it appears that it was easier for participants to declare
preference for Lira—the sexualised doll. It is possible that in their aversion to Lucy—the
non-sexualised doll—participants used their sharp sociocultural ‘monitors’ to avoid possible
rejection. There was one deviant case in the present study whose stated preference was for
Lucy. This participant was clearly more interested in baby-dolls and in a sense evoked a
discourse of an earlier generation where nurturance and care-giving were promoted. Before the
interview took place she approached the researcher to inform her that she ‘loved taking care
of dolls’. That the one participant who deviated felt the need to name her position highlighted
the power of the dominant discourse.

The surrounding cultural milieu within which adulthood is glamorised appears to
facilitate sexualising choices regarding style. In the present study all participants expressed a
desire to adopt adult accessories such as high-heels and make-up. These choices arguably push
young girls into adulthood43 and circumscribe their childhood to a time where they can only
envisage themselves as future adult females. The discourse elicited by Lucy which emphasised
athleticism and child-play did not appear to be an acceptable choice for some participants.

Research has identified sexualised dolls as espousing a restrictive and stereotyped
construction of femininity.44 The concern surrounding such a version of femininity is that it
designates a limited horizon of opportunity to young girls. The present study found indications
of restriction but also extensions of possibility. Lira blocked discourses of child-play and
athleticism whilst promoting certain stereotypical aspects of hyper-femininity. Participants
however, used a ‘superwoman’-type discourse when discussing Lira—a status afforded to her
because of her beauty.

The notion of beauty as a path to success surrounds children. Children’s media often
associates beauty and thin characters with positive qualities.45 Not only was Lira considered
an icon of beauty—she was consistently chosen as the ‘kinder’, the ‘cleverer’ and the ‘nicer’
doll. The wide range of possible career paths envisaged for Lira surpassed those envisaged for
Lucy. These young girls constructed Lira as a beautiful, ambitious, and intelligent vision
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of femininity—perhaps a wider construct than one might expect from the Lira’s image.
These findings echo research accounts given by some in which Barbie is seen as a figure
of empowerment.46 However, while it may be desirable that Lira is perceived as intelligent
and ambitious, it is worrying that alongside these characteristics she promotes an unattainable
and unhealthy standard of beauty.

Participants appeared to use their imagination in different ways with each doll. Being
fashion dolls, both encourage a focus on self-display.47 However, Lira elicited much more
talk about appearance-based play, while Lucy elicited talk about sports-based play. Therefore,
play-talk associated with Lucy was more in the realm of child’s activity, whereas play-talk
associated with Lira suggested a future realm within which the adult world of fashion and
make-up could be embraced. Again participants appeared to be denigrating the present whilst
enjoying the premises upon which Lira carried them into the future. This finding fits into
the general research perspective which is that sexualised fashion dolls have the potential to
circumscribe girls’ play, promoting the imaginative enactment of stereotypical adult feminine
roles.48

Concern has been expressed that sexualised fashion dolls promote an unhealthy interest
in consumerism.49 Their accompanying biographies often declare ‘shopping’ as hobby
number one. The following conversational pieces taken from the interactive DivaStarz range
demonstrate this:

I’m in a bad mood. Let’s go shopping? Do you like shopping?
Let’s go shopping with some friends. My friends are way into fashion.
Are your friends into fashion?

Most participants decided that Lira’s main activity would be shopping. Indeed, one participant
when asked what games she played with her own Bratz dolls said that she would make-
believe that they ‘play in a shopping centre’. The marketing of ‘consumption’ itself to
children is worrying in that it has the potential to lead to a growing consumerist/materialist
viewpoint.50 Kanner and Gomes use the term ‘narcissistic wounding’ to describe how children
consider themselves inferior if they are not given access to endless arrays of new products.51

Participants in the present study were clearly affected by advertising, demonstrating a keen
awareness of brands and current trends (e.g. ‘High School Musical’ paraphernalia, Miley
Cyrus songs, Hello Kitty make-up and ‘Bratz’ games). Some participants demonstrated a
clear desire to actually possess Lira.

When asked which doll they were most like—most participants picked Lira. Clearly
they were attempting to align themselves with Lira’s ‘beautiful’ adult appearance, and not
with Lucy’s child-like appearance. Participants drew pleasure from identification with Lira
and were clear in their admiration of her. However, some participants demonstrated a degree
of ambivalence towards Lira—especially regarding the age-appropriateness of her style and
features. Their talk demonstrated a struggle between the wider discourse which seems to
promote adult-style and lifestyle, and parental discourse which is attempting to counter this.
This conflict between discourses was also visible in the participants’ attitudes when questioned
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about the importance of beauty or of being skinny. It was clear from their contributions that it
mattered very much to them that Lira was both thin and beautiful, but when questioned directly
they said that it was not important to possess either of these attributes. This ambivalence
suggests unease with the doll as a feminine ideal of beauty. This finding resonates with Kuther
and MacDonald’s study in which participants reported a desire to be like Barbie but also a
rejection of her.52

Methodological Limitations

Steps were taken to ensure that the dolls used for this study were not widely advertised or
known to the population of interest—however, the discourse of advertising shapes young girls’
perceptions of all fashion dolls. Future research could ensure that dolls were from a brand not
available in the country in which the study is to be carried out. Also, the current study was
limited to six to eight year-old girls; future research could encompass a wider sample of the
demographic that play with dolls, which ranges from four to eight years-old. The sample
was ethnically homogenous—investigating cultural difference in evaluations of a sexualised
doll would provide interesting results. Future research could be carried with a different ethnic
group.

Conclusion

Participants clearly viewed the sexualised fashion doll as a beauty ideal. The ambivalence
which was demonstrated by some participants regarding the age-appropriateness of the
sexualised doll’s image suggest that they are not blindly buying into ‘sexualisation’. The
awareness of her age-inappropriate image often seemed to have originated from parental
discourse. Participants’ openness to discourses which counter the wider societal discourse
which glamorises adulthood suggests that educational programmes regarding the risks
associated with this could function to combat sexualisation.
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Appendix A: Image of a Sexualised Doll (Lira)

Appendix B: Image of a Non-Sexualised Doll (Lucy)

Note: Sunglasses were removed for interviews
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ABSTRACT

The use of the Internet as a modern source of information is rapidly increasing the dependence
of humans on computer-based technologies. Consuming information over the World Wide
Web is delineating a new class of behaviours that can be analysed for various purposes.
Human-web interaction is mainly a mental activity in which human cognition is engaged
at multiple stages. The assessment and quantification of a user’s engagement while surfing
the Web is poses a challenge in studying the user’s experience. Our aim is to adopt, in
the context of Web, the complex construct of Human Mental Workload (HMW) mainly
applied in neuroscience and psychology. We propose a framework capable of generating
qualitative indexes of HMW, applicable in real-world settings. Online advertising strategies,
personalisation systems and techniques for enhancing the usability of digital interfaces are
exemplary scenarios in which our new metric of user engagement may be successfully applied.

Introduction

The explosion of the Internet as a collaborative, accessible data resource along with the
proliferation of Web 2.0 technologies and applications is rapidly changing the way users
access, seek, publish and consume information. The use of computer-based tools is shaping
the application of human cognition and exponentially increasing the dependence of humans
on these technologies. New ways of interacting and collaborating have been emerging,
delineating new forms of behaviour that can be mined for various purposes. Each action
a person makes in the World Wide Web can be routinely monitored and saved in Web
interaction logs that may offer a detailed and informative source of data. Although logs are
good on volume and accuracy, their interpretation is non-trivial: it is extremely difficult to
identify users’ original goals and intentions from these footprints. In fact, surfing the Web is a
complex cognitive activity that mainly involves auditory, tactile and visual human modalities
rather than physical channels. In these activities, human cognition is engaged at multiple
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stages: this represents the main inspiration to study the cognitive engagement of a user
while surfing web pages. For this purpose, the aim is to bring the concept of human mental
workload, mainly applied in psychology, neuroscience and cognitive science, to the field of
computer science, increasingly connected to social and behavioural science. Human mental
workload is a complex multifaceted construct, as described in the next sections. The objective
measurement of the human mental workload elicited during task execution within the Web, is
relevant in studying individual performance enabling mass behaviour analysis, therefore being
useful in studying the collective intelligence of multiple users.

This contribution presents and describes the anatomy of a novel and implementable
architecture of automatic assessment of the human mental workload of users while consuming
information over the Web. Specifically, the goal of this multidisciplinary proposal (figure 1) is
two-fold. The theoretical contribution is focused on the design of the human mental workload-
based computational process that yields an assessment of a user’s engagement or cognitive
effort. While the practical contribution provides exemplary scenarios of the application of the
computational model, stressing the benefits that automatically-computed indexes of human
mental workload may bring to the analysis of users’ behaviour within the World Wide Web.

Fig. 1. Multi-disciplinary research space.
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State-of-the-Art

Web logs provide a way of storing human-computer (Web) interactions which can be analysed
for various purposes. Current commercial analytic tools available mainly focus on the analysis
of interaction from a high-level perspective which means they consider, for example, the
number of visits to a certain web page, the country of origin and the operating system used by
visitors, the duration of the visits, and so forth. They do not, however, focus on behavioural
analysis on an individual basis. In a different respect, academic research has mainly focused on
laboratory experiments, capturing lower-level actions such as the objective interaction activity
of users with web browsers including scrolling, clicking and mouse movements. Kelly et al.1

focused on reading time per document, scrolling and interaction, relying on the hypothesis that
users will spend more time, scroll more often and interact further within those web documents
that are interesting and relevant. In Atterer, Wnuk, Schmidt web users are analysed with regard
to computer usage proficiency, and they are classified according to the time spent filling in
fields of a web form.2

However, these and similar studies consider only a fraction of the pool of the events from
which information may be gathered by existing Internet technologies. Moreover, academic
studies tend to adopt laboratory-based approaches to identify underlying behaviour, such as
subjective questionnaires, with obvious and evident implications for practical scaling. In the
study conducted by Velayathan and Yamada,3 a framework to gather logs of users’ behaviour
is described. Here the captured web users’ activity is analysed by applying machine-learning
techniques, in order to extract formal rules to evaluate web pages. The authors, however,
used explicit techniques to retrieve feedback: experiment volunteers needed to deal with an
invasive pop-up dialog box by explicitly rating the visited web resource with ‘like’, ‘dislike’,
or ‘unknown’.

In contrast, a recent study by Longo et al.4 concentrated on generating wider web logs
containing more detailed information. The gathered data was either browser-dependent, such
as printing, bookmarking, finding-in page, filling forms, or interaction-based such as scrolling,
clicking, keyboard pressing and mouse movements. Although a greater corpus of data was
available, the collected actions were quantitatively averaged to produce a preliminary index of
user engagement and interest.

The human-computer interaction over the World Wide Web can be interpreted from
different perspectives. The theory of Information Foraging,5 for example, is based on
the assumption that people prefer information-seeking strategies that yield more useful
information per unit cost of interaction. In other words, people tend to adopt those strategies
that maximize the acquisition of useful information with lower human-machine interaction
cost. According to this psychological theory, Pirolli et al.6 focused on adaptive interfaces. The
authors proposed a model (SNIF-ACT)7 based on backtracking mechanisms able to analyse
the way users make navigation choices when seeking and consuming web resources, until they
either give up or find what they were looking for. Similarly, two other recent approaches of
web navigation, MESA8 and COLIDES,9 were aimed at simulating the flow of users through
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the linked structures of web documents. These studies were based on cognitive theories to test
the usability of web pages.

A further study10 inspired by the effort-theory of Pirolli et al. considers a wider set of
interaction signs to produce objective indexes of mental workload, assuming that the more a
user interacts with a web resource, manifesting greater engagement and effort, the higher the
interest in its content. The computation of this workload index is performed by quantitatively
aggregating events such as scrolling, clicking, bookmarking, printing, filling forms, inactivity
time and text-selection. The weight of each event was inferred by applying probability theories
and the goal of the study was to produce a rank among web resources. Other cognitive-based
approaches have attempted to measure human workload to test the usability of web sites. Tracy
et al.11 adopted well-known subjective psychological and neurological techniques such as the
NASA-TLX post-event questionnaire12 and the Sternberg Memory Test13 to generate indexes
of workload. However, it is difficult to apply these subjective methodologies in large-scale
scenarios such as the one we consider (the World Wide Web) as they are invasive and require
explicit ratings.

Similarly, Professor Gwizdka’s approaches were scoped to the web search process,14

and his goal was to examine the impact of cognitive abilities on web search tasks. Yet the
experiments were invasive, adopting post-event questionnaires. The resulting distribution of
cognitive load suggests that further effort should be put into investigating human mental
workload at units shorter than a task, so at a lower and detailed level, in order to enhance
the amount of dynamic change in the level of cognitive effort.

Identification of Gaps and Research Question

It is clear and undisputed that web logs represent a huge potential for the identification of
users’ interaction and patterns of human behaviours during information consumption tasks
over the World Wide Web. However, gaps and limitations have been detected in the field of
web-usage mining:

• Commercial tools (figure 2, C) in present approaches do not affect users’ experience, but
are mainly focused on quantitative high-level statistics, such as those provided by Google
Analytics (figure 2, G), exploring interaction generally at a session level.

• Academic solutions are mainly confined to laboratory settings; most of them are primarily
focused on a sub-set of all the possible interaction-events that can be stored in log files
(figure 2, A1, A3); recent studies have analysed web interaction logs from perspectives
that consider psychological/cognitive theories, and some of them consider a wider
spectrum of web interaction events, investigating interactions at a task level. However,
they have mainly proposed quantitative methodologies for interpreting web logs data
and not qualitative solutions (figure 2, A2). Furthermore, they are laboratory-driven and
heavily focused on explicit questionnaires or other invasive techniques to identify patterns
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of users’ behaviour, therefore affecting users’ natural experience while surfing the Web
(figure 2, A4).

According to the above limitations and gaps, the following research question emerges:

To what extent can signs of web users’ behaviour be implicitly captured, stored in
log-files, then processed and analysed in order to infer qualitative judgements and
not merely quantitative feedback?

This may result in a research agenda with three points:

• What are the techniques that allow automatic implicit monitoring of activity without
influencing the experience of web users while consuming information?

• What are the technologies that allow monitoring of web users’ activity at a lower level,
thus enabling the gathering of greater details?

• What are the strategies that allow qualitative knowledge discovery from web interactions
logs and not merely quantitative analytical statistics?

Fig. 2. Three salient dimensions towards qualitative web logs knowledge discovery
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These questions, as depicted in figure 2, can be seen as forming a three dimensional space with
the main commercial tools (C) (Google - G) and the main academic studies (A). Our approach
(figure 2, LL) seeks to positively address each identified issue, proposing an innovative engine
that implicitly gathers information related to the interaction of users with the Web, without
affecting their experience and that uses a computational model, inspired by the concept of
human mental workload, capable of qualitative interpretation of interaction-logs. The engine
as a whole is implementable and the reasoning model is claimed to likely be an evolutionary
and powerful alternative for understanding human habits and behaviour when seeking and
consuming digital web-resources.

The Concept of Human Mental Workload

The concept of human mental workload is a subjective construct, mainly investigated in
psychology, cognitive science, and neuroscience. Despite more than fifty years of research
in the field, there is still no clearly-defined, universally-accepted definition of workload.15

Defining human mental workload is a non-trivial problem: the literature suggests it is difficult
to define it uniquely due to its multifaceted and multidimensional nature as it depends on
the capabilities and effort of the operators in the context of specific situations. Gopher and
Dochin16 argue that no single, representative measure of mental workload exists, or is likely
to be of general use, although they do not provide guidance on how many workload measures
they believe are necessary or sufficient. A simple and intuitive definition is that mental
workload is the amount of mental work or cognitive effort necessary for a person, or group, to
complete a task over a given period of time. Research has evolved the concept. The following
list presents the main points of view of different authors about the construct of human mental
workload:

• ‘it is the cost of performing a task in terms of a reduction in the capacity to perform
additional tasks, that use the same processing resource’; 17

• ‘it is not an inherent property, but rather it emerges from the interaction between the
requirements of a task, the circumstances under which it is performed, and the skills,
behaviours and perceptions of the operator’;18

• ‘it refers to the portion of operator information processing capacity or resources that is
actually required to meet system demands’;19

• ‘it is the difference between the capacities of the information processing system that
are required for task performance to satisfy performance expectations and the capacity
available at any given time’;20

• ‘the mental workload of a task represents the level of attentional resources required
to meet both objective and subjective performance, which may be mediated by task
demands, external support and past experience’;21
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• ‘it can be characterised as a mental construct that reflects the mental strain resulting from
performing a task under specific environmental and operational conditions, considering
capabilities of the operator to respond to those demands’.22

Human mental workload is influenced by numerous factors that make a definitive
measurement difficult: its formalisation is a non-trivial problem.23 The construct is often
described in terms of mental effort, mental strain, cognitive effort, emotional strain, influenced
by task constraints and external environment factors. However, it appears that the principal
reason for measuring human mental workload is to quantify the mental cost of performing a
task in order to predict operator and system performance.24

Similarly, developing a general structure for measuring and assessing human mental
workload during task execution, within the field of the World Wide Web, is a multifaceted
problem, covering a broad range of situations, time scales, influences and applications. The
situation of interest may cover any task in which mental effort is expended more or less
continuously. The time scales involved in general mental workload problems vary widely:
from fast actions, such as pressing a keyboard button, of the order of milliseconds, to actions
such as filling web forms, reading documents or watching videos, of the order of seconds,
minutes or hours. The most troublesome analysis problems are due to the diverse and primarily
psychological influences on an individual’s effort such as the degree of training, practice and
application skills one brings to a task.

Architecture of an implementable engine

This contribution is focused on the proposal of a high-level architecture of an engine for human
mental workload assessments, inferred by reasoning over the activity, captured and stored in
log-files, related to the human-computer interaction within the Web. We adopt a bottom-up
design as shown in figure 3 where five main stages have been identified:

• [A] human-computer interaction;

• [B] technology;

• [C] pre-processing;

• [D] computational heuristic;

• [E] application.
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Fig. 3. Anatomy of an engine based on Human Mental Workload assessments

Human-Computer Interaction Level

The overall process starts when a certain user interacts directly with a web browser to consume
digital information (Human-Computer Interaction level). This interaction must be passively
monitored and captured in order to avoid affecting the natural experience of the user while
surfing the Web. To do this, the common scenario where users interact with a computer through
a mouse, a keyboard and a display is assumed.

Technology Level

A monitor module, at the Technology level, collects data regarding users’ interaction and logs
it. There are different ways of monitoring the interaction of users with the Web by using
Internet technologies:

• server-side monitoring, capable of grabbing high-level data such as IP address, browser
used, URL and time of request, operating system, screen resolution and country of origin;

• client-side monitoring, capable of gathering low-level actions and divided by:

• physical interaction monitoring able to gather actions such as clicking, scrolling,
mouse movements and keyboard pressing;

• browser monitoring able to gather browser-generated events such as bookmarking,
printing, saving as (page, file, image) and finding in page.
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To be in line with the research question, our proposal considers both server-side and client-side
monitoring, capable of capturing both high-level and detailed interaction fingerprints, which
provide closer data to the user’s natural interaction with the Web, without influencing their
surfing experience. The output of this level, represented by a monitoring technology being
developed, is a raw log file containing each captured interaction event along with the time-
stamp and a few details which vary from event to event (coordinates for scrolling and mouse
movements, occurrences of key pressed for keyboard actions).

Pre-Processing Level

The pre-processing level is aimed at transforming raw data to structured data, preparing
the input to the subsequent computational model. The first sub-module is the web session
extractor, conceived to isolate on the time line, different web sessions for a certain user.
We refer to a web session as a set of objective physical actions (clicking, scrolling, pressing
keyboard buttons and so forth) generated over a set of web pages within an interval of time,
pre-defined or learned. A subsequent URL separator sub-module separates each visited URL
within the identified session, it associates the captured events over that URL and saves them in
a structured URL log. A further sub-module, named Event Complexity Reducer, is necessary
to decrease the complexity of the structured URL log, in terms of dimension. Events such as
scrollings and mouse movements are captured in large quantity, and even in a small interval of
one second, a large amount of coordinates are collected. A sample reducer may spatially
average the coordinates ‘touched’ with the mouse in a small interval of time. The set of
structured URL logs forms the Structured Session Log input of the computational model.

Computational Heuristic Level

The Computational Heuristic level is aimed at producing qualitative indexes of human mental
workload of a certain user over a certain visited URL. As the reasoning strategy is based on
the construct of human mental workload, a practical definition of this complex construct, in
this context, is necessary before describing our heuristic:

The human mental workload of a web user is the amount of cognitive resources used
over an interval of time to perform a web task in a multi-task environment. This is
influenced by task-demands, individual personal traits, external interferences and
cognitive resource concurrency.

The definition stresses the following main points:

• the context is the World Wide Web;
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• tasks are intended to be those actions that a human can perform with a computer and a
web browser (reading, watching media, playing online and so forth);

• different tasks have different demands in terms of cognitive resources they require or the
mental workload they impose;

• the time dimension underlines that tasks are not discrete (single instantaneous action) but
continuous;

• individual traits, such as skills, previous knowledge, past experience and ability in using
technologies need to be considered, as they may influence task performance;

• there may be interference among two or more tasks in terms of priority of execution or
overlapping of the required cognitive resources;

• external factors may influence the execution of a task such as sudden pop-up dialog boxes
or system power off that distract or stop a user’s web-interaction.

The concept of cognitive resources and tasks need to be clarified. Here we are inspired by the
‘multiple resource theory’ proposed by Wickens in his seminar work.25

In 1980, he identified the main dimensions of the structure of the human information
processing associated with neuro-physiological mechanisms that may define cognitive
resources, taking into consideration time-sharing efficiency among parallel tasks.26 His work
is based on four dichotomous dimensions and considers time-sharing performance. Here, two
different tasks demanding one level of a given dimension will have a higher interference than
two tasks demanding separate levels on the dimension. These dimensions, which we refer to
as cognitive resources are consistent with the theoretical context of multiple resources:

• processing stages;

• perceptual modalities;

• processing codes;

• visual channels.

Processing Stages

The resources used for cognitive tasks and perceptual activities, for instance the ones involving
working memory, seem to be the same but are different, in terms of functionality, from the
activities that underline the selection and execution of action. In other words, as examined in
Isreal et al.,27 a task involving speech recognition (perception) does not have a considerable
influence on another parallel task involving production (response).
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Perceptual Modalities

Apparently humans can better divide their attention between the eye and ear than between
two auditory or visual channels: auditory perception uses a different resource than does visual
perception. This stresses the fact that cross-modal time sharing is better than intra-modal time
sharing: driving and looking at a map interfere with each other more than driving and listening
to directions.28

Processing Codes

The processing codes dimension refers to the distinction between analog-spatial processing
and categorial-symbolic processing, usually linguistic or verbal. This indicates that spatial
activity uses different resources than does verbal/linguistic activity. The distinction between
spatial and verbal resources is related to the high degree of efficiency with which manual
and vocal responses can be shared over time, with the assumption that manual responses are
usually spatial in nature, as for instance mouse movements, tracking, joystick, and vocal
responses are usually verbal. Driving a car means allocating visual, spatial and manual
demands, and can interfere more if the driver needs to control a mobile phone, manually
dialling the number, than verbally dialling it. Similarly, in an office environment where verbal
processing is heavily employed, listening to music with lyrics interferes more than listening
to music without words.29

Visual Channels

This last dichotomy is solely nested in the visual processing sub-space and it refers to the
difference between focal and ambient vision. Focal vision is essentially required for perceiving
details, patterns and object recognition, while ambient vision is used for perceiving orientation
and ego-motion, meaning the speed and the direction of vision while moving through an
environment. Walking and reading a book is an example of the parallel exploitation of both
the focal and ambient vision.30

A task needs to be abstractly defined and we propose a task-taxonomy containing for
each web task the following information:

• a high level description of the task;

• task-demands in term of cognitive resources required (as previously described);

• task-difficulty estimation.

For instance ‘watching a video’ over the web is an easy cognitive task that demands the visual
modality resource, which means the user visually looks at a display. ‘Reading’ a digital article
is a relatively easy task and, in addition to the visual modality, it requires a cognitive effort
(cognitive stage) to process the information read. Interacting with web-forms demands both
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the visual modality and the tactile modality as a user needs to press keyboard buttons, moving
the mouse along with processing information and therefore its difficulty is higher. The task-
taxonomy needs to be built according to cognitive theories of task execution considering
empirical data. In other words, the main purpose of this high-level database is to associate
which cognitive resources are used to perform a certain task along with its estimated difficulty.

A task extractor module is then aimed at recognising which high-level task (in the
task-taxonomy) a user has performed on the considered URL. This module is capable of
recognising, through an attentive analysis of the interaction activity patterns, the typology
of web task performed. For instance, when ‘watching a video’ the user may generate less
mouse movements than when ‘reading a document’ which is more likely to require mouse
interaction. Similarly, ‘filling in web forms’ requires more keyboard usage than ‘listening to
music’ which usually requires little interaction with the mouse or the keyboard.

A further component named individual traits DB has the role of deducing and storing
individual personal traits such as the skill of using a computer and a web browser, or patterns
of individual navigation over the Web. It is intuitive to assume that an expert and skilled web
user will likely spend less time, therefore less human mental workload, than a non-expert, in
performing the same task.

This module implies that a certain web user is uniquely identifiable over time in order
to compute skill/expertise values. This may be an issue but we propose to adopt the robust
algorithm developed in Eckersle,31 which is able to recognise the same web user with a high
probability of success.

Our computational model takes into account the concurrent nature of the Web: a certain
user may switch among one or more web documents for different purposes, performing
multiple tasks.

This concurrence among parallel tasks generates a switching cost for time sharing that
may enhance or diminish the amount of human mental workload devoted to each task. Reading
a web document and answering an email online, is an example of two parallel tasks: switching
from one to the other introduces a cost in term of cognitive effort devoted to each task.
Eventually, as suggested by Xie and Salvendy,32 the dynamic characteristic of human mental
workload must be addressed, considering how mental workload changes during task execution
over time. In other words, a tired web user’s performance is likely to be worse than that of a
user who is fully alert.

Application Level

The last module of our overall architecture is the application level where the qualitative
indexes generated in the antecedent stage are used to solve a certain problem in a certain
space. In the education field, the consideration of our new unit of measurement (index of
human mental workload over the Web), can be applied to individual study skills acquisition
of novice web users over time, using digital web resources.
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The unit of measurement can be applied collectively over large sets of users, to study
their collective intelligence to solve a certain distributed problem.33 In this end, for instance,
common behaviours over a certain web resource may emerge, facilitating the identification of
new trends and tendencies.

The proliferation of Web 2.0 technologies has exponentially increased the amount of
information available both in terms of volume and in terms of rate or productivity. This has
created problems in terms of quality, reliability and trustworthiness of information, along
with scalability, performance and quantity of the devices responsible for processing and
storing data. Human digital behaviour needs to be considered initially on an individual basis
and globally thereafter, in order to provide large-scale solutions. Computational indexes of
human mental workload may be of benefit to those strategies aimed at filtering spam, noisy
information, and to those responsible for selecting trustworthy and qualitative data from
different sources and different users. For instance, within the Wikipedia project, editors
and collaborators showing higher degrees of human mental workload (we assume therefore
showing more interest) while contributing to the online encyclopaedia might be considered
more trustworthy and reliable. With respect to this, trustworthy users, willing to seriously
contribute to Wikipedia, have to be identified by considering their interaction. Once reliable
users are computationally spotted, a possible application may consider only their editing
activity to enhance the quality of an article. Not-trustworthy collaborators’ editing activity is
discarded. These systems, aimed at increasing the quality of digital resources and identifying
trustworthy entities, are concrete examples of distributed recommendation and reputation
systems.

Automatically-computed indexes of human mental workload may be regarded as
implicit feedback related to the cognitive behaviour of a user over a certain web resource. In
online communities and social networks such as Facebook, where thousands of users exchange
information, opinions and pictures every minute, the application of our unit of measurement
may benefit business intelligence, thus marketing strategies. In fact, our indexes of human
mental workload may be useful for studying users’ engagement over a certain web resource
for advertising purposes. Advertising banners can be placed within those web documents in
which the average of users’ cognitive effort is higher. In the same respect, search engines
may be enhanced, promoting those web sites on which users have shown a higher engagement
resulting on a higher ranking.

Our unit of measurement, conceived to work in the context of the World Wide Web,
may even benefit the health sector to some extent. In fact, new forms of disorders have been
emerging in the last decade, for example the overuse of the Internet. This disorder is known
as Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD),34 a pathology that interferes with daily life causing
psychological problems. Online gambling, gaming, cybersex and cyberporn, are example of
scenarios in which compulsive surfing behaviours may be found. Here computational indexes
of human workload may be helpful in discovering patterns of addictive behaviour.
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Summary

The explosion of the Web 2.0 has generated a new infrastructure where heterogeneous entities
are involved and where new kinds of methodologies likely appear aimed at analysing large-
scale distributed data.

In this contribution, the architecture of an engine for the computation of human mental
workload in such a context is proposed. The aim of our model is to show how knowledge and
behavioural patterns can be discovered by analysing web logs of human-computer interaction
by employing a concept that is generally adopted in laboratory settings and not in a large-scale
environment such as the Web.

The engine is composed of five functional-based macro-levels. The human-computer
interaction level underlines the context where users interact with web interfaces seeking
and consuming information. This interaction is monitored by the technology level where a
designed technology is responsible for producing interaction logs, which are the input of the
subsequent level. Here, at the pre-processing level, row data is pre-processed, identifying
sessions of interaction and extracting tasks within each session. Each identified task within a
certain web session is mapped to abstract high-level tasks stored in a task-taxonomy where
it is possible to retrieve their demands in terms of cognitive resources and difficulty. All this
represents the input of the computational heuristic level where objective quantitative actions
associated to each identified task are computed in order to obtain a qualitative assessment of
human mental workload of a certain user, performing a web task over a certain web resource.
The last application level is represented by the practical use of the indexes produced in the
antecedent level, to solve or study a certain problem that considers the behaviour of a single or
multiple users. The application of our innovative unit of measurement has been shown to be
potentially useful in different fields such as education, health, business intelligence, marketing
and in systems such as recommendation and reputation based on collective intelligence.

The goal of this contribution is to propose the overall view of an engine able to non-
intrusively record interaction of users over web resources and to deliver qualitative knowledge
by using the concept of human mental workload. Our ongoing research, at Trinity College
Dublin, is at the stage of gathering objective data, meaning monitoring and recording of
human-computer interaction of users while surfing the Web. The recording technology has
been implemented and preliminary experiment results are encouraging. Future works will
be focused on stronger evaluation and validation of our computational model. The aim is to
enhance the repeatability of the application of our model and its testability toward a solid
scientific work. Eventually, we will study the impact of the application of our new unit of
measurement (Human Mental Workload in digital settings) in the sectors introduced in the
aforementioned application level.
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ABSTRACT

In this correspondence paper I discuss the potential for natural disaster events to influence
economic development. To date, mainstream academic economics has had relatively little
to say on the subject. In part, this reflects the predominant economic paradigm, which has
long characterised the process of economic development as one of smooth convergence,
with shocks having minimal influence on the trajectory of the economy. I review recent
developments in the literature—both theoretic and empirical—that demonstrate the potential
significance of shocks in the process of economic development. I also discuss various channels
through which natural disasters could have a lasting influence on economic development. The
discussion concludes with some suggestions for potentially fruitful areas of future research.

1. Introduction

A string of recent high profile events has given us a vivid reminder of Nature’s destructive
capacity. Disasters are, by definition, costly events. According to the World Bank, 2.6 billion
people have been affected by natural disasters over the past decade, while estimates of the
economic losses associated with individual events can run into the hundreds of billions of US
dollars.1

In spite of the vast scale of these effects, mainstream academic economics has had
relatively little to say on the potential for natural disasters to affect the prospects for economic
development in affected regions. In part this reflects the predominant economic paradigm.
Standard workhorse models of economic growth depict economies converging over time to
their “steady-state” growth paths.2 In this context, shocks of various kinds merely represent
transient disturbances, with minimal lasting influence on the trajectory of the economy.
Reflecting such a viewpoint, Albala-Bertrand characterises the economy as “an ever-active
system of institutions and in-built behaviours hardly hampered by setbacks and interferences
like disasters.”3 While such resilience to shocks may be a reasonable characterisation of
rich developed world economies, poorer countries may lack the economic flexibility—the
necessary “shock absorbers”—to prevent the occurrence of a natural disaster from derailing
economic growth.4
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The relegation of natural disasters to a position of relative insignificance within the
macroeconomic literature also reflects a general tendency, until relatively recently, to discount
the role of geographic and environmental factors in economic development. However, there
has been a resurgence of interest in this area in recent years.5 This work has been motivated,
in part, by dissatisfaction with traditional growth models that have proven to be inadequate
in attempting to explain the diverse long-run growth experiences across different regions
of the world economy. Renewed interest in geographic and environmental factors and their
relationship with the economy has also stemmed from concerns over the potential for future
climate change to affect the prospects for economic development, particularly in poorer
countries.

In parallel with this trend there has been a flurry of recent literature on the economics of
natural disasters. A number of empirical studies have shown that disasters do have significant
short-run consequences for growth in poorer countries.6 However, this literature lacks any
theory on the specific mechanisms, or channels of effect, that cause disaster events to affect
economic growth in poor countries. Similarly, our understanding of the long-run consequences
of disaster shocks remains limited.7

In this paper, I discuss various channels through which disasters could have a lasting
influence on economic development. I also review recent developments in the literature—
both theoretic and empirical—that demonstrate a potentially important role for shocks in the
process of economic development. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
two I discuss the definition of natural disasters, from an economic point of view, while in
section three I look at trends in disaster vulnerability. Sections four, five and six present
various mechanisms through which disasters might have longer-term impacts on the potential
for economic development in relatively poor regions. In section seven, I conclude by outlining
some areas of potentially fruitful future research.

2. Defining “Natural Disasters”

“Only when these natural phenomena cause damage to man and his artifacts can
they properly be called disasters.”8

So-called “natural” disasters are defined by their impacts on the human population. For
example, the International Disaster Database (EM-DAT) applies the following criteria for the
inclusion of a disaster event: ten (10) or more people reported killed; one hundred (100) or
more people reported affected; a declaration of a state of emergency; or a call for international
assistance. Thus natural disasters, far from representing purely random acts of God or Nature,
are inherently socially-defined phenomena.9

Natural disasters are generally triggered by some naturally occurring geophysical or
meteorological event. However, the measurable effects of disasters (in terms of the numbers
of people killed or injured or the associated economic losses) are a result of the interaction
between the trigger event and the socio-economic system. The impacts of disaster events
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therefore depend very much on context, and on the socio-economic circumstances prevailing
at the specific time and location of the event occurrence.10

It is no surprise then that disasters affect poorer countries, poorer regions within
countries, and the poorest strata of society disproportionately.11 A widely quoted figure from
the World Bank estimates that 97% of natural disaster-related deaths occur in developing
countries, while economic losses as a proportion of gross national product (GNP) in poor
countries far exceed those in the rich world.12 Perhaps this explains the persistence in the so-
called “grey literature” (reports by government and international agencies, NGOs, etc.) of the
perception that natural disasters represent a significant barrier to economic development.13

And yet, until very recently, this view has not been reflected in the academic economic
literature. On the contrary, disaster events have generally been treated as unimportant from
a macroeconomic perspective.

3. Trends in Disaster Vulnerability

The human and economic costs of natural disasters—and climate-related disasters in
particular—have seen an increasing trend in recent years.14 Some authors have linked these
trends to the influence of anthropogenic global warming.15 However, as Tol and Leek point
out, trends in damages are difficult to interpret “if the underlying socio-economic conditions
are changing.”16 A recent review article concludes that once changes in the exposure of the
human population and economic assets are taken into account, there is little evidence of
increasing trends in disaster intensity.17 Potentially important work remains to be done in
attempting to extrapolate the likely future distribution of extreme weather events based on
expected or observed changes in average temperature or precipitation patterns.

Low-income countries are uniquely vulnerable to natural disasters, both physically
and economically. As it is, these countries are on average warmer, and suffer from higher
variability in rainfall than higher income countries.18 In economic terms, their greater
vulnerability derives in part from the heavy dependence of poorer countries on agricultural
output—a sector which is clearly weather-dependent. However, trends in vulnerability to
natural disasters are ambiguous. Clearly, where there is little or no economic activity,
vulnerability is low simply because there is not much around to be destroyed. Vulnerability,
therefore, is increasing in economic activity, and also of course in the concentration of
population. As incomes rise, people have more leisure time and are also more mobile. As
a result they tend to move in greater numbers to more vulnerable locations such as coastal
areas.19

On the other hand, higher incomes are associated with higher expenditure on prevention
and mitigation efforts, while higher wealth also tends to be associated with the availability of
better technologies to mitigate disaster impacts. Kellenberg and Mobarak have suggested the
idea of a non-linear relationship between income and natural disaster vulnerability, something
akin to a “vulnerability Kuznets curve.”20 Thus for very poor countries vulnerability may be
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likely to increase with development, at least initially, due to trends such as urbanization and
the associated increase in population density, rapid growth of the population in absolute terms
and a heavier geographic concentration of economic activity. These authors point out that
“more people are now affected by natural disasters worldwide despite rising world income.”21

Development pressures have also been associated with increasing damage risks from
natural disasters. For example, Kellenberg and Mobarak cite reported mangrove deforestation
in Indonesia as a factor that exacerbated the devastation of the December 2004 tsunami.22

Deforestation, for example in parts of South and Central America, has also been associated
with more severe natural disaster impacts.23 Rapidly rising populations also place extra strain
on local environments and can lead to excessive demand for housing and other services. In
such circumstances these are often either not supplied in sufficient quantity, or are provided
hastily but in poor quality.24

This last point highlights the significance of political-economy factors in determining
disaster vulnerability. Weak institutions, unsurprisingly, appear to be associated with more
severe disaster impacts.25 Political accountability and institutional capacity are crucial
determinants of both disaster preparedness and the ability to respond quickly and effectively
to the occurrence of a disaster event. However, it has been shown that voters are more likely
to reward post-disaster rescue efforts—which are more visible—than preventative actions,
which they hardly notice.26 Income inequality also matters. Anbarci et al. argue that greater
inequality will exacerbate the difficulty of arriving at “an agreeable distribution of the burden
of the necessary collective action” to mitigate the effects of natural disasters.27 In such
circumstances, the relatively wealthy pursue self-insurance strategies, while the poor are left
to the mercy of disasters.

4. Investment Effects—Physical Capital
“The economic impact of a disaster depends to an important extent on the short-term
characteristics of the economic situation at the time of the event.”28

One obvious effect of natural disaster events is to destroy physical assets such as infrastructure,
buildings, machinery, etc. The destruction of physical capital clearly has wealth effects.
However, the consequences of such shocks for economic growth remain ambiguous a priori.
In standard macroeconomic models, shocks of various kinds merely represent transient
disturbances to the economic system. The resilience of the economy depicted in these models
derives from its inherent flexibility. A shock that destroys capital will stimulate higher
investment as the marginal product of capital rises in response to the fall in the capital stock.
Thus the initial impacts of the shock are compensated by increased investment.29

In theory, disasters could even be beneficial for economic growth. Reconstruction efforts
may represent an old fashioned Keynesian type stimulus, particularly if the economy was
operating below full capacity prior to the disaster occurrence. Similarly, the destruction of
capital may represent an opportunity to replace what was destroyed with better technology
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or to upgrade infrastructure. In this case the shock of the capital destruction may represent a
Schumpeterian “creative destruction” impulse to economic growth.30 However, the possibility
of such a positive productivity effect resulting from a natural disaster occurrence has been
disputed by Hallegatte and Dumas, while Crespo Cuaresma et al. suggest that only developed
countries are likely to benefit from any such mechanism.31

Although growth theories have tended to discount the relevance of volatility and shocks
for long run economic performance, it has been shown that volatility can affect welfare
both directly, through consumption volatility (especially problematic for the poor who find
it difficult to smooth consumption in the face of a negative income shock), and indirectly
through its effects on economic growth.32 Empirical literature suggests that shocks can have
significant effects on growth. Ramey and Ramey have demonstrated a negative link between
volatility and economic growth, while some authors argue that volatility in growth can play
a significant role in explaining cross-country economic performances.33 Shocks and volatility
induce uncertainty and make investment and liquidity constraints binding.34 Such indirect
impacts of volatility may be particularly deleterious in poor countries with weak “shock
absorbers.”35

The compensating mechanism described above depends on the presence of perfect
credit markets. Following a disaster shock—which, by its very definition, has negative wealth
effects—the ability of households to increase investment spending to compensate for the
destruction of capital will depend crucially on the availability of credit. However, various
studies (using microeconomic or case-study data) have shown that the investment decisions
of poorer households tend to be constrained by their difficulty in accessing credit facilities.
In particular, these studies have found that poorer households are often forced to sell-off
productive assets in response to a negative income shock. As an example, following periods
of severe drought in Africa, poorer farmers were found to be more likely to sell cattle and
other forms of “capital assets” in order to survive.36 Such a pattern is indicative of poorly
functioning credit markets, while the resulting dis-investment is likely to exacerbate existing
conditions of poverty.

Thus the transient shock of a natural disaster occurrence could have long term
consequences as the growth potential of the economy is reduced through lower investment.
Potentially, natural disasters could trigger a vicious cycle. Where credit availability is
problematic, the shock of the disaster forces households to reduce productive investments,
lowering future earning capacity. This in turn constrains the ability to make further productive
investments into the future. Such a scenario represents a simple version of the poverty trap.
Poverty traps may also result from disaster shocks through the effects of disasters on human
capital accumulation, as I discuss in the next section.
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5. Human Capital Effects

Natural disaster events can have devastating impacts on the populations of affected regions.
However, it is not generally thought that changes in the absolute size of the population should
affect the rate of economic growth. This relationship may become more complex if natural
disasters affect certain age groups disproportionately, thus altering the demographic profile of
the population—something which has been shown to influence economic growth.37

The human consequences of disasters may be significant for economic growth through
their effects on human capital accumulation, which has come to be seen as a crucial
determinant of long-run development potential in the so-called “new economic geography”
literature, and in modern theories of economic growth.38 Relatively few studies have attempted
to test the effects of extreme events on human capital accumulation, at a macroeconomic level
(using national level data). One exception to this is a recent paper by Crespo Cuaresma, which
finds evidence of a negative correlation between geological disasters and secondary school
enrolment rates.39 At a microeconomic level (using household level data and/or detailed case
studies) there is a range of literature that examines the effects of shocks due to natural disaster
events on household consumption, investment and human capital accumulation.40 With regard
to human capital accumulation, a recent review is provided by Baez et al.41 The accumulation
of human capital is likely to be affected by extreme events in two ways; directly—through a
combination of injury, illness and death—and indirectly, through the effects of these events
on household income and time budgets. The direct effects are quite straightforward. Illness
and injury associated with extreme events prevent children from attending school, while those
killed by extreme events represent a lost investment in human capital. Furthermore, natural
disaster events often lead to disease outbreaks, predominantly in poorer countries where
infrastructure may be inadequate.

Hales et al. detail the potential impacts of extreme weather events (and other
natural/humanitarian disasters) on the disease profile of the human population.42 In particular,
extremes of both flooding and drought have been associated with increased incidences of
malaria, outbreaks of various water-borne diseases (including cholera, typhoid and other
diarrhoeal diseases) and rodent-borne diseases such as plague, Lyme disease and hantavirus
pulmonary syndrome (HPS).

While disease epidemics are generally the result of a complex interaction between
physical, ecological and social mechanisms, the trigger is often an extreme weather event,
leading to: shortage or contamination of water supplies; malnutrition of the population
(through reduced food supply) and population displacement; increased pressure on local
infrastructure and health facilities; and in some cases improved breeding conditions for the
vector organisms and intermediate hosts that carry disease.43 The effects of disease on human
capital accumulation are unsurprisingly profound, and include missed school days due to
illness, the loss of past investments through death, and in some cases permanently reduced
cognitive ability as a result of contracting certain diseases. In a recent study, Eppig et al. show
a strong negative correlation between parasite prevalence and average national IQ scores.44

These authors argue that various diseases retard brain development due to the extra strain they
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place on the body’s metabolic capacity. A similar view is put forward by Sachs and Malaney
in their review of the developmental effects of malaria.45 Numerous studies also show strong
correlations between childhood nutrition and cognitive ability.46

The indirect impacts of disasters for human capital are again likely to be much more
significant in poorer countries. By definition, disaster events represent a negative wealth shock.
Disasters also frequently affect the time available for labour force participation. For example,
people’s lives may be disrupted by damage to basic infrastructure and utilities, while family
members may become ill or get injured or killed by the event, reducing available time at the
household level. Where people live close to subsistence, a negative shock to household income
or a reduction of available time could have profound effects on household decisions about
educating children. It has been shown that poorer households in developing countries often
will be forced to withdraw children from school in response to a shock to household income.47

In such a scenario, children are effectively used as a form of “self-insurance” against income
shocks. If households are unable to access credit (or formal insurance), drawing on child
labour may represent one of the few available coping mechanisms during times of scarcity.48

Credit markets for investing in human capital are unlikely to function well, for a number
of reasons.49 Parents cannot constrain their children to repay debts incurred on their behalf;
the likely returns to education are unknown, even to the borrower; while factors such as
childhood nutrition and pre-school education are fundamentally income-constrained. Jacoby
and Skoufias find that school attendance in rural Indian villages responds to income shocks,
which they interpret as evidence of incomplete credit markets for investing in human capital.50

Further evidence of the link between income volatility and investment in human capital is
presented in Flug et al.51 Thus, while disaster events may appear to represent merely transient
shocks from an economic viewpoint, the long-term developmental consequences of such
events could be profound indeed, given their potential to constrain investments in human
capital.

6. Disaster Risk and Uncertainty

The literature on aggregate precautionary savings emphasises the role of uncertainty, or the
volatility of income, in driving the demand for precautionary savings. Traditionally, aggregate
(macro) volatility—which cannot be diversified nationally—was thought of as the main
driver of precautionary savings at the macro level.52 However, for developing countries with
undiversified economies, or low levels of financial market development, idiosyncratic risks
are also problematic to insure, and therefore may be significant drivers of the accumulation of
precautionary reserves.53

If developing countries are characterised by higher macro volatility, lower diversity of
economic activity or weaker financial sector development, then the requirement to accumulate
precautionary reserves to insure against various forms of risk will lead to endogenously lower
levels of productivity.54 Such circumstances may also be associated with the accumulation of
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foreign reserves and capital flight, exacerbating conditions of capital scarcity often associated
with low levels of economic development.55 As Tol and Leek have pointed out, precautionary
savings (or equivalently, insurance premiums) are unlikely to be invested in risky locations.56

Sandri also argues that, “the precautionary motive becomes infinitely strong as safe assets
shrink to zero and vanishes as they go to infinity.”57 In this context, the interaction of poverty
and exposure to natural hazards—through the mechanism of precautionary savings demand—
should also be associated, ceteris paribus, with lower productivity and lower international
investment flows.

Acemoglu and Zilibotti have argued that the undiversified nature of developing
economies leaves them vulnerable to shocks or “chance” events.58 Their model thus gives
a central role to luck, in the form of “good” vs “bad” draws, in determining which countries
or regions developed first and which have lagged behind. Of course, all countries were at
one point “developing” and lacking in economic diversity. Furthermore, all countries, prior
to industrialization, were heavily dependent on agricultural output and therefore vulnerable
to extreme weather events and other natural phenomena. Using the theoretical framework in
Acemoglu and Zilibotti, the inherent volatility of the natural environment may be viewed as
having played an important role in the timing of the “take-off” to modern economic growth.
Further research is required to establish whether or not such a fundamental relationship is in
fact borne out by the data.

7. Concluding Remarks

There is an increasing awareness among macroeconomists of the need to take account of the
possibility of extreme (i.e., rare or unlikely but large) events. This point is made by Cavallo and
Noy and, in the context of the recent financial crisis, by Krugman.59 In the context of climate
change impacts, the need to take account of the probability distribution of events, rather than
simply the mean or most likely event scenario, has been highlighted by Hallegatte et al. and
more recently by Hendry.60 In the context of the preceding discussion, Hnatkovska and Loayza
show that it is not the volatility due to “normal fluctuations”, but rather the volatility due to
crises, that harms economic growth over the long run.61 A recent World Bank Note has also
called for more explicit consideration of natural disaster risks in macroeconomic scenarios.62

While traditional theories of economic growth have tended to discount the role of
shocks, there is a growing appreciation in the literature of the potential importance of
macroeconomic volatility in determining the prospects for long-run growth. Robert Solow,
whose contributions to growth theory over fifty years ago have formed the basis for much of
the work that has followed in this area, has recently argued for greater effort to be expended
in attempting to reconcile the traditional dichotomy between the economics of the short and
long run.63

In this paper I have outlined a number of mechanisms through which the shock of
a natural disaster occurrence could have potentially important consequences for long-run
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economic growth. As part of my own research towards a PhD at the School of Business,
TCD, I am currently investigating the potential significance of financial sector development
in determining the long-run effects of natural disaster events on economic growth. There is
much still to be done in this area. In particular, the effects of disasters on human capital
accumulation, and the interaction between disaster risk and uncertainty could be important
directions for future research on the economics of natural disasters. Developments in this
area could also make a valuable contribution to efforts aimed at estimating the likely costs of
various future climate change scenarios.
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ABSTRACT

This article discusses the question whether or not wartime sexual violence against men in the
former Yugoslavia can be seen as a weapon of war. Using Foucauldian ideas about inscribing
meaning on the body, it will be argued that wartime sexual violence was a deliberate attempt
to destroy a people and their culture, instead of the results of the breakdown of social norms
and systems.

Introduction

Although sexual violence has been a characteristic of war throughout the ages, it has
become especially salient since the end of the Cold War, Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia
being well-known and well-researched instances. In the aftermath of the war in the former
Yugoslavia, international tribunals, including the International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Court, recognised sexual violence
as a war crime and crime against humanity. The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
(ICTR) went even further and claimed that rape could potentially be considered an act of
genocide.1

Sexual violence is one form of gender-based violence, and it will be the focus of this
paper. Literature on gender-based violence2 give broadly speaking two arguments for the
occurrence of wartime gender-based violence. The first group of arguments holds that gender-
based violence is the result of social breakdown and, as such, is just an exacerbation of sexual
violence during peacetime. This is frequently called the “spoils of war” theory.3 The other
line of argument holds that gender-based violence is not a natural consequence of war and the
breakdown of normal justice and value systems, but rather that it is carried out on purpose, to
destroy a culture.

Women and girls form the majority of victims of wartime sexual violence. However,
there are also multiple cases of wartime sexual violence against men—a phenomenon that is
both under-reported and under-researched. Nevertheless, official reports of truth commissions,
as in Guatemala, or court proceedings, as in the case of the former Yugoslavia, yield evidence
of this.4 This paper will disagree with the spoils of war theory and argue that wartime sexual
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violence against men is not a mere by-product of war, but can be seen as a deliberate attempt
at destroying the culture and social fabric of a society. First, the place of the body in the
Foucauldian notion of discourse will be examined. Secondly, different instances of sexual
violence against men during the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, and their cultural impact,
will be examined. Finally, this analysis will then be discussed in the wider context of sexual
violence against men in peacetime.

Theory: how to analyse gender-based violence?

As stated in the introduction, this paper will examine how gender-based violence against men
is a deliberate attempt to wreck a people and their culture, instead of the result of opportunism
or social breakdown. In order to carry out this analysis, we need to study how gender-based
violence has an effect on characteristics of a specific culture.

The relation between gender-based violence and culture

The French philosopher Michel Foucault has written elaborately on the ways in which power
and the body are related. According to Foucault, power ‘produces’ both bodies and the social
realities in which these bodies live.5 This production process takes place through an interaction
of power and knowledge with the body. This is what Foucault calls “the political technology
of the body”.6

The intersection of power relations and knowledge, and its localisation on the body,
transforms certain bodily characteristics into a distinct identity.7 These identifiable body
characteristics, then, which relate to power relations, can be ‘read’ just like a text, “in order
to discern the (sometimes implicit) claims of the dominant discourse”.8 Consequently, both
what is done to the body, and what someone does to his/her own body has a meaning that
is shaped by the dominant discourse. This can be illustrated with two examples: torture, and
body modification practices such as tattooing or branding.

The example of torture is based on Foucault’s own analysis in his seminal book
Discipline and Punish. According to Foucault, in the time that France was still a monarchy,
torture was seen as the proper method for punishing criminals.9 It was based on the idea
that the law represented the physical body of the monarch, and the monarch, in turn, was
seen as embodying the law. A breach of the law, then, was read as an attack on the body
of the monarch. In order to restore the power and dignity of the law/monarch, the criminal
needed to be punished proportional to his crime. Since the crime was seen as physical assault,
this would also be the punishment: torture of the criminal’s body.10 This can be called the
dominant discourse—the ideas and practices of a certain society that are supported and given
shape by power.

The punishment, shaped by the dominant discourse which was in turn given form by
power, served to reinstate the power relations in society through actions aimed against the
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body. As Elaine Scarry describes it, torture “allows real human pain to be converted into a
regime’s fiction of power.”11

The second example is body modification: “bodily practices which create a permanent
alteration to the body.”12 These practices include, among other things, tattooing, piercing,
scarring (deliberately damaging the skin in order to create scars), and branding (pushing hot
metal against the skin in order to create burns).13 Body modification is an attempt to create
certain body characteristics in order to assert one’s identity.14 Usually, it is done to mark
oneself as deviant or non-mainstream. The dominant discourse in a society creates the norms
for what is seen as normal, and consequently also for what is seen as deviant.

So, in the case of body modification, branding, for example, is seen as abnormal because
the dominant discourse holds that one should not deliberately harm oneself or change one’s
body. Therefore, the discourse about body modification turns body characteristics, such as
scars, tattoos or piercings, into a distinct identity, in the way described by Bradley:15 in this
case, body modification signals an identity of non-conformity where one does not conform to
ideas in the dominant discourse about changing one’s body.

The above examples make clear that identity is linked to the body, and that the way
in which the body is read by others (and thus the meaning that is given to certain body
characteristics) is determined through the use of social norms and values that can be traced
back to the dominant discourse.

How, then, can these insights be used for an analysis of gender-based violence?
Foucault’s ideas explain the ways in which the body and things that are done to the body can be
‘read’, the ways in which meaning is created. He also makes clear that the dominant discourse
both creates the meaning, and reinforces the meaning because people use the discourse and
act accordingly.16

Therefore, in the following analysis of gender-based violence attention will be given
to the ‘reading’ of the body—attaching meaning to, usually visible, bodily characteristics—
and the explanation given to acts of sexual violence. Social norms and values will be seen as
signifiers of the dominant discourse as these are the rules of behaviour that are created by the
discourse; therefore, the analysis will look at the ways in which the readings of gender-based
violence and its effects on the body are influenced by the norms and values of society. Gender-
based violence can then be seen as a weapon of war when it deliberately forces changes to a
body or an identity, based on the common meaning given to these actions in the discourse of
the society.

Sexual violence against men in the former Yugoslavia

Historical Background

The former Yugoslavia was characterised by ethnically diverse societies. After ethnic tensions
during the late eighties, Croatia and Slovenia seceded from Yugoslavia in 1990. For Slovenia,
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this was a relatively problem-free process. In Croatia, however, fears of ethnic cleansing of the
Croatian Serb minority sparked a war between Serbia and Croatia, which lasted until 1992.
By then, violence had spilled over to neighbouring Bosnia-Herzegovina, also home to a large
Serbian minority. When Bosnia-Herzegovina seceded from Yugoslavia, in February 1992, the
Bosnian Serbs, in turn, immediately declared themselves independent from Bosnia.17 What
followed was one of the most brutal and horrible stages of the Balkan wars, in a “self-described
Serb campaign of ’ethnic cleansing’,”18 As Adam Jones phrases it:

In August 1992, Western reporters broke the story of Serb-run concentration camps
in Bosnia where Muslim males, and some females were detained. [. . . ] Such
images, reminiscent of Nazi concentration camps, sparked an international uproar.
Combined with revelations of mass executions and the rape of Bosnian-Muslim
women, the camps spawned the first widespread use of the term “genocide” in a
Balkans context.19

Although the United Nations (UN) intervened, violence and ethnic cleansing continued
until 1995, when the signing of the Dayton Accords marked the end of the war in Bosnia-
Herzegovina.

Sexual violence against men: an introduction

Sexual violence against men during the war in the former Yugoslavia has taken a number of
forms:

• (Partial) castration;

• Genital beatings or electroshock;

• Rape;

• Forced engagement in sexual acts.20

In some cases, women carried out these acts.21 Were these cases just random acts of sexual
violence, or were these acts a deliberate attempt at destroying a culture? In the next sections,
I will try to answer this question by looking at the meanings of rape and castration, as these
are the most extreme and invasive acts of sexual violence against men carried out during the
war in the former Yugoslavia. As the basis for my analysis, I will first turn to an exploration
of cultural norms regarding gender and sexuality in the Balkans to provide a framework for
explaining the meaning of the acts of sexual violence.

Cultural norms regarding gender and sexuality in the Balkans

Balkan culture is highly patriarchal. With families as the main organisational unit, men often
dominate their wives and female kin; this characteristic can be observed across all ethnic
groups in the former Yugoslavia.22 A woman’s honour defines the honour and regard of her
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husband.23 Men’s honour, in turn, reflects the honour of the nation.24 It is the duty of men to
protect (the honour of) their female kin.25 Honour is a very important concept in the Balkans;
it is frequently seen as being the total opposite of shame. This construct can be characterised a
zero-sum game: one man’s honour is another man’s shame.26 So, whenever one’s honour
is infringed upon, this is perceived as bringing shame.27 Men are encouraged to be very
machistic. This can be defined as “[. . . ] a masculine ideal stressing domination of women,
competition between men, aggressive display, predatory sexuality and a double standard.”28

With this extreme focus on hegemonic masculinity, and the context of a patriarchal culture,
homophobia is extremely prevalent.29 As Robert Connell explains in his Masculinities,

Gayness, in patriarchal ideology, is the repository of whatever is symbolically
expelled from hegemonic masculinity, the items ranging from fastidious taste in
home decoration to receptive anal pleasure. Hence, from the point of view of
hegemonic masculinity, gayness is easily assimilated to femininity. And hence—in
the view of some gay theorists—the ferocity of homophobic attacks.30

In addition, hegemonic masculinity, in patriarchal cultures, is seen as exclusively
heterosexual.31 This homophobia ties in with the idea that men’s bodies are bounded and
impenetrable, whereas women’s bodies are frequently seen as easily violable and vulnerable.

Sexual violence against men: an analysis

There were several cases of sexual violence against men throughout the different stages of the
conflict. In my analysis, I will argue that sexual violence perpetrated against men constitutes
a weapon of war since it is a deliberate attempt to destroy a culture. Following Foucault’s
ideas about reading the body, the focus will be not so much on the act itself but rather on the
meaning that is conveyed through the act.

Castration

First they grabbed X and pushed him down by the road. He was the weakest. . . Four
men pushed him down and were holding his head, legs and arms. Y approached
him, she had a scalpel in her hand. The men who pushed him down took his trousers
off. She castrated him. We had to watch. I was watching, but I was so scared that
I did not see much. . . One of the Chetniks had a wooden stick and he hit X a few
times across his neck. X showed no signs of life anymore. Then three Chetniks shot
at X. The fourth took a pistol and shot him in the head.32

During the war in the former Yugoslavia, (partial) castration was one of the more common
forms of sexual violence against men. Maria Olujic cites statistics from research carried out
by two doctors, who state that 24 % of their research sample of male victims of sexual violence
had been castrated, either partially or completely.33 This percentage is more or less consistent
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with figures cited by Oosterhoff et al., who reported 13 victims of castration out of a sample
of 55 men (23.6 %).34

The castration of men during the war in the former Yugoslavia can be interpreted in
three ways:

1. In the context of a strategy of ethnic cleansing;

2. In the context of sexual torture;

3. As revenge for historical injustices.

Firstly, castration in the context of ethnic cleansing can be understood as aimed at establishing
an ethnically pure, supreme Serb population. As such, the castration of Croatian and Bosnian-
Muslim men can be seen as a strategy to prevent the birth of non-Serb babies. Related
strategies were the massacres of men in death camps like Omarska or later in the aftermath
of the fall of Srebrenica, or the rape and forced impregnation of women in similar camps.35

Indeed, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court calls rape, forced impregnation
and forced sterilisation as potential crimes against humanity but, curiously enough, omits
castration from the text.36

In a culture founded on norms of patrilocality and patrilineage,37 where the family
is of utmost importance, and indeed mothering is women’s foremost role,38 rendering men
physically unable to procreate and fulfil the roles that they are appointed in the cultural context
is a deliberate attempt not only at ethnic cleansing but also at destroying men’s honour.39 In
addition, it functions to reaffirm the hierarchy in power relations along ethnic lines (Serb
supremacy over Bosnians and Croatians) through inscribing a label of being emasculated on
the victims’ bodies.

Secondly, castration can also be interpreted in a context of sexual torture. As such,
castration has two, interrelated functions: establishing the supremacy of the (ethnic group
of the) perpetrators, and feminising and shaming the (ethnic group of the) victims. The
occurrence of castration is not unique to the Balkans; numerous incidences have been reported
to have occurred during the counterinsurgency wars in Latin America.40 Similar dynamics
seem to have been at play regarding gender norms and the occurrence of sexual violence.

As described earlier, Balkan male gender norms can be characterised as machistic,
“[. . . ] a masculine ideal stressing domination of women, competition between men, aggressive
display, predatory sexuality and a double standard.”41 In addition, shame and honour are
perceived as a zero-sum situation. This leads to manliness being seen as related to honour, and
femininity as related to shame.42 In the words of David Tombs, “(T)o penetrate physically (by
inflicting an injury or being the active partner in a sexual act) or symbolically (by insulting
or humiliating) another person is to be ‘manly’ and attract the esteem of other men.”43

Consequently, the victim was seen as losing his manhood.44 Castration, as an act of genital
mutilation, thus can be seen as a symbolic transgendering, feminising, of the victim.45 It is
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not only an effective way of enforcing shame and femininity upon the victim, it is also a way
of inscribing defeat on the body of the victim.46

The fact that the castrations were very often carried out in public, as could be seen in the
quote from Oosterhoff et al. only adds to the sense of shame that the victims experience. As
Victoria Pitts makes clear in her article on body modification practices, it is usually only when
someone reads symbols or inscriptions that the meaning of that symbol really is acquired and
reinforced. It can be seen as a form of communication.47 A similar dynamic could be observed
in Latin America, for example in El Salvador, where “[. . . ] bodies being openly dumped by the
roadside with mutilated genitals or other signs of sexual assault [.]” were not an uncommon
sight.48

The meaning, then, that was communicated by the visibility of the castration practice
was one of feminising the men. Since in the machistic normative framework femininity is
associated with shame,49 and men’s honour reflects the honour of the nation, the public
dimension of the castrations brought shame onto the victims’ nation and culture.

Finally, then, a third interpretation of castration is as revenge for similar historical
incidences of castration. Lynda E. Boose, in her article “Crossing the river Drina: Bosnian
rape camps, Turkish impalement and Serb cultural memory”, argues that a lot of the atrocities
perpetrated by the Serbs during the war in the former Yugoslavia can be traced back to Serb
cultural memory. As such, a line of reasoning has been constituted that can be traced back to
the Serb defeat at the Battle of Kosovo-Polje in the 14th century. The Serb national myth is that
they will be forever victims, and heroism can only be attained through “return, repetition and
revenge”.50 If this seems perhaps a little bit far-fetched, Serb military history and nationalism
is found regularly in discourse of the Serb Orthodox Church.51

In historical conflicts, then, the Serbs have also been subjected to sexual violence. In
fact, castration was mentioned as a specific sanction against Serbian rebels in the memoires
of the Turkish governor of the Serbian territory, Süleyman Pasa, in 1814.52 Set against this
background, the violence perpetrated against Bosnian Muslim and Croat men in the 1990s
can be seen as revenge for similar historical crimes, and as such a means to establish Serb
supremacy.53 When carrying out castrations, the Serbs were making use of ‘symbolic’ acts
embedded in their own history to communicate meaning.54 This, again, shows that castration
can be seen as an attempt to destroy a culture and social fabric of society.

Rape

After a group of Serb irregulars arrived at Faruk’s farm, the senior one sent the
others off on a fictitious errand and then forced Faruk into the cowshed, where he
raped him, mocking him as he did, ‘What happened Turk? You’re deflowered?’55

Estimates are that 20% of the men who suffered sexual violence during the war in the former
Yugoslavia were raped.56 The occurrence of rape in the context of the conflict in the Former
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Yugoslavia can be interpreted along roughly similar lines as castration, that is, as aimed at
creating shame and in the context of the role of historical events in present-day discourse.

Firstly, rape can be seen as aimed at shaming the victims and their ethno-national
groups; as such, it would function as a weapon of war. The reasoning behind this is as
follows. Male bodies are generally seen as impermeable, inviolable and bounded.57 Indeed, a
common myth is that men cannot be raped.58 The pervasiveness of this myth reaches as far
as the medical profession. As Oosterhoff et al. note, this could be one of the causes for the
underreporting of male rape especially during wartime:

Therapists at the Centre for Psychotrauma found it difficult to discuss the topic of
sexual torture of men. One therapist said that she had not believed that men could
be raped until one night a man was brought in naked and bleeding from the anus.
Such an attitude probably discouraged her from looking for sexual torture of men
and may have discouraged men from reporting it.59

The image of the male body as bounded and impermeable stands in stark contrast to the usual
perception of the female body as being open, vulnerable and weak. Consequently, for the
male body to be penetrated during acts of sexual violence brings with it the meaning of being
feminised.60 This ties in with the idea that men should be the active partners during sex;
consequently, rape is usually seen exclusively in terms of male aggressiveness and female
passiveness/victimhood.61

Combined with the ideal of hegemonic masculinity and heteronormativity, which are a
consequence of the machistic culture in the former Yugoslavia,62 male rape, especially since it
is carried out along ethno-national lines, is seen as both feminising as well as homosexualising
the victims.63 In other words, gender norms and ethnic ideals intersect here.64 Especially the
homosexualising dimension of male rape has an enormous impact on victims.65

Since both homosexuality and femininity are connected to shame in the honour-shame
normative framework, men who are victims of male rape are immensely shamed, as are their
nations and cultures.66 Male rape is thus an effective method for destroying a culture, and thus
can be called a weapon of war.

A second interpretation of rape is based on the historical context. Again, the reasoning
underlying Boose’s argument that the Serbs’ acts of sexual violence are in fact revenge and can
be traced back to their own historical experiences (see above) is taken as the basic premise.67

In this case, rape can be traced back to the stories of impalement of Serbs by Bosnian Muslims
(frequently called Turks). Across cultures, the penetration of the body by whatever means
has been seen as extremely shameful and as an assault upon human dignity.68 Although
impalement was usually used as punishment for disobedient Turkish military officers, and
thus not against the Serbs, Ivo Andric’s account of impalement of a Serb peasant has forever
etched the story into Serb cultural memory.69 This made rape the preferred form of revenge
for the Serb suffering in the past.70 Due to the shame that could be communicated with the
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penetration of the body, male rape was seen as a very effective weapon. Consequently, male
rape can be characterised as a weapon of war.

Discussion

Does sexual violence perpetrated against men in war constitute a weapon of war? Can it
be characterised as constituting a deliberate attempt at destroying a culture? In the previous
chapter, one way of reasoning has been employed to give an affirmative answer to this
question. However, there are a number of arguments against the validity of my point of view.

It is very easy to denounce the occurrence of gender-based violence in wartime as
simply the result of the disappearance of social control and diminishment of social norms;
for many people it seems hard to believe that a government or its officials, or, more in
general, people with a leadership position, seem capable of actively encouraging their soldiers
or followers to rape on a massive scale, or to establish a policy of enforced impregnation.
However, history provides us with ample examples, the rape of German women by Russian
soldiers at the end of the Second World War being one of the best known.

This is a schizophrenic approach to the question, however. On the one hand, it seems
to deny the possibility that government, or other power structures that are in place, can be as
vile as to think of such a strategy to accomplish its aims. On the other hand, it assumes that,
while the government structures might not be corrupt, human nature is: it assumes that as soon
as there is a certain guarantee of impunity, men will go off and rape women. In addition, it
overlooks the fact that power structures do not have the capability to think; in the end, the
decisions of a government are still the decisions of human beings.

While this is not sufficient evidence that gender-based violence is not caused by social
breakdown or opportunism, it does deny a number of important dimensions of gender-based
violence in conflict. First of all, it denies the fact that, while women are mostly victims of
gender-based violence, they can also be perpetrators, and men can be victims; the argument
assumes that men are inherently sexual predators and women are by nature passive victims.71

Secondly, where men are the victims of gender-based violence and in particular of rape, it
would follow from the assumptions of this argument that peacetime rape of men would be
more prevalent than it seems to be.

Now, since rape as a crime is underreported, and male rape in particular, the chances
are that peacetime rape of men is more prevalent, and thus the breakdown of social norms
could be a sufficient explanation. The extremely high number of male rape in prisons might be
quoted to support the prevalence of peacetime rape. Indeed, according to Stephen Donaldson
of Stop Prisoner Rape, “240,000 men are raped in American prisons every year. This is nearly
twice the number of women recorded by the Bureau of Justice statistics as being raped.”72

However, these instances are often interpreted as being unnatural behaviour of men who
direct their aggressive behaviour towards other men, only because they do not have access to
women.73 Therefore, male rape in prisons cannot be compared to wartime rape, because most
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of the perpetrators did have access to women. Male rape in wartime can thus not be seen
as a natural extension of peacetime male rape that occurs on a larger scale because of the
breakdown of social norms. In addition, male rape during wartime is underreported and many
victims have been murdered; forensic examination, especially of skeletal remains, can often
not give evidence of sexual violence.74 Therefore, we cannot really get a reliable overview of
the scale on which male rape takes place; it is hard to give definite conclusions based on the
available statistics.

Conclusion

Many different interpretations of sexual violence during wartime are possible, as could be
seen in the previous chapters. This paper has tried to give an answer to the question whether or
not gender-based violence against men can be seen as a weapon of war, aiming at a deliberate
destruction of a culture. In order to give an answer to this question, the article followed Michel
Foucault’s ideas about how power, through discourses, inscribes meanings on the body and
creates embodied identities through the meaning attached to bodily characteristics.

The main premise of these theoretical ideas, with regard to gender-based violence, was
that gender-based violence can be characterised as a weapon of war if it deliberately uses
meanings and identities attributed to certain body characteristics as described in the dominant
discourse of a society. The war in the former Yugoslavia was used as a case study. The
main argument was that because specific acts of gender-based violence against men, such
as castration and rape, could be seen as attempts at destroying a culture, because the specific
meanings attributed to those acts had significant impact on victims because of cultural and
social norms. The fact that sexual violence mostly served to shame victims is very important
in a culture where honour is extremely important. In the “Discussion” chapter, some arguments
in favour of the spoils of war theory were discussed shortly. However, these arguments were
shown to be not entirely conclusive, although at some level they were credible. Therefore,
based on the case study of the former Yugoslavia, gender-based violence against men might
be said to be a weapon of war, aiming at destruction of a culture, rather than the result of social
breakdown or opportunism.
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores a selection of works from three contemporary photographers, Gareth
McConnell, Eoghan McTigue and John Duncan, which examine the surfaces and
environments of sectarian murals in Belfast. Depicting the physical presence of murals
detached from symbolic content or context, Gareth McConnell removes them from a
propaganda tradition and places them within an art historical canon, referencing their roles
as markers of identity while denying them their sectarian visual language. Showing the ways
murals are created, destroyed and re-used, Eoghan McTigue reveals the active roles of murals
in community identity formation and myth-making. By photographing the murals within their
current 21st century Belfast environment, John Duncan explores the shifting meanings which
murals embody within post-Belfast Agreement Northern Ireland. The artists examine murals
as mechanisms for identity production and their presence in the cultural memory of Belfast
while simultaneously engaging in and challenging the archival process as a method of writing
histories.

Photographed by the media, academics, archivists and tourists, the public murals of Northern
Ireland stand as part of the visual lexicon through which the Troubles and Northern Ireland
as a post-conflict state are explored, explained and explicated. Often analysed as evidence of
sectarianism, the murals have more recently been explored as not only markers but makers
of identity. In examining the murals of Belfast, three contemporary photographers reveal
the fluctuating meanings and purposes of murals in Northern Ireland’s changing society.
Gareth McConnell’s series Details of Sectarian Murals presents close-up, tightly cropped
sections of murals which abstract their visual content. In All Over Again, Eoghan McTigue
photographs murals in Belfast which have been whitewashed or painted over, while John
Duncan, within his ongoing body of work examining public spaces in Belfast, depicts the
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changing urban environments the murals inhabit. Their works inspect the roles of murals in
Northern Ireland’s post-Belfast Agreement society and their tenuous relationship to a past
that is alternately erased as part of the move for a peaceful future and promoted as a tourist
attraction. The very act of photographing the murals connects with the greater visual culture
and historiography of Belfast; by creating photographic representations, these artists are
engaging with and critiquing the archival process as a mechanism for memory, history and
identity formation. Their works bring the murals into a gallery context, blurring the lines
between public and private, between ‘fine’ art and ‘folk’ art, and questioning the authority
to make such delineations. McConnell, McTigue, and Duncan explicate the ways in which
murals are used not only to mark and display identity, but are points within the matrices of
power through which histories are written, memories are negotiated and identities are formed.

Public murals have a history in Northern Ireland reaching back to the beginning of
the twentieth century, becoming more prevalent during the political and social upheaval of the
modern Troubles in the 1970s and 1980s and gaining new significances since the peace process
of the 1990s. The majority of the murals can be classified as supporting one of two sectarian
traditions: that of loyalist/unionist, predominantly Protestant political and ethnic affiliations,
and that of nationalist/republican, predominantly Catholic affiliations. Other murals depicting
unaffiliated social or cultural scenes have been a part of mural history in Northern Ireland
and are becoming more prevalent in the wake of the peace process. The first loyalist murals
appeared around 1908; depicting images of King William of Orange and the Battle of the
Boyne, they were intended as celebratory symbols of unionism, as evidenced by the yearly
restoration of murals which coincided with July 12th rituals.1 Bill Rolston states that well into
the onset of the Troubles, the painting of loyalist murals was “in effect a quasi-state activity,
involving all classes of unionism” including politicians, members of the army, businessmen,
the press, and members of the working-class neighbourhoods where murals were painted.2 For
decades, therefore, loyalist mural painting was actively sponsored by the unionist government.
Through the painting of murals, as well as through the use of flags, marches, songs, and other
symbols and rituals of unionist identity and history, individuals and communities were able to
participate in a constructed cultural heritage which was institutionalized and legitimized by the
government of Northern Ireland. Symbiotically, the growing ubiquity of unionist symbols and
rituals in public spaces benefited the newly formed government as “the state and its legitimacy
rested on the triumph of unionism over nationalism” politically and symbolically.3 While
the use of historic themes and symbols of unionist identity continue to be prevalent in loyalist
murals, the signing of the Anglo-Irish agreement in 1985 saw the rise of militaristic imagery in
loyalist murals, painted by members of loyalist paramilitary groups.4 Images of armed gunmen
and masked bombers not only mark segregated space but also warn outsiders that such spaces
are forcefully protected. More recently a drive to move away from military imagery in light
of the peace process has resulted in the emergence of murals depicting local cultural heroes,
such as author C.S. Lewis and footballer George Best.5

Within the republican movement, on the other hand, a mural painting tradition did not
emerge until the early 1980s. For most of the twentieth century, the political, economic, and
cultural subordination of the large nationalist minority in Northern Ireland was crucial to the
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sustained power of the unionist state. Therefore, nationalists were excluded, either explicitly
or through tacit understanding, from official channels of communication, including the media
and political processes, as well as from policing organizations such as the Royal Ulster
Constabulary, and public displays of nationalist support, such as flying the Irish tricolour,
were banned.6 Given the necessary clandestine nature of any displays of nationalist symbols,
planned and organized republican mural painting was rare, with quickly-painted slogans being
more prevalent than more formal imagery.7 However, with the rise of the Northern Irish
civil rights movement and sectarian violence in the 1960s and 1970s, inhabitants of Catholic
neighbourhoods in Belfast and (London)Derry began to define and exert control over their
own spaces, which, as Neil Jarman notes, included “redefin[ing] the symbolic identity and
status of the estates.”8 The major impetus for the current republican mural tradition was the
prisoner protests and hunger strikes of the late 1970s and early 1980s. Propaganda, graffiti
and painted slogans appeared in nationalist areas in support of the hunger strikers; gradually
these painted words included more symbolic content including the letter H to symbolize the H
Block prison, the tricolour, and images of Sands and other prisoners.9 The hunger strikes also
marked a change in republican strategy to a more open political movement; murals were often
used to garner support for political candidates.10 More recently, republican murals have been
used to tie the republican cause to global struggles and to the ideology of civil rights leaders
world-wide.

Murals serve a number of purposes including marking territory, drawing support for
a cause, producing and reinforcing communal identity, displaying power or expressing
resistance to power and constructing histories. While the murals have often been read as visual
representations of political ideology, some critics have explored the ways in which murals
not only express communal identity but actually act as mechanisms for constructing and
reinforcing histories, traditions and beliefs in order to create a shared sense of identity. Debbie
Lisle argues that “the murals do not simply reflect the political ideologies of republicanism
or loyalism; they produce and participate in complex discourses of power that exceed this
ideological framework.”11 The repetition of symbols, slogans and visual imagery creates a
sense of history and ubiquity and therefore truth. Eric Hobsbawn defines this process as
‘invented tradition’ in which “a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly
accepted rules and of a ritual nature. . . seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour
by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past.”12 Hobsbawn argues that
invented traditions are constructed through a conscious process in which history is “not what
has actually been preserved in popular memory, but what has been selected, written, pictured,
popularized and institutionalized by those whose function it is to do so.”13 By choosing what
to depict, commemorate, and cover up or obliterate, muralists participate in this process of
constructing communal identity predicated upon a structured history.

In familiar images of Northern Ireland from the media and tourist information, brightly
painted murals are often depicted in a clear, frontal method in order to fully display their
visual content. The artists discussed here, however, eschew that format. From 1998–2003
Gareth McConnell took a series of tightly-cropped, highly focused photographs of small areas
of murals. Exhibited in 2003 and 2004 in London and Belfast,14 the Details of Sectarian
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Murals15 series focuses on the physical objecthood of the murals rather than their symbolic
visual content. The photographs capture every brushstroke, crack, peel and bump in the
paint; highly textured and gestural, these fragmented murals feel like crude odes to abstract
expressionism. The irregular quality of the walls, the flaking paint, and the rough brushstrokes
all emphasize their existence as large-scale, outdoor works frequently, although not always,
painted by community volunteers and members of sectarian groups rather than professional
artists. Murals are by nature ephemeral, subject to the deterioration of weather, to vandalism
and graffiti, and, as is frequently the case in Northern Ireland, to over-painting and re-use. The
chipped layers of paint seen in images like Dark days (figure 1) reveal the layers of history
implicit in murals, which are rarely meant to be permanent and are repainted as political
needs change.16 In Dark days, flakes in a thickly-painted triangle of green reveal the red

Fig. 1. Gareth McConnell, Dark Days, from Details of Sectarian Murals series, 2001

paint underneath; like blood it seeps to the surface, unable to be fully covered or erased.
Earlier murals are added to and painted over creating thick layers of paint on the rough walls.
McConnell’s stress on the objecthood of murals reveals the ways in which they are “used
and abused, admired and transformed, replaced and defaced,”17 as dynamic and changeable
mechanisms for the construction of communal identity.

By emphasizing the physicality of the murals, McConnell not only highlights their
method of production but also removes them from their cultural context. Without any
representational imagery, the works are unidentifiable as political; the role of the murals in
context is predicated upon the instantly recognizable imagery of a particular cause or group.
When abstracted, the murals are reduced to little more than their component parts, stripped of
meaning and therefore of purpose. While in situ, murals act as delineations between spaces,
identifying areas as belonging to and protected by certain groups, the removal of place,
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context and meaning breaks down boundaries between spaces and political affiliations. His
photographs are visual markers without meaning. His work brings to mind the ways in which
similar or even identical symbols, myths, and figures are imbued with different significance in
the service of each tradition. For example, murals in support of both nationalist and unionist
politics employ the figure of Cuchulainn as alternately the hero of Ireland and the defender
of Ulster.18 Works like An illusion seem to reference the construction of difference within an
us/them discourse. In the photograph, black paint is slashed over a red ground in a broken
cruciform shape, with flashes of white showing through. The title, An illusion, seems to
suggest the falsity of constructed identities which are predicated upon difference.

His works also highlight the use of murals as mechanisms of not only identity but also
memory. Using titles which suggest death, honouring of fallen comrades and memorial, he
explores the ways murals represent the past in order to legitimize the present. In For evermore
(figure 2), a blood-red field is bisected by a thick black stripe of paint. The title may reference

Fig. 2. Gareth McConnell, For evermore, from Details of Sectarian Murals series, 2003

the use of murals as memorials to those killed fighting for a cause. One such example is a
Belfast UVF mural painted with the slogan “UVF. For God and Ulster. Like Acts of Valour,
their sacrifice live with us for evermore” underneath portraits of two early twentieth century
unionist political figures and two UVF volunteers killed in 1977 and 1988.19 By aligning UVF
members killed more recently with celebrated political figures of the past, the muralists imply
a historic continuity of cause and sacrifice. However, in For Evermore, as in Dark Days, the
uppermost layer of paint has peeled off in areas, revealing layers underneath and implying
the ephemeral quality of murals and of memory. ‘For evermore,’ therefore, may only be until
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the wall is re-used for new imagery. Another work, State Murder, in which again a blood-
red field is split by thick lines of paint, both black and white here, echoes the use of the
phrase “collusion is state murder” in nationalist murals.20 These murals act as both memorials
to dead nationalists and indictments of a corrupt system of power, connecting a systemic
problem with specific occurrences. In both cases, the murals symbolically represent the past
as a way to understand the present. Paul Connorton argues that social memory is dependent
on the construction of the present through knowledge of the past: “We experience our present
world in a context which is causally connected with past events and objects, and hence with
reference to events and objects which we are not experiencing when we are experiencing the
present.”21 Hence, by selecting which events and people from the past are memorialised and
how, muralists are able to influence discourses of the present. McConnell has stated that he
sees his images of the murals as moving beyond political rhetoric “in search of something
more absolute, more aesthetic, more peaceful even.”22 He sees in the murals a strive toward a
better future which has been distorted by politics. McConnell’s images fragment and abstract
murals in order to move past narratives of sectarian difference and explore more universal
ways in which history and identity intersect.

While McConnell obliquely looks at murals through extreme close-ups, Eoghan
McTigue depicts the physical concealment of sectarian imagery by photographing painted-
over murals in his series All Over Again (produced 2001–2003). His images are untitled
and their locations identified through the use of archival photographs and news clippings
provided by his collaborators, social anthropologist Neil Jarman and literary critic Dr. Aaron
Kelly. McTigue therefore presents the murals he photographs within a specific social context,
providing the viewer with representations of the lifecycle of murals which have been repainted,
reused and finally painted over. In some photographs, such as one of a completely white gabled
end of a row of houses, the previous murals have been totally obliterated. Although the past is
unreadable, the physical presence of the white paint attests to the murals layered underneath;
history can be covered and changed but not erased. In other works, such as a pair taken
near Hopewell Crescent, the whitewashing has not managed to completely cover the previous
imagery, allowing hints of the wall’s former life to peek through. Beneath the whitewashing,
graffiti declares “Roll on Drumcree 2001” in reference to the contentious annual Orange Order
parade which begins at Drumcree Church in Portadown and marches through a number of
predominantly Catholic areas. In either case, the persistent presence of the murals attests to
the ongoing tensions in Northern Ireland as traditions and identities are re-negotiated in light
of the peace process.

Significantly, the murals he photographed had all been painted over by members of
the community which initially produced them; while a destroyed or painted over mural is
in some cases representative of vandalism or sectarian infighting, here McTigue deliberately
chooses sites in which the over-painting is a deliberate stage in the lifecycle of the murals.
The painting over of murals is not only an attempt to cover or remove a marker of the past
but also a mechanism for constructing a future. In one image, McTigue depicts a former
Ulster Freedom Fighters (UFF) mural which has been painted over, albeit in dark red instead
of the usual white (figure 3). While the UFF insignia on the left still shows through, the
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text, which had commemorated five UFF-led massacres, has been completely covered. In

Fig. 3. Eoghan McTigue, Untitled, from All Over Again series, 2003

the catalogue for All Over Again, McTigue included two newspaper clippings describing the
former mural and the outrage it caused; the texts reveal that the Ulster Democratic Party deputy
lord mayor and former UFF leader Johnny Adair participated in the act of painting over the
mural.23 This show of publicly covering murals is one method for re-constructing history by
allowing for the creation of a new set of visual markers for the future. The act of painting
out murals and the resultant blank walls photographed by McTigue, Neil Jarman argues, “ask
questions of the local power structures, interests and community identities in the same way
that the technicolour murals imply rigid certainties and authority of a militarized culture.”24

McTigue’s photographs require the viewer to consider the web of power relations which not
only lead to the creation of the murals but also their covering. Rather than contentious and
highly militarized imagery glorifying violence, a whitewashed mural is a literal tabula rasa,
a way for a community, politician or paramilitary organization to indicate a desire and a
necessity for a new visual vocabulary. His works reject the hypothesis that murals are static
representations of unchanging sectarian traditions; rather, as Neil Jarman states, “they are
a dynamic element of an uncertain political context.”25 McTigue reveals the ways in which
communal identity and tradition adapt in the face of rapid social change. Eric Hobsbawn
argues that the construction of new ‘invented traditions’ occurs “more frequently when a rapid
transformation of society weakens or destroys the social patterns for which ‘old’ traditions
had been designed, producing new ones to which they were not applicable or when such
old traditions and their institutional carriers and promulgators no longer prove sufficiently
adaptable and flexible”.26 With the advancement of the peace process over the past twenty
years, new symbols of community pride began to emerge as a way of expressing identity
outside of the vocabulary of paramilitary struggle. An image taken near Woodstock Road in
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east Belfast reveals one mural in the process of such a transition (figure 4). The gabled wall
has been almost completely whitewashed except for an oval emblem of the Ulster Volunteer
Force (UVF). An accompanying newspaper clipping reveals that the emblem had previously

Fig. 4. Eoghan McTigue, Untitled, from All Over Again series, 2003

been the centre of a mural with four masked, gunned paramilitary figures, celebrating the
history of the UVF.27 The mural was painted out and replaced by an image of east Belfast-
born footballer George Best, which remained from 2003 until it was painted out again in
January 2011 to be replaced by mural to represent a larger selection of famous figures from
east Belfast.28 As Aaron Kelly states, McTigue’s “photographs of these blanked signs attest to
the dynamics of historical process, its continual renegotiation of both the past and the present,
and the layering of evermore subsumed communal memories in its wake.”29 McTigue captures
the murals in states of flux; the ghostly fragments which are left unpainted or half-revealed
under the paint and the blank white walls exist as former murals, not-murals and potential
murals. Their history and their potential future are in a state of change, a dynamic and unstable
liminal space. His work “indicates that even the seemingly more monologic and singular of
signs and statements are fundamentally unstable, capable of decay, reinscription, multivocality
and subversion.”30 Therefore, if McTigue reveals the fragility of seemingly eternal signs,
he also underscores the innovative nature of what Hobsbawn defines as “exercises in social
engineering”, the continual reiteration of symbols, traditions, histories, and ideologies which
is necessary for the maintenance of community identity.31

Similarly to McTigue, John Duncan has explored painted over and obscured sectarian
murals. In his series We Were Here (2006), Duncan photographed obliterated sectarian
paintings in seemingly abandoned spaces. In one photograph, the spectre of a Union flag
floats behind a layer of white paint (figure 5). Half-present, it suggests the dying imagery of
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Fig. 5. John Duncan, Untitled, from We Were Here series, 2006

sectarianism in the face of rapidly changing social norms. The murals are painted over with
less precision than those in McTigue’s work; the paint is brushed on sloppily, dripping and not
fully obscuring the sectarian image below. The haste and carelessness suggests vandalism; the
works feels violated, the ideologies desecrated. The cracked gutter and the overgrown grass
suggest an absence of human care. While in McTigue’s work the murals stood ready to serve
a new purpose, those in Duncan’s seem abandoned, left behind, relics of an earlier time.

In other works, however, Duncan examines the ongoing presence of murals in the
public and social spaces of Belfast. For many years, he has been engaged in an ongoing
process to document public spaces in the city. In series such as Be Prepared (1998), Boom
Town (2002, ongoing), and Trees from Germany (2003), he portrays the changing face of
Belfast as the peace process and urban development act to renew it as a post-conflict city
while his series Bonfires (2008) reveals ongoing processes to reaffirm sectarian identities.
While he only occasionally captures the murals directly in these series, his works are a critical
examination of space and the construction of identity in which murals play a major role. In
Days Hotel, Sandy Row from Trees from Germany, a loyalist mural looms in the background
as a landscaper lays sod in the foreground (figure 6). The series depicts physical changes
made to Belfast through processes of urban regeneration, in this case the building of a hotel
near city centre. He depicts the ways in which Belfast is being reinvented as a modern city,
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Fig. 6. John Duncan, Days Hotel, Sandy Row, from Trees from Germany series, 2003

as a post-conflict city, and as a tourist destination. He captures a worker in the very act of
transformation, showing the way the city is “always coming-into-being, transforming and
metamorphosing before our very eyes.”32 Like McTigue, he captures a site in a state of flux,
bold reminders of the past in the form of the loyalist mural overlaid by a process of growth
and change. The mural, which states “You are now entering loyalist Sandy Row/Heartland of
South Belfast/Ulster Freedom Fighters,” marks the space both for the implied inhabitants and
the viewer of Duncan’s photograph. It situates his work, which is otherwise fairly anonymous,
definitively in Belfast. In doing so, it references the ways in which murals have been used
in media and popular culture to define spaces as authentically Belfastian. As Jarman states,
“Once the media had established that murals were the pre-eminent symbolic signifier of the
northern conflict, the idea of Belfast could now be conjured up by little more than a few
frames depicting a painting of a hooded gunman or King William on his white horse.”33

As the main surviving visual symbols of sectarianism, murals have also become a tourist
draw in post-conflict Belfast. Guided by either city-sponsored bus tours or the more common
private black cab tours, visitors to Belfast can observe the murals in what are now relatively
peaceful environments. Archives of murals such as the Belfast Murals website offer maps with
mural locations for independent travellers.34 Although such enterprises may draw critique for
capitalizing on the bloody history of Belfast, an alternative view may situate the role of murals
in tourism within their already complex and multi-faceted functions. Jarman argues that not
only does the development of ‘conflict tourism’ represent a salvation for the compromised
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northern economy, but also allows opportunities to re-view the city. He states that mural tours
“help inscribe new and distinct routes around the city, [and] help to link up and reconnect
many areas which have long been separated.”35

A work from his Bonfires series, Sandy Row, was taken just around the corner from Days
Hotel, Sandy Row and depicts the newly-built Days Hotel in the background (figure 7). In the
foreground, a tower of wooden pallets and broken furniture rises up out of a debris-ridden lot.
The tower has been built in preparation for the annual July 11th bonfires, which, along with the

Fig. 7. John Duncan, John Duncan, Sandy Row, from Bonfires series, 2008

July 12th Orange Order parades are another major visual representation of Belfast sectarian
culture. The bonfire stack, poised for destruction, contrasts with the tower block under
construction in the rear; the bonfires are “anachronistically threatened (and threatening).”36

Within Duncan’s photography, the presence of the bonfires and murals is questioned and their
role in the future of Northern Ireland unknown. Many of Duncan’s other works engage with
the visual familiarity of the murals through their absence rather than presence. In Stewart
Street, one work from the Trees from Germany series, a new glass-and-brick office building is
situated next to a neat brick row house while a wide, empty road with some scattered debris
curves away from the viewer. The site is inviting if sterile; it feels new despite its emptiness.
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Most notable, it feels anonymous. As David Brett states, “it hardly seems to be Belfast, except
that we know it is.”37 The removal of the familiar signs through which Belfast is continually
constructed displaces the viewer while revealing the superficiality of narratives of Belfast as
just a conflict-ridden or even post-conflict city. Economic growth and urban rebirth have begun
to transform the city and demand new constructions of Northern identity. Colin Graham argues
that Duncan’s work embodies a sense of loss within such urban transformations; as he states,
“Duncan asks us to remember, by seeing the signs of their loss, what happens to Belfast as a
‘community’, or set of communities, when the developers move in on the back of the changed
political circumstances of Northern Ireland.”38

To conclude, the works discussed here both practice and challenge the archival process
through which history is selected and recorded. The nature of photographs as indexical
signs, that is, representing tangible objects, means that the act of photographing is an act
of archiving. As Susan Sontag states, “Through being photographed, something becomes
part of a system of information, fitted into schemes of classification and storage”.39 By
photographing murals, with their many permutations and changing significances, these artists
highlight the ways photography narrates history; as Justin Carville states, “Photographs are
caught between history and memory because these different forms of narrating the past both
lay claim to the photograph. Yet what both history and memory share with the photograph
is that they all represent a past that is forever changing.”40 Although they lay no claim to
comprehensiveness, their works function in a very simplistic way as archives by capturing
a past with the implication of a changed future and the curation and selection inherent in
the process of displaying photographs as art serves to highlight the processes of choice and
classification intrinsic to the archival process. However, in discussing what he describes as
“archive fever” in contemporary photography in Northern Ireland, Colin Graham argues that
by working self-consciously within the visual language of photo-journalism and documentary,
contemporary photographers are actually able to resist the archival process “by filling the
archival frame with subjects that undermine the archive’s capacity to hold the past, or by
ironising and questioning the archive itself.”41 By denying the murals symbolic content or
context, photographing murals in states of flux, and examining the shifting roles of political
murals in a rapidly changing society, McConnell, McTigue, and Duncan present images
which are not static historiographies. Their works present “a deeply ethical way of seeing
a specific historical place that tries to take account of the full weight of memory which the
archive attempts to lighten.”42 They present works that are not indicative of an era or place but
rather capture ephemeral moments within conflicting and overlapping matrices of urban life
in Belfast.

Further, by photographing the murals and placing them within a gallery context, all three
artists challenge delineations between “fine” art and “folk” art, between socially-motivated art
and propaganda. Artists, critics, and commentators continue to debate the status of political
murals within the realm of fine art. As Debbie Lisle argues, “Suggesting that the murals are not
‘proper’ art is depoliticizing: it sequesters ‘real’ or ‘fine’ art within the gallery, where it does
not have to engage with or take responsibility for everyday political concerns.”43 She further
states that through their role in tourism, the murals reveal how Belfast now operates as “an
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open-air gallery”44 for visitors, through which the social, political, and historical narratives
of Belfast may be examined. The photographers discussed here make the physical jump from
mural site to gallery. Their works challenge interpretations of murals as simply propaganda by
revealing complex social, political, and economic roles they serve.

Through an examination and re-framing of the contexts of sectarian murals in Belfast,
Gareth McConnell, Eoghan McTigue, and John Duncan explore the ways in which murals
generate and reinforce histories, mythologies and memories through which social and political
identities are formed. They reveal the mechanisms of power through which communal
narratives are constructed and manipulated. Alternately obscuring and disclosing the physical
and social contexts of the murals, they explore the ways in which the function and meaning of
murals both depends on and supports localized constructions of sectarian identity and political
power. Rejecting simplistic explanations of murals as markers of sectarianism, they expose the
many discursive processes murals function within and examine their fluctuating role within the
shifting social landscape of Northern Ireland. Finally, in light of the ongoing yet tenuous peace
process, the economic challenges of the current recession, and the continued development of
a tourism industry in Belfast, these works prompt the viewer to wonder how the symbolic
presence of murals may change in the future.

Acknowledgements: Many thanks to the photographers for giving permission to reprint their
work.
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“I came up and I seen this haze of
smoke, like”: How Irish are Invariant Tags?
Stephen Lucek

ABSTRACT

Since the pioneering work of Schiffrin,1 the study of discourse markers has progressed
considerably. While this progression has covered discourse-markers in general, there has been
measurably less investigation into specific utterance-final discourse markers: Invariant Tags
(InTs). Some InTs are indicative of the varieties of English in which they are most prevalent
(e.g. Canadian ‘Eh’, Singapore English ‘Lah’) while others are fairly common amongst
varieties of English. Through corpus analysis this study investigates what exactly InTs are,
which InTs occur in Irish English and how Irish English use of InTs compares to that of other
varieties of English worldwide. A qualitative analysis of InTs extends the existing definition
of InTs and describes the functions of InTs, while a quantitative analysis of the InTs of Irish
English is compared with those of the five varieties of English described by Columbus,2 with
conclusions drawn from that comparison.

Introduction

While Discourse Markers are relatively well understood by linguists, Invariant Tags (InTs)
have received comparatively less attention. The last 15 years has seen an uptake in the
study of InTs. Columbus investigates the frequencies and selection of InTs in varieties of
English.3 Berland looks at InT use by teenagers in London.4 Andersen uses the same database
(Corpus of London Teenage Speech (COLT)) as Berland to investigate the nature of InTs and
whether certain types of tags can be considered invariant.5 Schiffrin revolutionised the study
of discourse markers.6 Generally speaking, discourse markers contribute to understanding
discourse coherence, a term defined by Schiffrin as “how speakers and hearers jointly integrate
forms, meanings and actions to make overall sense of what is said”.7 As a subset of discourse
markers, InTs are primarily conversational cues.

There has been some scholarship on discourse markers in Irish English, most notably
Amador Moreno and Kallen.8 The focus of Amador Moreno is how Irish English is portrayed
in literature and the part that discourse markers play in colouring that rendering. Amador
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Moreno’s analysis centres on two Patrick MacGill novels of the early 20th Century. Kallen
goes deeper into literary tradition to find examples of discourse markers in the presentation
of ‘Irishness’ from the 17th Century onward. Kallen suggests that the earliest examples “are
etymologically derived from Irish and carry over similar discourse functions”.9

Research Questions

The current study aims to continue the work of the previous authors and extend the Irish
English data on InTs to comparison. It will build on the extant research into the definition of
InTs and describe the InTs in Irish English and their significance in relation to other varieties of
English. The primary source for the investigation will be the SPICE-Ireland database.10 This
database is the spoken component of the ICE-Ireland project11 and features texts recorded
during the 1990s (see The International Corpus of English below). Using the SPICE-Ireland
database and a review of relevant literature, I endeavour to answer the following questions:

• What exactly are Invariant Tags (InTs)?

• Which specific InTs occur in Irish English?

• How does the Irish English use of InTs compare with the use of InTs in similar types of
English worldwide?

In order to begin to answer these questions, we must first take a look at what exactly are
InTs and what are their functions.

Definitions and Paradigms

Grammarians have described InTs in very different ways. The current study will focus on
Biber, Johannson, Leech, Conrad, and Finegan using their terminology.12 Biber, et al. use
the label “response elicitors” and identify tags in general as “short structures which can be
added at the end of the clause in conversation or in written representations of speech”.13

They present seven uses of conversational tags: (1) retrospective comment clauses; (2)
retrospective vagueness hedges; (3) question tags; (4) noun phrase tags; (5) other non-
clausal units retrospectively added; (6) self-supplied answers; and (7) vocatives.14 These
conversational uses of tags can all be found in the SPICE-Ireland data. Contrary to McCarthy
and O’Keefe, who demonstrated that earnest vocative use in data gathered from radio call-in
shows provided a sense of familiarity and lowered formality,15 there is a notion of afterthought
in conversational tags, as they fulfil the qualification of the “what has been said” principle of
real time conversation.16 This is clarified as a situation where “there may be a need to elaborate
and modify the message retrospectively, that is, to ‘tag on’ as an afterthought some elements
which, in a logically structured and integrated sentence, would have been placed earlier”.17

This leads to the focus of this paper: Invariant Tags.
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Invariant Tags

In describing Invariant Tags, Biber, et al. use the term ‘response elicitors’ to describe
“generalized question tags, such as huh?, eh?, alright? and okay?. ’[T]hese one-word elicitors
often have a [. . . ] speaker-centred role, seeking a signal that the message has been understood
and accepted’.18 However, this seems to describe question tags, not strictly InTs. A tag
question is made up of two parts: the anchor and the tag. There is a crucial element of polarity
in tag questions. Polarity here is much like polarity in physics: the main verb in the sentence
can be negative and the tag positive; the main verb in the sentence can be positive and the
tag negative; or the main verb in the sentence and the tag can be of the same polarity, either
positive-positive or negative-negative. The tag in question tags can vary to agree with the
anchor, and can take the form of constant or opposite polarity.19 In a sense, tag questions do not
function at all like questions; they are not seeking information, but are, rather, “confirmatory,
facilitating and attitudinal tags”.20

A key indicator for Columbus was “whether the propositional meaning changed when
the item was left out [. . . ] and whether the item could function with similar (though not
identical) uses as a canonical tag”.21 What is most important of all is that by definition, InTs
do not change based on what precedes them. Whereas question tags use verb forms in altering
polarity, Teschner & Evans note that InTs “do without verb forms altogether”.22 Examples
below (1) show data from SPICE-Ireland:

1.
(a) <P1B-040$C><#>I know some people say, “oh yeah, you give a present to
someone at Christmas and that kind of salves your conscience and you don’t see
them again for twelve months, like”.
(b) <P1B-025$R><#>I’m keeping away from beef at the moment until they identify
the little beasts that’s causing the mad cow disease, yeah.

Biber, et al.’s above-mentioned uses of conversational tags can describe variable tags or
Invariant Tags. Specifically, ‘yeah’ fulfils several of the Columbus requirements of invariancy:
it is a tag to an utterance, concept, or construction; it elicits a response; the propositional
meaning is not changed when it is removed; and it does without verb forms.23 To understand
the landscape for this study, we must discuss the English language in Ireland.

The English Language in Ireland

Irish English can best be described as a contact variety. Filppula describes the interaction
between English and Irish as “a product of a unique linguistic situation involving long-
standing contact between two languages which, though both members of the Indo-European
language family, display typological and structural differences in some central areas of their
grammars”.24 The result of that unique situation, alternatively called a “close, prickly and
unequal relationship” by McArthur,25 is Irish English. The English language was brought to
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Ireland in 1169 by “300-400 soldiers from Pembrokeshire and South Wales”,26 an invasion
sanctioned by the English-born Pope Adrian II.27 It was not until the 17th Century plantations
that the English language really took hold. The English language and the Irish language (in
addition to French) lived side-by-side for so long that there was bound to be some borrowing.
The early history of Irish English is comprehensively explored by Kallen,28 and thus warrants
no further mention here.

Standard Irish English

White asks questions about Irish identity and the role language plays in that.29 While Ireland
is a predominantly English-speaking country, the Irish language still holds an important place
in Irish society, specifically in relation to its official language status and the state’s educational
requirements. She notes that “[a]s a marker of identity it could be argued that the use of the
Irish language expresses how the Irish are different and separate from the rest of the world”.30

Given that the coloniser’s language (English) became so widely accepted in the 19th Century, a
natural reaction following independence (1921) was to encourage use of Irish not as a primary
language, but rather in a bilingual environment.

A standard of English in Ireland that is not the Standard English of Britain can be a
problematic proposal. Many factors underlie the reluctance on the part of the Irish people to
hold up their own variety of English as Standard. White argues that “part of the reason lies in
the fact that the colonized [Irish] accepted the myth that their English usage was inferior and
deviant when measured against the norms of standard British English and that this intellectual
‘colonization’ with regard to language attitudes persisted long after political independence in
1921”.31

Tags in Irish

Given the long co-mingling of Irish and English, and the status of English as the language of
the coloniser, there must be aspects of Irish that influence how English is spoken in Ireland.32

Specifically, there must be aspects of Irish that influence tags in Irish English. One possible
origin for Invariant Tags offered by Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik is as a result of
contact.33 As a general rule, “we always tend to impose our native phonological pattern on
any foreign language we learn”.34 As noted by Hickey, the Irish language possesses a “similar
system of tags” to that of English.35 This phenomenon occurs in Irish when a verb of the
opposite polarity to that of the main verb is placed at the end of a sentence, as in the example
(2) below:

2.
“Is deacair an obair í, nach ea?!
‘The work is difficult, isn’t it?’ ”36
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This echoes previously cited works on the polarity requirements for tag questions in English.
In Irish, this is a necessity as there are no words in the language for ‘yes’ or ‘no’. This results in
a situation where questions cannot be answered with simple affirmative or negative responses
as they could be in English but are, instead, repetitions of the verb, either in the affirmative or
negative:

3.
“An bhfuil Gearmáinis agat? Tá/Níl !
‘Do you know any German?’ ‘Is’/‘Is not’ ”37

This practice of verb echoing has been established in Old Irish and medieval Welsh, though
their developments are mutually exclusive.38 Tottie and Hoffmann chart the development of
question tags in English to the drama of the 16th Century.39 Their data show a preference for
opposite-polarity (positive-negative; negative-positive). The awkwardness of constant polarity
is inherent in their example:

4.
“Sir Hugh is there, is he”40

The trouble in relying on the 16th Century data is that “playwrights do not usually include a
realistic number of tag questions in their written dialogue”.41 As noted above, there is a rich
history in how ‘Irishness’ is portrayed in literature, going back to the 17th Century. This is
plausible evidence that exposure to Irish could be a possible origin of Irish English utterance-
final discourse markers, such as question tags.

Remnants

What we find in Irish English that is somewhat unique is the canonical tag question ‘is it?’
which takes the form of ‘an ea?’ in Irish when used as a question tag and only as a question
tag. In all other instances, ‘is ea’ is the form taken:

5.
“Níl sé agat, an ea? ‘You don’t have it, is it?’
Múinteoir is ea é. ‘He is a teacher.’
Is ea nach dtuigeann té mé? ‘Don’t you understand me?’ ”42

Hickey fails to find significant evidence of the negative ‘is it not’ in Irish English. The
reasoning Hickey gives is that the Irish ‘nach ea’ is bisyllabic whereas its English counterpart
‘is it not’ is trisyllabic.43 In contact and transfer situations, the Irish and the English are just
different enough to negate the desire to integrate.44 A search of SPICE-Ireland confirms this
phenomenon, with 55 occurrences of ‘is-it’ and only two of ‘is-it-not’, both of which come
from the same speaker in Northern Ireland. Kallen introduces the utterance-final particle
“moryah, which could be translated to ‘as it were’ in English, but which has not ready
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equivalent in most varieties of English”.45 It is used to distance the speaker from a statement
which places it firmly within the confines of Biber, et al.’s description of a prepositional
hedge.46 Kallen goes on to note the “commonly adjoined phrases in Irish ar chor and ar bith,
each of which can plausibly be translated as at all, [yield] an apparent reduplicative in English
from a form which is not reduplicative in Irish”.47 It would not be too bold an assertion to
describe the ‘at all, at all’ construction as being a fairly uniquely ‘Irish’ one.

Considering that tags are described by Biber, et al. and Quirk, et al.,48 and we can see
that there are different kinds of tags in Irish, an investigation into modern Irish English should
show how and when these tags are used.

Methodology

As we have established a working definition of Invariant Tags, we can now move on to the
subsequent research questions: Which specific Invariant Tags occur in Irish English? How
does the Irish English use of Invariant Tags compare with the use of Invariant Tags in similar
types of English? To answer these questions, the spoken component of the International
Corpus of English (SPICE-Ireland) will be analysed.

The International Corpus of English

Writing in 1996, Sidney Greenbaum introduced the International Corpus of English (ICE)
project as ambitious and intended to “provide the resources for comparative studies of the
English used in countries where it is either a majority first language (for example, Canada and
Australia) or an official additional language (for example, India and Nigeria)”.49 Collection
of samples of written and spoken texts for the ICE project began in 1990. These were to be
indicative of the national standard English in each country. The architecture of each national
ICE project is specifically designed to facilitate comparative studies. Text types are the same
for each ICE corpus as well as the caveat that individual informants “should have finished
second-level education”.50 Exceptions are made for certain age groups and for public figures
who can have a marked effect on the standard language, but the crux of this protocol is that
there can be no doubt about who or what can be included in the project.

By removing any judgements of ‘correctness’ of the variety of English collected, the
ICE project “builds in a bias away from the search for national differences”.51 Kirk, et al. go
further stating that their approach to standard English, and indeed the approach of the ICE
project in general, “calls for an emphasis on the process by which standardisation sifts out
diversity and uniformity rather than on an emphasis on the standard as a supposedly fixed
end-point”.52

The current study is an analysis of InTs in Irish English using the SPICE-Ireland files.
As these data are taken to be indicative of standard Irish English, the analysis can then be taken
to be a study of Irish English in general. Using four of Columbus’ tags (right, yeah, you know,
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Invariant Tag Number of Occurrences

like 289
you know 211

yeah 206
right 54

you see 28

Table 1. Invariant tags in Face-to-Face Conversation data.

you see),53 and one that is frequently associated with Irish English (like),54 SPICE-Ireland
will be searched both through manual searches using the Apple word processing programme
Pages, and the AntConc corpus concordance programme.

Occurrences of Invariant Tags in SPICE-Ireland

In order to accurately measure and calibrate the SPICE-Ireland results against those of
Columbus,55 a similar dataset must be chosen for analysis. In Columbus, the datasets were
the Private Conversation texts which compare favourably with the Face-to-Face Conversation
data of SPICE-Ireland. Below are the results of this analysis.

Face-to-Face Conversations

As this is the largest category file in SPICE-Ireland, as well as being the least formal, one
would expect to find many instances of tags, invariant and otherwise.56 The SPICE-Ireland
corpus uses the ‘@’ tag to denote utterance-final tags, or sentence tags. In the 210,540 words
in the Face-to-face Conversation category, there are 1,892 ‘@’ tags, or one in every 111.28
words. The five chosen tags are quite well represented, as shown above (Table 1). In Face-
to-Face conversations, ‘like’ is the dominant tag, contributing 15.27% of the total number of
tags in the category; a total number that includes vocatives and other robust tag types found
elsewhere in the data. Below, are examples (6) from the face-to-face conversation data:

6.
(a) <P1A-010$A><#>We eat so well, like.
(b) <P1A-032$C><#>Suppose they do alright for what they have to do, like.

There are 211 occurrences of ‘you know’ in the Face-to-face Conversation data. While these
are all Invariant Tags, there are several different usages of ‘you know’, as seen below (7):
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7.
(a) <P1A-026$A><#>It is good in that Bert remembers them and all, you know?
(b) <P1A-062$B><#><rep>They wouldn’t have known my friends or anything, you
know?
(c) <P1A-076$A><#>Well then, at that I’d say, like, do your own thing and go ahead,
you know?
(d) <P1A-083$B><#>But they get no recognition for Sunday or anything you know?

In truth, ‘you know’ as an utterance-final closely resembles a question tag, but as the tag itself
does not vary due to polarity (positive-positive in 7(a), negative-positive in 7(b)) nor does it
agree with the main verb of the sentence (1st person singular in 7(c), 3rd person plural in 7(d)),
it more closely resembles a self-supplied answer, and therefore, it should not be considered a
question tag, but rather an InT.

‘Yeah’ tokens in the Face-to-Face Conversation data show distinct uses of ‘yeah’ as an
InT. Some examples are given below (8) of ‘yeah’ tokens in the data:

8.
(a) <P1A-016$A><#>Have you been to Florence, yeah?
(b) <P1A-027$C><#>It happens to be the original I have on my wall, yeah.

In 8(a), ‘yeah’ takes the form of an invariant question tag. As seen with ‘you know’ tokens
(7(a)-(d)), this is not a canonical question tag, but rather an invariant question tag. 8(b) is a
retrospective affirmation, as it is the response to a question.

‘Right’ tokens take several forms in the Face-to-Face Conversation data. Examples are
provided below (9):

9.
(a) <P1A-020$D><#>Wait til you hear this, right.
(b) <P1A-036$B><#>Tommy was only out of hospital on Friday with, he has uhm,
chronic airways disease, right?
(c) <P1A-052$C><#><rep>Ah no, he plays bass.

<P1A-052$B><#><rep>Bass, right.

In 9(a), the ‘right’ token assumes the function of an Invariant Tag in the mould of ‘like’
in 6(a) and (b), above. 9(b) shows ‘right’ in Biber, et al.’s self-supplied answer usage.57 A
non-inverted question would be “Does Tommy have chronic airways disease?”. In the third
example (9(c)), we have a retrospective affirmation.

‘You see’ is a markedly less robust tag in the Face-to-Face conversation data. As seen
below (10), this token is used purely in invariant environments:
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Tag British Indian New Zealand Singapore Hong Kong Ireland
accha 0 2 0 0 0 0
ah 0 18 0 0 0 1
ahn 0 10 0 0 0 0
eh 6 0 292 5 1 2
is it 1 12 0 47 25 32
isn’t it 1 33 0 14 4 42
lah/la 0 0 0 241 14 0
na 0 109 0 0 0 0
no 0 237 1 1 5 40
OK/okay 7 12 7 14 24 11
right 8 12 11 236 110 54
see 2 2 2 0 0 0
wah 0 0 0 7 5 0
yeah 34 60 35 0 24 195
yes 7 4 2 0 5 13
you know 171 158 18 110 70 202
you see 31 27 18 101 6 28
TOTAL 268 696 386 776 288 620

Table 2. Raw Frequencies of 17 utterance-final Invariant Tags across 6 varieties of English (foci of current
study in bold)

10.
(a) <P1A-012$A><#>Oh aye, he only started in June, you see.
(b) <P1A-019$D><#>Kevin was there with Leah, you see.

These are retrospective comment clauses, using Biber, et al.’s reasoning.58 They clarify the
preceding statement, in these examples, confirming a positive that he started in June (10(a))
and that Kevin was there with Leah (10(b)).

Discussion

As noted above, Columbus sought to “describe the relative frequencies of the utterance-final
tags in British English, Indian English, New Zealand English, Hong Kong English, and
Singapore English”.59 These five varieties were chosen by Columbus due to their geographic
diversity, linguistic history and speaker populations. In order to place the Irish English results
in context with Columbus’ results, a reproduction of her Table 260 is included above along
with results from SPICE-Ireland:
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The glaring omission in these data is the lack of the ‘like’ tag in any other varieties
of English. ‘Like’ has long been identified as a recessive and dialectal utterance-final tag,
and thus not considered a part of a standard language. However, Kallen marks this tag as a
robust feature of Irish English that “features prominently in a wide range of informal speech
settings”.61 Most important is that this is a feature of the standard language, and not recessive
and dialectal. Kallen also notes that the real phenomenon of utterance-final ‘like’ is that it
“does not precede the information to which it is attached, but follows it”.62 Thus, it retains
the focus-marking properties of utterance-medial ‘like’ while appearing utterance-final. When
occurring utterance-medially, ‘like’ functions as a focus marker. 63

Columbus’ results (see Table 2, above) lead her to various conclusions. The first relates
to the total number of Invariant Tags in the five varieties investigated. The Irish English results
(620 tags) places it in the middle of the five varieties studied by Columbus. This places Irish
English ahead of British English (268), Hong Kong English (288), and New Zealand English
(386), and behind Indian English (696) and Singapore English (776) in terms of total tags.
These results are somewhat deceptive as they don’t take into account the 289 ‘like’ tags in the
Face-to-Face Conversation data. Elsewhere, Columbus has included the Singapore English tag
‘la/lah’ which does not occur in any of the other varieties. If the ‘like’ tags are included, Irish
English now becomes the variety with the most utterance-final tags (891).

One major flaw in Columbus’ study is the inclusion of canonical (variable) tags. She
does admit to such in pointing out that the ‘is it’ and ‘isn’t it’ tags that are quite common
in British English are, in fact, canonical tags and cannot be considered in a comparative
study of InTs. This suggests that British English uses canonical tags quite often while InT
use is relatively low.64 If we consider the four tags investigated in Irish English that were also
investigated by Columbus, we see the results shown in figure 1. Here we see that British
English and Indian English have very similar results. Irish English results have a similar
shape to those of British English and Indian English. This is somewhat misleading as New
Zealand English has a very high rate of ‘eh’ tags, by far the dominant tag in New Zealand
English.Equally misleading in terms of the Irish English data is the omission of the ‘like’ tags
in the five varieties studied by Columbus. Further research must be done in order to test this
hypothesis, but there may well be specific dominant InTs in each of the varieties of English
worldwide, as ‘you know’ is in British English, ‘no’ is in Indian English, ‘right’ is in Hong
Kong English, and ‘like’ is in Irish English. By extension, this can be used as a defining feature
of standard Englishes worldwide.

Conclusion

Amador Moreno and Kallen demonstrate that utterance-final discourse markers have been
associated with portrayals of ‘Irishness’ in literature for over 300 years.65 While the study of
discourse markers and question tags have produced interesting results, the study of Invariant
Tags is developing. It seems that InTs are a universal feature of varieties of English as well
as Romance languages.66 Where Columbus shows high frequencies of other InTs in other
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Fig. 1. Instances of tags studied in Columbus (2009a) and present study

varieties of English, Irish English shows a high preference for use of five InTs in particular:
‘like’, ‘right’, ‘yeah’, ‘you know’, and ‘you see’.67 The Irish English frequencies exceed those
of the results of Columbus. These other British English-based varieties represent varieties of
English that differ quite significantly in how they are classified in the extant models of World
English.68 This is conclusive proof that contact variation is of paramount importance to the
performance of InTs in varieties of English. Because the Irish language has an appreciation
for tags, the contact between Irish and English led directly to the development of Invariant
Tag use in Irish English. While there is a certain preference for InTs in British English-based
varieties, that Irish English so far outpaces the other varieties must say more about Irish than
it does English.

Questions for Further Research

The obvious avenues of further research are the nature of Invariant Tags, their origins, their
frequency in varieties of English and the choice worldwide. A wide-scale study into the
utterance-final functions of InTs would yield fruitful results. The idea that contact varieties
show a high number of Invariant Tags could well lead to further investigation into the
inter-relatedness of World Englishes.
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ABSTRACT

The creation of a single market in the European Union is arguably not only one of the most
important policy advances in the history of the Union but in the areas of integration and
harmonisation as well. The process of creating the Single European Act of 1986 was long
and arduous and it sought to reflect several of the original goals of the Treaty of Rome,
which created the European Economic Community in 1957. This Treaty sought to establish
a common European market by creating a single European Market without trade barriers
and tariffs. This paper looks at the role the European Court of Justice played in developing
the Single European Market, provides a review of relevant theory and a case study of two
landmark ECJ cases in the 1970s, the Dassonville Case, and the Crème de Cassis Case. While
neither of the two traditional theories of integration can fully explain how the Single European
Act and the Single European Market came about, the application of a legalistic theory that
draws from them, as well as rational choice theory, is useful to explain the role that the
European Court of Justice played as a catalyst in bringing about the creation of the Single
European Market.

Introduction

The creation of a single market in the European Union is arguably one of the most important
policy advances in the history of the Union and in the areas of integration and harmonisation
as well. It fostered the lowering of and elimination of trade barriers between member states,
opened up markets, and allowed for the free flow of goods and services in all member states.
The process of creating the Single European Act of 1986 was a long and arduous one. The
Treaty of Rome, which created the European Economic Community in 1957 sought to create
a common European market by banning “quantitative restrictions on imports and all measures
having equivalent effect shall be prohibited...among the member states,” though it took nearly
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thirty years to complete the process of creating the Single European Market.1 The single
market was not fully implemented until 1993, with the removal of most customs barriers.2

There were many actors and varying levels of government involved in the policy
process. Included were the institutions at the European level, including the European
Commission, the European Parliament, the European Council, and the European Court
of Justice. Also involved were the individual member states as well as members of the
business communities and associated interest groups. The European Court of Justice played an
important role in moving policy forward towards further integration and policy harmonisation
in the creation of the Single European Market. The decisions of the European Court of Justice
in the Dassonville Case (1974) and the Cassis de Dijon Case (1979) were instrumental as a
driving force behind the development of the Single European Market and the court acted as a
catalyst by providing legal justification for pushing forward with economic integration.

The European Court of Justice and the Single European Market

The European Court of Justice is one of the primary supranational institutions of the European
Union. The court is currently comprised of twenty-seven members, one member from each
individual member country, though not all twenty-seven judges hear each case brought before
the court. There are also eight advocate-generals, who argue before the court. The court
is based in Luxembourg and has changed little since its creation. Some important changes
include the creation of the Court of First Instance in 1986 (now called the The General Court)
to help allieviate high case-loads, and it was granted the ability to impose fines, although
its purvue was restricted in some policy areas, including the Common Foreign and Security
Policy and Justice and Home Affairs Policy.3

The European Court of Justice is the court of last appeal in Europe, for those cases that
are brought before it, regardless if such cases are referred to it from lower or national courts,
or brought directly before the court as a matter of first impression. Through several decisions
in the 1960s and 1970s, the European Court of Justice “constitutionalized” the Treaty of Rome
and “fashioned a constitutional framework for a federal-type structure in Europe.”4 Through
these various cases, the European Court of Justice was able to establish certain norms for
its relationship with the European Union and the various member states including, but not
limited to, the supremacy of European Community law and judicial review. Because the
Treaty of Rome was meant to be governed by international law, and not interpreted as a
constitution, it did not contain measures about the role of the European Court of Justice and
what powers it is supposed to have, or those powers that it should not. The original role of the
European Court of Justice was for it to ensure that the treaty was being adhered to, but with the
“constitutionalization” of the treaty, the European Court of Justice gained an expanded role.
This new role is clear in the area of economic integration, where the court has made many
far-reaching decisions concerning economic policy and integration.5

According to the website of the European Union, the Single European Market is “the
core” of the modern Union. While it took years to complete, it has provided countless jobs
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in the European Union, as well as tremendous growth in capital and business across Europe.
The single market has four freedoms of movement: people, goods, services, and capital.6 The
Single European Act, which was adopted in 1986, provided the legislative impetus to finalise
the creation of the Single European Market, with the final steps of its creation taking place in
1993, with the realisation of a goal first laid out in the Treaty of Rome in 1957.7

Prior to the EC Commission White Paper of 1985 and the Single European Act of
1986, there was a period of integration stagnation and a level of scepticism towards the
European Union and its institutions. Andrew Moravcsik, in his article on the creation of
the Single European Act, argues that adoption of the Single European Act led to a renewed
era of optimism and energy for integration. The White Paper of 1985 sought to create an
area “without internal frontiers” for the movement of goods, people, services, and money.
Moravcsik argues that a period of liberalisation of the European Market due to procedural
reforms led to the adoption of the Single European Act.8 Many of these reform ideas
contained in the White Paper in 1985 were in response to an economic crisis and lack
of competitiveness with other countries, notably the United States of America and Japan.
Member State economies became increasingly interdependent upon one another, and there
were high levels of unemployment and slow economic growth. Complex rules on voting in the
Commission made change difficult, and something needed to be done, providing an impetus
for reform.9 In addition, the European Court of Justice’s decision in the 1979 Cassis de Dijon
case (to be discussed later in this paper), established the legal basis necessary for challenging
national laws that concerned barriers to opening up the internal market.10

Even though the idea of creating an internal market with the free movement of goods,
services, people, and capital can be traced to the Treaty of Rome in 1957, it took several
decades for the European Union to see its creation through to the end in 1993, when the final
laws necessary to remove remaining barriers were approved. Since then, there have been some
revisions to the Single European Act, including a 2006 law that permitted companies to offer
more cross-border services from their home country.11

The main actor in determining policy concerning the Single European Market is the
Commission, despite the fact that there are many other actors involved. While the Commission
can set goals and agendas, Member States can request that the Commission develop proposals.
Furthermore, Member States wield an important power in influencing policy because they are
in control of the implementation of policy outcomes. In addition, since the adoption of the
Maastricht Treaty, the European Parliament has the right to request the Commission to propose
certain legislation, and the European Parliament can also reject or amend certain proposals.
There are other groups involved as well, including interest groups and lobbyists.12
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Theories of Integration, the Single European Market, and the Single
European Act

Integration can be defined as the “gradual penetration of European Community law into the
domestic law of its Member States.”13 There are different types of integration, including
negative integration and positive integration. Negative integration is regressive in nature, and
is often found when national rules or legislation are found to be incompatible with Economic
Community law, such as the Treaty of Rome. Positive integration is similar to negative
integration and can be described as the harmonising of policies at the European level.14 The
European Court of Justice has been a key actor in promoting negative integration, for example,
with regard to economic integration, by removing barriers to trade, and positive integration,
when it creates policy that advances integration in the absence of action from other European
Union institutions.15

There are several theories of integration in the European Union, though some
are more important than others when it comes to the Single European Act and
the Single European Market. These theories include neo-functionalism/supranational
institutionalism and intergovernmental institutionalism. Neo-functionalism argues that
supranational institutions created by Member States will cooperate on key issues. According
to this theory, transnational interests will form, and will include individuals from all levels,
beginning from the bureaucracy, national interest groups and workers, to non-governmental
organisations. These competing interests put pressure on Member States to cede power to
supranational institutions in order to move forward on policy.16 According to Moravcsik,
there are three important elements of the neo-functionalist theory of integration. The first
is the ability of a central institution to assert itself strongly in order to create either positive
or negative expectation. The second is the ability of business groups, labour organisations,
and interest groups to coalesce beyond their own nation. The third element is a supranational
executive who is able to bring all of these interests together and make clear that they cannot
move forward without uniting further.17

Intergovernmental institutionalism is rooted in rational choice theories. Neil Fligstein
and Iona Mara-Drita argue that “cooperation among nations can occur only when interests
coincide or when states can trade off in a series of agreements” and that Member States
will seek to protect their own interests and power.18 Moravcsik identifies three elements
of intergovernmental institutionalism, and they include intergovernmentalism, by which
he means interstate bargaining among Member States; the lowest common denominator
bargaining, which reflects the relative power of the Member States; and, the protection of
sovereignty.19 None of these theories can completely explain the process by which the Single
European Act or the Single European Market came about.

Fligstein and Mara-Drita argue that during institutional crises, one would normally
look to existing actors to help with any stalemates or stagnation.20 One of those actors is
the European Court of Justice, and some scholars have advanced a legal theory of integration
that draws on the foundation of neo-functionalism and intergovernmental institutionalism.
With the “constitutionalization” of the Treaty of Rome through case law, the European Court
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of Justice laid down the legal foundation necessary to promote economic integration in the
European Union.21 Through its decisions in the Dassonville and Cassis de Dijon cases, the
European Court of Justice acted as a catalyst to jump-start the process of economic integration
that had slowed to a halt in preceding years, which accelerated the process of adopting the
Single European Act.22 Geoffrey Garrett argues that it is best to view the theory of legal
integration through a rational lens. The European Court of Justice, he says, is a strategic actor,
and will take the interests of Member States and other institutions into account when making
decisions. Garrett argues that the European Court of Justice is more likely to rule against a
national government when it expects that government to eventually comply with the decision.
This is especially the case when dealing with more powerful Member States, which enhances
the power of the court.23 As I will show, this was the situation with the Cassis de Dijon case,
when the court ruled against the German government. I will now turn to two case studies of
the cases previously mentioned.

The Dassonville Case

The first case that this paper will discuss is the Dassonville Case of 1974 ( Procureur du Roi v
Dassonville, CJ Case 8/74, 11 July 1974). The case was centered on a Belgian law that dated
back to 1927 and a royal decree from 1934. The laws in question concerned designations
of origins on spirits for sale in Belgium, and prohibited the sale of such items that do not
carry the official document that certifies the right of such a designation of origin.24 The
defendants in the case were members of the Dassonville family: the father Gustave, who ran
a wholesale business in France, and his son Benoit, who managed a branch of the business
in Belgium. In 1970, the Dassonvilles imported into Belgium, “Scotch Whisky,” which they
had legally purchased from French importers. Affixed to the bottles were British customs
certificates and the French excise bonds, which were the official documents required under
French laws, which laws did not require certificate of origins as the Belgian laws do. After
the whisky was imported into Belgium by the Dassonvilles and cleared by Belgian customs
as “community goods,” Belgian authorities determined that the accompanying documents did
not adequately satisfy the regulations set out by the Belgian laws of 1927 and 1934. In making
this decision, the Procureur du Roi (the public prosecutor) in Belgium brought charges against
the Dassonvilles.25 The Dassonvilles countered by claiming that the Belgian decree of 1934
made it impossible to import goods from places other than the country of origin, even if done
legally, and that the decree violated Article 30 of the Treaty of Rome.26

In its judgement on January 11, 1974, the Belgian court hearing the case referred
the case to the European Court of Justice and asked that the following two questions be
considered:

1. Must Articles 30, 31, 33, 33 and 36 be interpreted as meaning that a national
provision prohibiting, in particular, the import of goods such as spirits bearing a
designation of origin duly adopted by a national government where such goods
are not accompanied by an official document issued by the government of the
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exporting country certifying their right to such a designation, must be considered
as a quantitative restriction or as a measure having equivalent effect?

2. Is an agreement to be considered void it its effect is to restrict competition and
adversely to affect trade between Member States only when taken in conjunction
with national rules with regard to certificates of origin when that agreement merely
authorises or does not prohibit the exclusive importer from exporting that rule for
the purpose of preventing parallel imports?27

The Dassonvilles argued that they legally imported the whisky from a French company
that was the exclusive importer of the brands in question, and that further, the goods were
duly examined by customs upon entering Belgium, and no claims of fraud were made. They
noted that the requirement to obtain and provide the official documents needed to satisfy the
Belgian decree is tantamount to a quantitative restriction on trade, which is not allowed under
the Treaty of Rome.28 In its decision delivered July 11, 1974, the European Court of Justice
responded to the two questions and ruled:

1. The requirement of a Member State of a certificate of authenticity which is less
easily obtainable by importers of an authentic product which has been put into
free circulation in a regular manner in another Member State than by importers of
the same product coming directly from the country of origin constitutes a measure
having an effect equivalent to a quantitative restriction as prohibited by the Treaty.

2. The fact that an agreement merely authorises the concessionaire to exploit such a
national rule or does not prohibit him from doing so does not suffice, in itself, to
render the agreement null and void.29

In its ruling, the court defined the concept of a quantitative restriction in very broad terms,
and in effect, views any and all rules that are enacted by Member States that are capable of
negatively effecting trade, either directly or indirectly, among Member States, as having an
equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction on trade, and therefore are not permitted under
the terms of the Treaty of Rome.30

While the 1960s and the 1970s are defined as a period when traditional barriers to trade,
such as customs unions, were being removed, other barriers to trade emerged. These included
local market protections and national industrial preferences. States began to adopt measures
to protect national industries and pressure from interest groups and national governments
meant delays in reform and the preservation of the status quo.31 The most important legacy
of the Dassonville Case is that it began the process of economic integration through negative
means by providing a mechanism to challenge national laws and regulations that hindered
trade between the Member States.32 Comparisons have been made between the decision in
the Dassonville Case and the Commerce Clause of the Constitution of the United States of
America. Even in the absence of European Community law explicitly banning Member States
from legislating trade barriers, they are not free to do so due to the restrictions laid out in the
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Treaty of Rome.33 This concept is reaffirmed by the European Court of Justice’s decision in
this case.

The Cassis de Dijon Case

The Cassis de Dijon case (Rewe v Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein, CJ Case
120/78, 20 February 1979) is perhaps the most important European Court of Justice case
concerning economic integration and the creation of the Single European Market. The
development of the concept of “mutual recognition,” where any product that is legally
manufactured and sold in one Member State must be allowed into the market of any Member
State, is one of the most important concepts in the history of the development of the Single
European Market. Even in the absence of rule on harmonisation on this issue, this principle
must be adhered to by Member states.34

The Cassis de Dijon case involves a German cooperative, Rewe-Zentral AG,
which imports products into the Federal Republic of Germany. In 1976, the company
requested permission from the Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein (Federal Monopoly
Administration for Spirits) to import certain spirits from France in order to market them in
Germany. One of these spirits included a liqueur called Cassis de Dijon, which is fifteen-
twenty percent by volume of alcohol. The Bundesmonopolverwaltung instructed that such
authorisation was not required due to a law concerning the importation of spirits that was last
amended in 1976, and which made the importation of liqueurs not subject to the requirement
of authorisation. However, the Bundesmonopolverwaltung refused to allow the importation
of the Cassis de Dijon, since it did not meet the required minimum wine-spirit content of
thirty-two percent, as required by Article 100 (3) of the Branntweinmonopolgesetz (Law
on the Monopoly of Spirits), and because the Bundesmonopolverwaltung is not empowered
to authorise exceptions to that standard.35 Rewe-Zentral AG fought the decision of the
Bundesmonopolverwaltung, and the case was referred to the European Court of Justice to
rule on two questions:

1. Must the concept of measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative
restrictions on imports contained in Article 30 of the EEC Treaty be understood
as meaning that the fixing of a minimum wine-spirit content for potable spirits
laid down in the German Branntweinmonopolgesetz, the result of which is that
traditional products of other Member States whose wine-spirit content is below the
fixed limit cannot be put into circulation in the Federal Republic of Germany, also
comes within this concept?

2. May the fixing of such a minimum wine-spirit content come within the concept
of “discrimination regarding the conditions under which goods are procured and
marketed...between nationals of Member States” contained in Article 37 of the EEC
Treaty?36
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Rewe-Zentral Ag argued that the wine-spirit content restriction in German law constituted a
quantitative restriction on the import of goods into the German market, and under Article 30 of
the Treaty of Rome and in precedent set out in case law, is not permitted.37 The Commission
agreed with Rewe-Zentral AG, stating that “such rules are excessive and therefore constitute
a prohibited measure having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions on imports. . . ”38

The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany disagreed. They argued that Member
states had traditionally held different standards for minimum requirements for alcohol levels,
and that they should not be punished for having stricter standards, which they argue are for
consumer protection. In addition, they argued that forcing the standards of one Member State
to apply in another Member State would have the legal effect of making the standards of the
least restrictive Member State the de facto law for all Member States. The government went
on to argue that in the absence of rules of harmonisation on this issue, individual Member
States should retain the freedom to set their own standards.39 In its decision, the court answers
the questions by ruling:

The concept of “measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions on
imports” contained in Article 30 of the EEC Treaty is to be understood to mean that
the fixing of a minimum alcohol content for alcoholic beverages intended for human
consumption by the legislation of a Member State also falls within the prohibition
laid down in that provision where the importation of alcoholic beverages lawfully
produced and marketed in another Member State is concerned.40

Additionally, the court ruled:

There is therefore no valid reason why, provided that they have been lawfully
produced and marketed in one of the Member States, alcoholic beverages should not
be introduced into any other Member State; the sale of such products may not be
subject to a legal prohibition on the marketing of beverages with an alcohol content
lower than the limit set by the national rules.41

The German government argued against the decision reached by the European Court of Justice,
even though in the long run, the decision would actually be in Germany’s best interests. Since
the ruling only applied to a small part of Germany’s economy, Germany could protest the
ruling, but still take advantage of the court opening up the markets of all of the Member States
to any and all products made in Germany.42 This is an example of viewing the legal theory
of integration through a realist lens as put forward by Garrett. Even though Germany lost the
case, they won by the court striking down barriers to trade, while the court increased its power
by ruling against a large and powerful Member State.

The importance of the Cassis de Dijon case should not be understated. Progress on
opening up markets in the European Union had been slowed by varying national regulations
and stalled negotiations between actors. Additionally, with the ascension of several new
Member States (The United Kingdom, Ireland, and Denmark), it became clear that they would
not stand for ceding sovereignty to the European Union and that the main power players should
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be the Member States.43 The establishment of the “mutual recognition” made it unnecessary
to move towards a standardisation level for products for the entire European Union. Countries
were still free to have their own national standards, but the products now had to be accepted
in all Member States’ markets. The decision in this case is an example of negative integration,
where the laws of a Member State were found to be incompatible with European Community
law that banned quantitative restrictions on trade between Member States. The European
Commission used this decision to push for renewed efforts for economic integration for
Member States by giving the Commission the ability to use the verdict to pursue greater levels
of economic integration.44 The European Court of Justice’s decision also allowed for countries
to prevent certain products for reasons related to health and safety standards, which gave
Member State governments even more leeway. If negotiations for integration at the European
level failed, the Commission could simply preserve the status quo by citing the standard of
“mutual recognition,” which would still leave markets open for products from all Member
States.45

Effects of the Rulings and the Role of the European Court of Justice
and Conclusion

Through these two landmark rulings from the European Court of Justice, it is clear that the
court played a large role in advancing the economic integration of the European Union. The
court was able to flex its muscle in the absence of action taken by other actors at the European
level, or at the Member State level. Through its decisions in these cases, and others, the
European Court of Justice was able to cement its position as an autonomous and powerful
actor able to impose its will on other actors.46

In the absence of action by the Commission and the Member States, the European Court
of Justice laid down the legal justifications to use its power to begin the process of negative
integration through its decision in the Dassonville case in 1974. This greatly expanded the
reach of the court, and it continued to its natural conclusion in the Cassis de Dijon case of
1979. In that case, the court struck down national minimum requirements of one Member State
and established the concept of “mutual recognition,” where the goods produced in one Member
State are recognised and made available for sale in the markets of all Member States. This case
provided the legal justification necessary to remove many of the barriers to free trade in the
European Community and it provided a tool that could be used to challenge Member States’
rules and regulations on trade. The decision also gave the Commission a tool to move forward
with integration, because if negotiations fell apart, they could rely on “mutual recognition” to
preserve the status quo and challenge any trade barriers.

The court should not be viewed as the sole instigator in economic integration, but
rather, as a catalyst to get the process moving.47 Others have argued that the European
Court of Justice, in the absence of action of other actors, followed the lead of the European
Commission, to see how far Member States could be pushed by their decisions rendered in
cases brought before them.48 The court could see that the Commission wanted reforms, and
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that economic integration was needed to combat the economic crises facing Europe at the time,
and used jurisprudence to establish a justification for the Commission to act. The decision in
the Cassis de Dijon case sparked renewed action in the Commission, which was followed by
actions of other interested parties.49 The effects of these two cases can clearly be seen in the
White Paper of 1985 and the Single European Act of 1986, the effects of which are still being
felt today. While neither of the two traditional theories of integration can fully explain how
the Single European Act, the Single European Market, and the genesis of the internal market
came about, a legalistic theory that draws from them, as well as a rational choice theory, are
well suited to explain the role that the European Court of Justice played in bringing about the
creation of the Single European Market.
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ABSTRACT

This article examines the relationship between the British parliament as ‘author’ and the
public as ‘reader’. My focus is on the purpose and reception of blue books in the nineteenth
century. By investigating this symbiotic relationship I clarify the nature of blue books in the
context of Victorian literature, and assess how this informs an understanding of the value
and limitations of parliamentary papers as historical sources. This study acknowledges the
contemporary dominating influences of the time, including Chartism and Utilitarianism and
their effects on the “authorial ambitions of the state”. I employ research strategies from
the study of print culture, book history and political history; such as the use of Robert
Darnton’s ‘communication circuit’ as a framework for analysis. My aim is to address the lack
of academic study in this area, by exploring hitherto neglected avenues of research, whilst
highlighting the value inherent in blue books as historical sources.

Introduction

Modern western society is quite familiar with information that is published by governments for
the enlightenment of their members. This information is widely received by the general public,
usually from media sources such as newspapers, television and radio, if such sources deem it
of public interest. A small percentage of people may still choose government documents as
bedtime reading outside of their professional or scholarly duty. However nineteenth century
blue books, as British Parliamentary papers came to be known, formed an important staple
in the public’s literary diet. A casual look at the UK Reading Experience Database1 offers a
glimpse of the reading public’s appetite for blue books: “[Mrs Ward] regularly put herself to
school to learn every detail of the system of sweated home work prevalent in the East End of
London at that time; wading through piles of Blue-books.”2

Despite this relatively wide readership of blue books, there were many contemporary
critics of their value and usefulness. Sheila Smith’s 1970 study mentions one such detractor,
the novelist Charles Dickens, and examines his characteristic antipathy towards the “facts
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before feeling” movement (the foundation of Utilitarianism) in Victorian England. Smith
includes an excerpt from Dickens’s Hard Times:

. . . his room was quite a blue chamber in its abundance of blue books. Whatever
they could prove (which is usually anything you like), they proved there, in an army
constantly strengthened by the arrival of new recruits.3

This segment illustrates a sentiment that is still prevalent today; statistics and
quantitative data, in the hands of the ignorant or unscrupulous (or both), can be moulded
to support a variety of often conflicting standpoints. It also conveys the popular notion that
the Victorian government regularly published a vast amount of information. The intention
of Parliament in publishing blue books is defended by Smith, against Dickens and fellow
protagonists such as Thomas Carlyle who claimed that these publications “complacently
settled social questions”,4 by countering that “(b)lue books, generally speaking, explored
social problems rather than settled them.” The Victorian government left themselves
vulnerable to such criticisms by undertaking an extensive printing and publishing enterprise,
thus making Parliamentary papers more accessible to the general public.

How did the State as ‘author’ develop from the relatively barren pre-revolution
Parliamentary print culture to become a prolific producer of official publications that caused
the MP William Ewart to exclaim in the House of Commons (HOC) “(i)t had rained blue
books”?5 I cannot hope to comprehensively answer this question here, but I do aim to give
an indication of the possible dynamics at play between the government as the ‘author’ of blue
books and the reading public. Also I hope that this work will help demonstrate to researchers
in a multitude of disciplines the potential that parliamentary papers hold, whilst also warning
of possible pitfalls in their use as sources.

Print Culture and Communication Circuits

To attempt to answer this question I will approach it from the perspective of book history
and print culture; viewing parliamentary papers in relation to aspects of Robert Darnton’s
insightful “communication circuit” (figure 1),6 whilst employing methods regularly used
in political, social and cultural history to understand their context within the gamut of
political literature and general readership. Darnton proposed this new model as a galvanising
foundation for book history, a discipline that he saw as being mired by disparate strands of
multidisciplinary inquiry. He recognised that book history would benefit from a coherent focus
and “get some distance from interdisciplinarity run riot”.7 Parliamentary papers are, of course,
subject to a similar life cycle that other printed books journey through, and it is this life cycle
that Darnton originally visualised in a 1982 essay to portray the networks of author, publisher,
printer, shipper, bookseller and reader. He explains,

The reader completes the circuit because he influences the author both before
and after the act of composition. Authors are readers themselves. By reading and
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associating with other readers and writers, they form notions of genre and style and
a general sense of literary enterprise which affects their texts. 8

It is this symbiotic relationship between author and reader that I believe will yield the most
insight into the development of blue books, and therefore the section of the communications
circuit that I will concentrate on here.

Fig. 1. Robert Darnton’s Communication Circuit

The History and Nature of Blue Books

The origin of the term ‘blue books’ can be found in the nineteenth century, when the
distinctive blue-backed volumes of British Parliamentary papers began to be published.9

Generally speaking, Parliamentary papers are documents that are laid before the HOP, but
it is certain types of documents that are more commonly referred to as Parliamentary papers.
Rodgers and Phelps highlight this particular usage of the term to encompass “(b)ills, reports
and papers; the documents that are the working papers of Parliament and that embody the
results of it labours...they may be more correctly described as Sessional Papers.”10 Their
worth as a source for history scholars is often praised,11 not least in self-promotion by the
House of Commons Parliamentary Papers online database.12 However Parliamentary papers
are notoriously difficult to access due to the peculiarities of their printing, categorising and
haphazard indexing.

There are several guides that are of use to the uninitiated researcher; a most practical
guide is T. P. O’Neill’s ‘British Parliamentary papers: a monograph on blue books’,13 which
concisely explains the terminology and classification procedures that are the hallmarks of
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Parliamentary papers, and the root of many confusions. There is also a short guide available
on the HCPP online database website.14 Although these guides are invaluable, they offer
little insight into the history and development of blue books and their function in politics and
society.

To explain the technical nature of Parliamentary publications here would obfuscate this
inquiry. However it is worth mentioning that blue books often consisted of reports from two
main sources; Select Committees and other investigating bodies such as Royal Commissions
and departmental committees. Select Committees were appointed from a selected number
of Members of Parliament (MPs) by the HOP, to “examine or deal with certain problems
relevant to activities of legislature.”15 Royal Commissions, departmental committees and so
on, in theory, were selected by command of their appointing authority (the Crown or MP, for
example).

Royal Commissions in particular had the advantage of drawing on the expertise of
leading figures in a given subject area, and so not being restricted to the time limits of a
particular Parliamentary session. These types of inquiries were “flexible and high-powered
instruments of investigation”,16 compared to the work conducted by Select Committees. The
origin of the Royal Commission of Inquiry in its known form is often dated to 1517 with
the Royal Commission on Enclosures. However it was under Queen Victoria that Royal
Commissions “not only developed with renewed vigour, but attained their most significant
achievements.”17 Royal Commissions can be recognised in the Doomsday Book in embryonic
form, and are therefore entrenched in the administration of England before Parliament existed.
However after the Revolution, Parliamentary approval was sought before inquiries were
undertaken.18

The extent of the ‘authorial ambitions’ of the nineteenth century British government can
be glimpsed by examining its attitudes towards Royal Commissions:

Where no policy was involved, they desired expert inquiry of a nonpartisan type
which would produce results upon which they could found a policy. On the other
hand, when there was a policy which had to be preceded by inquiry, the Cabinet
desired to have the investigation made by men who, even if not openly partisan,
were at least sympathetic to their views. Select committees could not always provide
these conditions. Royal Commissions on the other hand, could be made definitely
expert or impartial when needed or they could be ‘packed’ to any degree desired.19

Government attitudes to Royal Commissions and their function in the State/public relationship
can be summarised by the sentiment expressed in the Balfour report of 1910, whereby Royal
Commissions were valued for their purpose in addressing public opinion and concerns, but
not in serious matters of government policy and legislation.20 Thus there is some reality in
suggesting that blue books were offered almost as placebos; pacifiers to a Victorian public
hungry for social and political reform.
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Blue Book Historiography

No comprehensive study of blue books and the State as ‘author’ has been undertaken,
although there is an abundance of information in various Parliamentary papers in relation
to this. David Zaret, in his book Origins of Democratic Culture: Printing, Petitions, and the
Public Sphere in Early-Modern England,21 touches on the subject and offers a theoretical
framework that focuses on the influence of public opinion on politics and governance. This
framework may help in understanding one aspect of the changing nature of Parliamentary
publications, but I think the development of the State as ‘author’ is also activated from within
the political machine itself, as I will later attempt to demonstrate with evidence collected
from Parliamentary papers. This evidence collecting has been made somewhat easier in recent
years by the online availability of Parliamentary papers via the HCPP website.22 The scanned
documents are searchable, but a level of fluency in blue book terminology is still a prerequisite
for navigation through Select Committee Reports, Journals, Votes, Proceedings, Bills and so
on.

One study that does acknowledge this aspect of nineteenth century print culture is Oz
Frankel’s article “Blue Books and the Victorian Reader”, where the ‘reader’ component of
the communication circuit is addressed. In addition Frankel deals with the Victorian State as
‘author’ and the efforts made to disseminate the literature it produced to as wide an audience
as possible. It is Frankel who offers the phrase “authorial ambitions of the state;”23 he
suggests that whilst the Victorian reader did have an appetite for the products of Parliamentary
endeavour, they were hindered by the formidable size of the books and often impenetrable text.
Frankel quotes the contemporary journalist Edward Morton who insisted that the public would
show more interest if the format of Parliamentary publications were not so “cumbersome” and
“hard-to-read.”24

Several efforts were made to make Parliamentary papers more accessible, such as the
campaign by Parliamentary reformer Edwin Chadwick to “print official papers in octavo rather
than the larger (and customary) folio size.”25 There were also calls for selected Parliamentary
papers to be donated to the Mechanics’ Institutions, and therefore become more available to
the working man. These proposals, along with others with similar aims, failed due to the
large volume of work that would be involved to facilitate such changes;26 complicated laws
about parliamentary privilege and resistance from the Stationery Office.27 Frankel identifies
several motives behind the increase in blue book circulation, including the enlightenment of
the general public through greater knowledge; this may have had an unforeseen consequence
however, as identified by Carlyle: “with what serene conclusiveness a member of some
Useful-Knowledge Society stops your mouth with a figure of arithmetic!”28 Indeed ‘informed’
persons are still wont to use government statistics in order to conclusively prove a point, when
in fact they are little more than “abstractions”.

Another reason for the increase in blue book circulation was that they could be used
to garner public opinion. Frankel states, “(t)he Poor Law investigation of 1832 established
modes of persuasion that combined the employment of a royal commission of inquiry with a
campaign based on cascading printed matter”, and includes a quote on printing strategy from
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Chief Commissioner Nassau Senior, “we should make a gradual attack in public opinion. First,
[publish] our instructions and queries. Then, the specimens of evidence. Then six weeks after,
the full evidence. Then, two months after, the report.”29 This certainly implies that politicians
were aware of the potential influence of their published work on the public, and there is other
evidence to support this that I will discuss later. Curiously Frankel mentions very little about
the other side of this motive—the public’s influence on government. He might have benefited
from reading Zaret’s book to produce a more balanced argument. There are many references to
public opinion affecting change in HOP printing and publishing, and these will be highlighted
later.

Evidence from Parliamentary Papers

As Temperley and Penson note, the HOP in 1881 deemed that, “All papers should be
easily accessible to the public,” but also “it is important to note that from the earliest times
the information contained in the Blue Books reached a wider public than Parliament.”30

This diffusion of printed material was by no means official or systematic, but owed to an
arrangement that seemed to organically grow from the rights and privileges of MPs. Sir T.
Erskine May, House of Commons (HOC) Assistant Librarian, chronicled this scheme in his
1844 book (the first comprehensive printed monograph on the peculiarities of Parliament); he
states,

All papers printed by order of the lords are by courtesy distributed gratuitously to
members of the House of Commons who apply for them and also to other persons
on application with orders from peers. But the commons have adopted the principle
of sale as the best mode of distribution to the public. Each member receives a copy
of every paper printed by the house but is not entitled to more without obtaining an
order from the speaker.31

By 1852 Parliament was perhaps acquiring a self-awareness of its role as ‘author’, and was
alert to the proclivities of the reading public: “(y)our Committee are therefore of opinion,
that an earnest desire to obtain Parliamentary Papers exists on the part of numbers of
popular Literary Institutions.”32 In 1844 Parliamentary papers were still printed primarily
for the benefit of MPs, who had the responsibility of distributing them to the paying public.
By looking at the cost of printing, Parliamentary papers in sessions 1836-1837 (figure 2,
highlighted sections) and comparing the amount to the money returned from sale of printed
papers, it appears that MPs did not widely avail of their right to sell the published documents
they received for free. It would be hasty to assume that the public were on the whole deprived
of Parliamentary papers however, as there is evidence to suggest that booksellers did obtain
copies of government documents and took it upon themselves to print and sell copies to the
general public.33 As to the cost of Parliamentary papers:
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(t)hey are sold at a halfpenny per sheet a price sufficient to raise them above the
quality of waste paper and moderate enough to secure the distribution of them to all
persons who may be interested in their contents.34

Fig. 2. Printed papers returns.35

If the primary intention of the HOP was to impart important knowledge to its members,
how large did public readership loom in the collective minds of the Administration? The
1837 Select Committee report on the publication of printed papers makes the point that
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Parliamentary papers have always been printed for general use, and not just for the sole
exploitation of MPs, which they support by a quotation from the 1641 Proceedings of the
House: “the best way of divulging, dispersing and publishing the Orders and Votes, and
also the Declarations of the House through the kingdom, and of the well and true Printing
of them.”36 The last statement perhaps reveals much about the concerns of Parliament, at
this time and throughout its history; unauthorised versions of governmental activity were
commonly copied and distributed, often with little regard to accuracy and context. However
it was not solely the beneficent gift of knowledge that compelled Parliament to distribute its
papers publicly; perhaps it has always been aware of the potential influence of its documented
work: “yet it scarcely admits a doubt, that from a much earlier period Parliament must
occasionally have found it necessary or expedient that particular proceedings should be made
public.”37 An example of such an occasion was prior to and during the English Revolution.
Indeed Parliamentary printing almost ceased during the Commonwealth and Protectorate
governments of England, only to resume after the Restoration. Parliament certainly knew
the power of propaganda; it also knew the value of censorship, which MPs exercised when in
certain circumstances papers were ordered to be printed for members only.

An 1835 Select Committee had already made a series of recommendations on the
publication of Parliamentary papers including:

that the Parliamentary Papers and Reports printed for the use of The House should
be rendered accessible to the Public by purchase, at the lowest price they can be
furnished, and that a sufficient number of extra copies shall be printed for that
purpose.38

There is later evidence from an 1852 Select Committee report that suggests the reason for this
enthusiasm for widespread public information dissemination has its roots in philanthropy: “the
communication of Parliamentary Papers would elevate the character of the Institutions; check
the spread of vulgar errors and prejudices; and stimulate thought and inquiry.”39 A brief look
at nineteenth century Select Committee reports on Parliamentary papers, gives the impression
that Parliament was under competing pressures. There were demands to deliver information
to the people in order to enrich their minds, keep them informed and influence their views
on the function of government and aspects of society, politics, economy and science; whilst
also grappling with the logistics and inefficiencies of printing papers, and problems inherent
with the rights and privileges of its members. That Parliament was struggling in defining its
role within Victorian print culture is evident from the minutes of their inquiries and related
debates.40

Parliament’s role as ‘authority’ and consequently also ‘author’, is almost paternal in
the typically Victorian sense; guiding ‘his’ progeny in the elevation of their minds and moral
selves; instilling them with the vital knowledge necessary to become upstanding citizens—
it is ‘his’ deep-felt responsibility, “(y)our Committee hold to be the protection of the public
interests as connected with the discharge of the duties and the maintenance of the authority
with which Parliament is for public purposes invested.”41 How much of this prevailing
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sentiment was due to the milieu of Chartism and Parliamentary reform, expressed in frequent
petitions from public movements, is not explicit in the blue books themselves. Frankel
certainly supports this view, attributing the increase in circulation of official publications to
Parliamentary reformers and public petitioning.42 However I feel that Parliament as a whole
had a deep-rooted sense of responsibility, regardless of the expense of ensuring extensive
public access to blue books: “(t)he expense thus entailed would probably be inconsiderable in
comparison with the good effected by it.”43 In order to achieve more clarity in this matter other
sources will need to be examined, such as the works of contemporary political commentators
who engaged with the Victorian public externally from Parliament. Consulting works of
Joshua Toulmin Smith and William Cobbett for example might compensate for the inherent
limitations of using blue books as a source.

Conclusion

By the twentieth century the State as author had fully developed and The Stationery Office
branched out (literally), opening several shops that sold its informative and constructive
publications and dealing directly with the general public: “(p)ublishers watched, with
much concern. . . the bureaucracy, at the height of it twentieth-century self-confidence, was
producing books that it designed and dispensed of it in the same manner as other commercial
books.”44 Frankel makes the pertinent point that the authors of blue book reports, whether
appointed as part of a Select Committee, Royal Commission or departmental board of inquiry,
profited from their endeavours through augmented reputation. He goes so far to state, “some
public careers, such as Chadwick’s, were built on the cultural capital earned through such
authorship”,45 which surely would have been an incentive to many an author of blue books.

Parliamentary papers do have the potential to be a mine of information for researchers
in history, social science, English, geography and economics to name just a few disciplines
that would benefit from the material they provide. They should be used with caution however
and supplementary to a well-researched study, lest risking one’s work being labelled with
the favoured Victorian term “bluebookishness.”46 Blue books have much to offer researchers
as primary sources, and the part that they play in the history of books and print culture is
fascinating and worthy of many a thesis. I have only touched upon one small aspect of their
communication circuit and there is still much more to survey. It was not possible to fully
explore the relationship of the State as ‘author’, and the publication of blue books and the
reading public in the given space, but I hope I may have opened lines of inquiry that may
instigate further research.
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ABSTRACT

A disease of urban tropical cities, dengue fever (DENV) is one of the most important vector-
borne diseases in the world. Spread by its primary vector, the mosquito Aedes aegypti,
DENV is endemic in over one hundred countries in Africa, the Americas, Southeast Asia
and the western Pacific. The past fifty years have seen an unprecedented increase in DENV’s
geographic range, transmission intensity and evolution, increases that consequently have made
DENV a threat to public health and security worldwide. Researchers have argued that climate
change will impact DENV’s geographical range and transmission abilities. However, it is clear
that increases in population density, urbanization and air travel are the drivers responsible for
the changes in DENV epidemiology and distribution. Current gaps in knowledge prevent a
more complete analysis of the relationship between these drivers and the epidemiology and
pathogenesis of DENV, even as researchers recognize the importance of the urban landscape
and significance in DENV genotype variations. Further research is needed on evolution and
diffusion of DENV within the city as well as global distribution patterns of DENV and its
vector. As no vaccine for DENV currently exists, effort must be put into rebuilding public
health infrastructure and establishing effective vector surveillance.

Introduction

A disease of urban tropical cities, Dengue fever (DENV) is one of the most important vector-
borne diseases in the world, endemic in over one hundred countries (see figure 1) in Africa, the
Americas, Southeast Asia and the western Pacific.1 Annually, 2.5 billion people worldwide
are at risk from DENV and an estimated fifty million to one hundred million people will be
infected, of which 22,000 will die.2 The primary transmitter—also known as a vector—of
DENV is the Aedes aegypti mosquito and growth in incidence of the disease was relatively
low pre-World War II.3 However, the past fifty years have seen an unprecedented increase
in the virus’s geographical spread, intensity and longevity, including the development of
hyperendemicity (the co-circulation of two or more DENV serotypes) and the appearance of
dengue hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome (DHF/DSS), the more severe strains
of DENV.4
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The resurgence of DENV epidemics and onset of more acute outbreaks can largely be
attributed to anthropogenic factors: increases in population growth and density, unplanned
urbanization and air travel have contributed to what is now considered a global pandemic.5

Furthermore, a breakdown of public health infrastructure, and a lack of vector surveillance
and eradication programs continue to allow DENV to be underreported and the expansion
and proliferation of Ae. aegypti to go unchecked.6 There has been discussion that other
factors such as global warming will impact the geographic range and transmission intensity
of emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) such as DENV, yet to what extent this will happen
remains unclear.7 Although climatic changes will almost certainly influence some aspects of
DENV transmission, anthropogenic factors remain far more influential drivers of DENV’s
epidemiology and distribution.8

Owing to the complexities of DENV and the intricate relationship between host, virus
and vector, a comprehensive understanding of the virus’s pathogenesis and epidemiology
remains elusive.9 Researchers have only begun to recognize the importance of the urban
landscape and significance in DENV genotype variations.10 Despite this paucity of knowledge,
it is clear that DENV’s global renaissance poses a substantial threat to the health and
livelihoods of those in endemic, hyperendemic and at-risk areas.11 Neither DENV nor its
vector honor national borders and without cogent steps toward innovative and effective
vector and disease control, an unrestrained expansion will jeopardize global health security.12

Through a review of recent DENV literature, this paper examines the social, economic and
demographic factors driving the spread and evolution of DENV and the implications these
changes have for the future of DENV, its vector and human health.

History and Etiology

DENV is a virus of the family Flaviviridae in the genus Flavivirus, a group it shares
with the West Nile and Japanese encephalitis viruses.13 Of all the human pathogens among
the Flaviviruses, DENV is the only one that is not a zoonose, meaning a disease that is
passed between humans and animals.14 The etiology is limited but DENV is understood to
have originated in the Southeast Asian forests, transmitted to non-human primates by Aedes
mosquitoes.15 Approximately one thousand to fifteen hundred years ago, DENV first surfaced
in humans, mutating into four distinct serotypes (DENV-1, DENV-2, DENV-3, DENV-4)
before gradually evolving from the sylvatic cycle into DENV’s current urban cycle, where it
maintains exclusive and sustained human transmission.16

The earliest accounts of DENV, or of an illness with similar characteristics, can be
found in a Chinese encyclopedia of disease symptoms and remedies published sometime
between 265 and 420 AD.17 Aptly named ‘water poison’, the Chinese associated the illness
with flying insects and water.18 What are thought to be DENV epidemics occurred in Asia,
Africa and North America in 1779 and 1780 as the disease was spread by Ae. aegypti through
the slave trade and later by the massive movement of people and ships during World War
II.19 The pathogenesis of DHF/DSS is poorly understood, though Halstead notes that past
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clinical descriptions and evidence indicate that the first case of DHF/DSS emerged in 1897
in northern Australia, Taiwan and Bangkok.20 However, the 1953–1954 epidemic in the
Philippines in is more widely recognized and thought of as the first global scale evolution
in DENV epidemiology.21

Consequently, many parts of Latin America and all of Southeast Asia are now
hyperendemic; in Southeast Asia all four serotypes of DENV are actively circulating.22

Historically, Africa was considered to have lower incidences of DENV and researchers have
theorized that Yellow Fever, which is endemic in many African countries, might offer a form of
cross immunity with regard to DENV infection.23 That being said, this anomalous relationship
could also be due to lack of DENV observation in those countries.24 Even without active
surveillance, enough records have been accumulated to show outbreaks caused by all DENV
serotypes have risen since the 1980s.25 Cases have been concentrated in the east, but are also
rising in West Africa, for example, DENV-3 was recently identified in travellers returning to
Europe from Cape Verde.26

The classification of DENV has proven problematic due to the diversity of the symptoms
associated with the disease. There is currently no vaccine for any of DENV serotype.27

Furthermore, up to eighty percent of DENV infections can be asymptomatic, and although
these silent transmissions go undetected by physicians, they are thought to keep DENV
circulating through a population between epidemics.28 Classic DENV fever, also known as
break bone fever, is characterized under the WHO guidelines by a fever and a combination
of nausea, vomiting, rash, aches and pains and leukopenia, usually appearing an average of
three to five days after exposure and lasting an average of seven days.29 More severe cases
include abdominal pain, persistent vomiting, liver enlargement, mucosal bleeding and fluid
accumulation.30 Classic DENV fever can quickly escalate into DHF/DSS, characterized by
severe plasma leakage leading to shock (DSS), internal bleeding and respiratory distress.31

DHF/DSS constitute five percent of cases, most of which are fatal.32 Cases of DHF/DSS
have been increasing (figure 2) and higher instances of DHF/DSS have been associated with
secondary DENV infections and in infants under one year of age born to mothers with
immunity to one serotype as a result of a previous infection.33 Other studies have reported
geographic trends in child versus adult susceptibility. Southeast Asia reports much higher
numbers of cases of DHF/DSS in children than in Latin America, where adults are more
affected.34 Likewise, another study has shown that children in southern Vietnam had a higher
chance of contracting DHF/DSS than adults in the areas with high incidences of DENV.35

Conversely, analysis of two epidemics in Cuba in 1997 and 2001 found no cases of DHF/DSS
in children, yet did record high numbers of infected adults that supported the link between
secondary infections and a higher risk of DHF/DSS.36

DENV serotypes are phylogenetically and antigenically distinct from their sylvatic
ancestor and all four have been recognized as having distinct viral lineages, revealing extensive
genetic variability among the serotypes and their subtypes.37 Infection by one serotype
guarantees the host lifetime immunity for only that one serotype, but is also thought to
heighten the risk of contracting DHF/DSS through secondary exposure.38 Still, secondary
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infection does not always evolve into DHF/DSS nor do multiple endemic strains automatically
constitute a DHF/DSS epidemic. Through the 1970s and 1980s in the American tropics
and in India, the three and four DENV serotypes present, respectively, failed to produce
an outbreak.39 Yet in Cuba in 1981, DHF/DSS caused by DENV-2 serotype collided with
a population partially immune to DENV-1, and in the subsequent epidemic all cases recorded
were from secondary infections.40

Fig. 1. Average annual number of DENV and DHF cases reported to WHO, and of countries reporting
DENV, 1955-2007.

At present, there is disagreement over whether certain DENV genotypes are inherently
more virulent.41 According to research, DENV mutations are influenced by such factors
as genetic drift, population size and time of emergence.42 Asian genotypes DENV-2 and
DENV-3 have been linked with more severe illness in secondary infections; the Asian-1
genotype of DENV-2 in particular has indicated a pattern of longer infectious periods and
shorter extrinsic incubation periods.43 Pathogenesis appears to favor the maintenance of
viruses with the highest compatibility for both human and vector, also called a purifying
selection, a process that often translates into novel genotypes being selectively removed
before reaching a population large enough to avoid extinction.44 An analysis of DENV
strains in Mexico confirmed this. Despite multiple introductions of all four DENV serotypes
over a 27-year period, very little co-circulation occurred, indicating a preference for lineage
replacement by similar viral genotypes.45 Regardless, the presence of multiple serotypes or the
continual replacement of dominant genotypes both support the evolution toward more severe
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DENV strains, a concern that Bennett describes: “Compound rapid population turnover with
large populations sizes and high mutation rates, and you create an enormous potential for
evolutionary rapidity and innovation.”46

The Vector

One of DENV’s most successful adaptations was utilizing the life cycle of the Aedes mosquito,
enabling DENV to emerge and endure in human populations.47 Several studies suggest that
DENV’s graduation from the sylvatic cycle occurred via a better adaptation to its vectors rather
than to its human host.48 Of the Aedes species, both Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus are DENV
vectors, though Ae. aegypti is more closely linked to DENV epidemics and is thought to carry
more severe DENV strains, so is distinguished as the more effective vector.49

A highly anthropophilic mosquito, Ae. aegypti is considered a tropical species, although
Jansen and Beebe argue that the distribution of Ae. aegypti is more a testament to its domestic
nature rather than any climatic influence.50 The urban environment is ideal for Ae. aegypti
because it offers easy access to food, shelter and a wide selection of sites for procreation
including artificial water storage containers, old tires, flower vases, buckets, rain barrels,
cement cisterns and septic tanks.51 Ae. aegypti also relies on the close proximity to human
hosts as its average flight distance is a mere twenty-five meters.52 A daytime feeder, Ae.
aegypti females will often feed indoors and on several hosts during one blood meal, enabling
the rapid infection of an entire household.53

The secondary vector, Ae. albopictus, commonly known as the Asian Tiger mosquito,
is native to China and Japan, but has subsequently established itself in parts of Africa, the
Americas, Southeast Asia and Europe.54 A peri-domestic mosquito, Ae. albopictus is also
found outside of urban environments and will feed on multiple hosts while Ae. aegypti feeds
exclusively on humans.55 This difference in selectivity regarding feeding probably explains
why major epidemics are linked to the latter.56 Epidemics have been reported in areas where
Ae. albopictus is exclusively endemic, however. Moreover, Ae. albopictus is suspected of
having a higher susceptibility to DENV in certain geographical areas.57 In places where
Ae. aegypti is also established, Ae. albopictus can take on the role of maintenance vector,
responsible for sustaining the silent transmission of DENV between epidemics.58

The spread of Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus has facilitated larger numbers of DENV
outbreaks in the Western world, and the transmission range of all four DENV serotypes now
overlap with Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus distribution.59 However, these ranges are based
on reported cases and as most DENV cases go largely underreported, the actual geographic
range of both virus and vector could be much greater.60 Ae. aegypti has long been endemic
to the U.S. Many of the twenty-one states where the vector is found experience cold winter
temperatures, challenging the notion that the species will only survive in tropical climates.61

Ae. albopictus is also widespread in the Americas, more recently introduced by the importation
of used tires from Japan to the southern United States.62 Ae. aegypti has a much lower presence
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in Europe than Ae. albopictus which, since the 1970s, has become established in Albania,
Bosnia, Croatia Greece, France, Herzegovina, Italy, Monaco, Montenegro, the Netherlands,
Slovenia, Spain and San Marino.63

In the past, both Aedes and DENV have been shown to be influenced by temperature
and precipitation. For example, peak transmissions are dominant during months with both high
temperatures and rainfall.64 Owing to the continued effects of global warming, climate change
could become a major factor in the increased spread of EIDs such as DENV, by expanding the
geographic range and heightening the intensity of transmission cycles through variations in
precipitation, humidity and temperature.65 Aedes could see an increase in breeding sites in
endemic areas and also alter previously unsuitable habitats into those more suitable for vector
reproduction.66

Notwithstanding the above, there remains much debate concerning the extent that
climate change will affect EIDs, especially in already endemic areas.67 Researchers are
currently unable to predict how changes in temperature and precipitation patterns will affect
DENV; increases in endemic areas may be offset by temperature reductions in other areas
with a high probability of climate borders being affected.68 This may have the effect of
shifting areas of concern, but perhaps not increase them overall. Climate change may be
indirectly responsible for boosting vector propagation by compelling humans to adapt to
altered living conditions. In Australia, a continent that previously suffered wide Ae. aegypti
infestation, water shortages in the southeast have prompted the installation of large domestic
water storage tank which attract Ae. aegypti, creating artificial conditions able to sustain
mosquito populations in areas where they previously could not survive.69

Urbanization and Public Health

Urbanization is consistently cited as a main driver of DENV because urban areas are now
thought to play a primary role in virus transmission and dispersal.70 As a consequence
of globalization and population growth, 3.3 billion people—currently half of the global
population—are now living in urban areas.71 Estimates put the minimum population size
required to sustain DENV transmission at 10,000 to 1,000,000 as early epidemics occurred in
areas with populations over 10,000.72 Increasing population density will create an estimated
twenty-one megacities, cities with > 10 million people, by 2015 and these denser populations
will encourage higher transmission rates as vectors will have more feeding opportunities.73

Cities are increasingly recognized as focal points for the spread of disease, however,
because the spatial and temporal dynamics within a city are as intricate as the relationship
between DENV, vector and host, its role is still not well understood.74 In a fifteen-year
study examining the incidence of DHF in Thailand, spatiotemporal models demonstrated
that epidemics originated in the capital city of Bangkok in three-year cycles before moving
outward in a repeating wave at a rate of 148km per month.75 Similarly, a study of the DENV-2
serotype in Vietnam indicated Ho Chi Minh City plays a central role in disease transmission
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by supporting pathways of diffusion between densely populated urban districts.76 DENV has
been found to spread along transportation routes, such as seaports and airports.77 Both Ho
Chi Minh City and Bangkok act as transportation hubs, introducing and maintaining multiple
viral lineages that can be sustained throughout the year due to the high population densities
of each city.78 There are also close vector functionality relationships between urban and rural
poverty. Dye argues that as a city prospers, surrounding rural areas also benefit.79 For example,
the Ho Chi Minh City study highlighted the potential of gradual diffusion toward more rural
areas.80 Hypothetically, greater amounts of trade with the outlying cities can increase disease
transmission from more urban to rural areas, and could be the cause of more recent outbreaks
of DENV in places like rural Cambodia.81

In many equatorial and subequatorial cities, unplanned urbanization combined
with limited pubic health resources leads to overcrowding and inadequate housing.82

Approximately one billion people, or a third of urban inhabitants, live in slums, in some cases
with little more than an illegally-constructed shack or tent and lack piped water, screened
or glass windows and locked doors—simple vector controls that acts as deterrents of DENV
infection.83 For example, in Costa Rica, which has one of the highest rates of DENV in
Central America, a study of the city Puntarenas showed a direct correlation between specific
urban structures and DENV spread patterns.84 Puntarenas is a city with high poverty and
unemployment rates, and an economy centered on port activities, tourism and fishing. Satellite
imagery showed that more densely built areas had an inverse relationship to DENV, while
areas with more tree cover had higher rates. The observations suggested that these areas, while
more densely populated, are comprised of higher quality houses and commercial buildings that
have windows, screens or air-conditioning and less prevalent personal water storage, offering
scant refuge for vectors.85

Studies have shown unprotected water storage containers have the highest rates of vector
reproduction, with rainwater-filled containers appealing more than tap water.86 Piped water is
linked to lower instances of DENV, though the intricate network of subterranean piping that
runs under a city has also served as a haven for Aedes, where periodic open access is available.
For example, exposure to DENV is 2.5 times greater for those living within 160 meters of a
service manhole or well.87 Furthermore, without proper sanitary measures, solid waste and
refuse may go uncollected and can block water drainage systems and create breeding sites
for mosquitoes.88 In the past, vector eradication programs have been moderately successful
in select areas. In South and Central America between 1952 and 1965, Ae. aegypti was
successfully eradicated from nineteen countries.89 However, the programs were discontinued
and by 2007 DENV had re-established itself in all previously endemic countries.90 In the
absence of adequate vector surveillance, increased investment in primary health care has led to
reduced instances of DENV. This cause-effect relationship is demonstrated in a comparison of
neighboring cities of Rio de Janeiro and Niterói in Brazil. In the past twenty years, Niterói has
seen a significant drop in Ae. aegypti infestation and DENV infection rates due to a seventy-
seven percent increase in primary health care coverage. Conversely, only seven percent of Rio
de Janeiro’s population has primary health coverage, and the rates of Ae. aegypti and DENV
have remained constant.91
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Travel

The advent of airplane travel has created novel opportunities for DENV to travel swiftly
and effectively. With dramatic increases in epidemics and reduced intervals between them,
increased international air travel can be seen as a major culprit.92 According to the United
Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), globally there were 880 million international
tourist arrivals in 2009 and indications that 2010 arrivals would be higher, with some
destinations increasing in growth by twenty percent.93 Unfortunately, the populations in the
Asia-Pacific both bear the majority (75%) of the current disease burden and are most at risk
(70%) of DENV infections.94 Simultaneously, the Asia-Pacific has seen the largest expansion
in the tourism sector since the 2008 recession, adding an additional ten million international
tourist arrivals in 2010.95 Aedes utilizes human travel and transportation as a means of vector
dispersal. There have been multiple documentations of both DENV vectors living for long
passages of time in airplane cabins, including Ae. albopictus successfully surviving in an
unpressurized air cabin on a flight between Indonesia and Japan.96 The transport of goods by
boat and car has facilitated the spread of both Ae. albopictus and Ae. aegypti around the world.
For example, Ae. aegypti was reintroduced into El Salvador in the 1960s through the transport
of used tires.97 Travellers must now be thought of as vectors in their own right. As they become
an increasingly common mechanism of transport, tourists, commuters and migrants are able
to spread more virulent subtypes of DENV into already endemic areas and introduce DENV
into currently non-endemic areas, such as Europe and the United States.98

As no comprehensive system exists to track DENV-infected travellers and most cases
reported are voluntary, the actual level of infections in travellers or the frequency in which
they occur is largely unknown.99 There is considerable underreporting of incidents of DENV
in travellers due to the passivity of current surveillance systems, especially in North America
and Europe where the medical community often misdiagnoses DENV infections.100 Also,
travellers who were ill abroad will rarely seek medical attention upon returning home,
especially if milder or asymptomatic cases are not readily distinguishable as DENV.101

Consequently, DENV is one of the most misdiagnosed tropical diseases in travellers.102

Considering DENV has a previous history of transmission in the Western world, at-risk areas
such as the United States and Europe should take the threat of DENV seriously. One of the
deadliest DENV epidemics in history occurred in Greece between 1927-1928, resulting in one
million cases and one thousand deaths.103 Contemporary instances of DENV in Europe and the
United States are becoming more common. Since the mid-1980s, cases of DENV have been
confirmed in forty-eight states.104 In a study of United States travellers between 1986-1994,
the majority of travellers were returning from Latin America and found to be carrying DENV-
1, DENV-2 or DENV-4, however, all four serotypes were isolated from travellers returning
from Asia and the Pacific.105

More recently, in 2009 and 2010 there were minor outbreaks of DENV in Key West, a
tourist destination in the southern United States.106 In interviews with The New York Times,
Key West business owners and tourism officials expressed concern about being stigmatized
by DENV, leading to the worrying observation that cases of DENV might be purposely
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underreported in order to maintain economic stability.107 The number of DENV cases in
Europe has also been increasing and in September 2010 two cases of autochthonous DENV
were diagnosed in metropolitan France for the first time.108

Discussion

A review of recent literature has shown that the re-emergence of DENV in the past fifty years
poses a substantial threat to the health and economies of those in both endemic and currently
non-endemic areas. Gaps in knowledge prevent a more explicit analysis of the relationship
between anthropogenic drivers and the epidemiology and pathogenesis of DENV; however,
increases in population density, urbanization and travel have been the major contributors to
higher rates of DENV epidemics and the evolution of more severe DENV strains. Denser
populations now serve as reservoirs for increased vector proliferation and viral mutation while
cities act as the focal point for disease diffusion. Increases in air travel facilitate the creation of
more endemic and hyperendemic areas. Currently, there is no DENV vaccine and researchers
are hindered by the absence of an appropriate animal disease model and a full understanding
of DENV’s pathogenesis.109 Still, vaccines for other Flaviviruses, such as yellow fever and
encephalitis, have successfully been developed and a considerable number of potential DENV
vaccines are currently under clinical evaluation with the hope of finding an effective and
affordable solution.110 The ideal vaccine will be tetravalent, balancing the immunogenicity
and providing the proper levels of sequential infection to create a protection against all four
serotypes.111 Anything less will heighten the risk of more severe DENV through secondary
infection.112 If licensed, a functionally tetravalent DENV vaccine would be in high demand
from at least fifty-four endemic countries, and also numerous non-endemic countries who wish
to supply the vaccine to travellers, creating an estimated demand of 2.4-3.5 billion dengue
vaccine doses in the first five years after introduction.113

Until a vaccine is implemented, vector control is the only way to reduce the spread and
intensification of DENV.114 Vector surveillance and eradication programs in Latin America
were moderately successful, but without continuous maintenance DENV vectors have
demonstrated their ability to rapidly re-infest eradicated areas. As DENV’s geographic range
overlaps heavily with Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus, examining vector distribution could
be instrumental in determining locations of future epidemics. Using innovative surveillance
methods such as combining Google Earth and GIS mapping technologies can aid resource-
limited countries in establishing more accurate surveillance methods.115 Also, monitoring
the spread pattern of diseases with similar characteristics could also be instrumental. The
chikungunya virus, which also relies on Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus as primary vectors,
could potentially serve as a bellwether for future DENV outbreaks.116 For example, in France,
a 2006 chikungunya epidemic preceded the two recently diagnosed autochthonous DENV
cases by about four years.117 Finally, the fields of urban planning and public health must
better connect and build solid public health infrastructures with which to combat urban
outbreaks.118 The distribution and evolution of DENV within city limits and beyond must
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be further scrutinized in order to more fully understand the factors that have created ideal
conditions for the resurgence of old diseases and the development of new ones.
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ABSTRACT

Rising energy costs and the imminent implementation of environmental taxes have placed
the manufacturing sector under significant pressure to increase energy efficiency and reduce
emissions. It is important that companies focus their attentions on more than just controlling
energy costs; they must understand their consumption patterns and appropriately allocate
the resultant costs if substantial savings are to be made. Current research focuses on
plant wide electricity consumption and production statistics, with these statistics providing
macro figures that relate units shipped to electricity/gas consumed. This paper uses an
industrial bio-medical case study to propose a new method of allocating the costs incurred
by manufacturing operations to discrete processes and also illustrates the importance of a
deeper understanding of the energy requirements of manufacturing machinery. Understanding
electricity consumption in more detail allows strategies and technologies that improve how
efficiently electricity is used to be implemented in the most appropriate areas (i.e., the most
significant consumers).

Introduction

Traditionally, large enterprises view utility bills as unavoidable expenses that are necessary to
ensure effective production and comfortable working spaces for employees. As competition
grows in all industries, a concerted effort is required by top management to ensure that any
potential savings that can be made through efficiency improvements are realised. Added to
this, public awareness of climate change has also grown in recent years and so has the
expectation for business and industry to have proactive policies and action plans in place.2

The current financial environment is placing significant strain on the manufacturing industry;
Ireland’s economy contracted by 3% in 2008, however, energy demand grew by 1.5% to 16
Mtoe and energy-related CO2 emissions increased by 1.3% to 48 Mt.3 Utility expenditure is
one area where savings are always possible via a number of methods:

• Implementation of energy efficient technologies;

• Removal of outdated equipment;

• Energy awareness training programs for staff;
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• Implementation of lean manufacturing initiatives;

• Efficient production scheduling.

The implementation of energy efficient technologies coupled with the removal of
outdated equipment is the most effective way to make savings. In industrialized countries,
lighting accounts for 5-15% of the total electric energy consumption.4 Besides direct savings
attained from changing a lighting fixture, indirect energy savings can also be realized due to
a reduced usage of air conditioning, as the heat emitted is reduced.5 It is incorrect however to
assume that the consumption of lighting installations is solely related to the type of lighting
fixture installed. The energy performance of a lighting installation is strongly dependant on the
lighting controls, including daylight mode, motion detection and dimming.6 In the past decade
most T8 fluorescent tubes have been replaced by the brighter and more energy-efficient T5
tubes. More recently LED’s (light emitting diodes) have attracted a lot of attention. Compared
to a similar CFL, an LED fitting is more energy efficient (a 3 W LED will replace a 40 W
halogen lamp). In addition to this added efficiency the LED fitting also has a longer life
span.7 Beyond the consumption of enabling consumers (lighting, HVAC, etc.) there is also an
opportunity available to reduce consumption by gaining a deeper understanding of precisely
how industrial machines consume electricity.

Process Chain Analysis

Analysing a production line as a combination of mutually exclusive operations in a
process chain has many benefits, each process can be analysed individually and then the
collective chain can also be investigated. The environmental analysis considered within this
paper considers only electricity. Material, energy and waste flows do exist throughout a
manufacturing facility, with each activity typically having multiple inputs and outputs, but
for the purpose of this paper electricity is the primary consideration. A machining process (an
activity) may have raw materials and electricity as inputs resulting in components, waste and
heat as outputs.8 For every input there must be at least one output to reflect the conservation
of flow, albeit in a different form.

The case study presented here consists of an analysis of a sample production line in
a typical multinational biomedical company. Initially the production line was broken into
discrete processes and operations, after this the inputs and outputs for each process where
mapped, before subsequent measure and analysis. The production line in question was
responsible for producing a biomedical implant. The implant is produced from materials
with the appropriate material properties (hardness, toughness, etc.) that ensure it is capable
of providing stability to the host for up to fifteen years. The material being machined has
a direct impact on the energy consumption of the manufacturing equipment, for example,
hard materials such as Cobalt-Chromium have relatively small thermal conductivity, leading
to extremely high temperatures in the cutting zone, therefore, in order to maintain an
acceptable tool-chip interface temperature, coolant must be used and this increases the energy
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consumption of the process.9 As with all biomedical implants, cleaning and passivation
processes are required and strict guidelines need to be adhered to from the beginning of
processing through to the packaging stage.

1.1 Case Study

The process chain for the implant includes material removal operations, finishing operations,
cleaning operations and also packaging operations. Each process step requires different inputs
in order to complete its task; as stated above, most machines require at least one, and usually
a combination of two or more, of the following inputs:

• Electricity;

• Gas;

• Compressed air;

• Coolant;

• Oil;

• Machine tools;

• Dust extraction;

• Ventilation;

• Lighting;

• Heating.

The layout of the process chain analysed here is included below in figure 1. There are two

Fig. 1. A Sample Manufacturing Process Chain
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types of processes in the chain; a milling process and a polishing process. One of each type
of process will be analysed in detail here; the first operation monitored in this process chain
was a milling process. The milling process uses a variety of different machine tools to remove
material from the work piece and produce a part with high dimensional accuracy and a smooth
surface finish.

2.1.1 Milling Process

Manufacturing machines consume substantial amounts of energy and other resources and,
as a result, have a measurable impact on the environment.10 The energy consumption of
manufacturing machines is not normally constant during a production process but rather
highly dynamic depending on the state of the machine.11 The first step towards reducing
energy consumption in machine tools and manufacturing systems is to devise methods to
understand and characterize their dynamic energy consumption. In order to understand this
dynamic energy consumption, it must first be accepted that the energy consumed by machine
tools during machining is significantly greater than the theoretical energy required in chip
formation.12 Any investigations into the power consumption of manufacturing machines must
go beyond the tool chip interface in order to gain a full understanding. Recent studies have
illustrated that the specific cutting energy accounts for less than 15% of the total energy
consumed by a modern automatic machine tool during machining.13

The consumption profile for a milling machine can therefore be broken into two discrete
components: a dynamic (processing) power component and a static (idle) power component.
Figure 2 shows a typical milling machine power profile: The static power component is

Fig. 2. Typical Milling Power Profile

required to keep the machine in operational condition; this power consumption is referred to as
idle or standby power. The dynamic power profile includes all power consumption required to
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maneuver the workpiece into position, control the spindle acceleration and speed, change tools
and pump coolant onto the tool-workpiece interface. It is typically the case that multi-purpose
machining centres are purchased to perform single tasks and are often substantially over-
specified for the task at hand. This point of view is supported by numerous research studies
that show that, when machines are used to perform more functions than they are designed
for, it is typically the additional functionality that dominates the energy requirements.14 To
illustrate this point, figure 3 shows the proportion of total energy consumption that results
from machining is only 14.8% of the total for the automobile machining line in question.15

Fig. 3. Energy used as a function of production rate for an automobile production machining line.

The data presented in one study compares two machines;16 one is a conventional Mazak
VTC-41 and the other is a micro milling machine. The results of this study show that the
conventional machine used eight hundred times more energy than the micro milling facility.17

The bulk of the energy used by the Mazak machine was for driving the spindle where most
of the torque available was not required for the job.18 This suggests that machine modules
are major power and energy consumers in the cutting process; thus selection and design of
low energy footprint machines of high power efficiency would be a significant advantage in
reducing environmental footprints in machining.19

Traditionally, research projects in this area have assumed energy requirements are
proportional to the physical amount of material being processed, and therefore neglecting the
“tare” consumption, due to unloaded motors, coolant pumps, controllers and fans, and other
peripheral equipment.20 In the case of an automated 5-axes milling machine, this constant
energy requirement is, for example, responsible for 40-90% of the total energy consumption.21

By performing detailed investigations into the energy profile of manufacturing machines,
critical components can be identified. Once these critical components have been identified,
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optimization measures (e.g., high efficiency motors) can be implemented that will act to
improve the overall efficiency of the process in question.22

Before a discussion on manufacturing machine efficiencies can be started, it is important
to understand the components of a basic manufacturing system. The most basic form of a
manufacturing system is a single machine or workstation. The Peklenik model (figure 4)
of a manufacturing system starts with a single machine which consists of a P system for
positioning, K systems for kinematics and an E system for the transmission of energy.23

Reducing the energy consumption of the individual sub systems is the most effective way to

Fig. 4. The Peklenik model of a manufacturing system.

improve the environmental performance of a manufacturing system.24 In order to improve the
efficiency of manufacturing machines and decrease their total power consumption, a number
of strategies can be implemented. One such strategy is the redesign of support equipment,
for example the redesign of machine tools and injection molding machines from hydraulic to
all electric has significantly reduced the specific energy (exergy) used by these machines.25

Another mechanism to improve efficiency is to increase the rate at which the machine can
produce parts; this strategy is illustrated by the significant improvements in cutting tools over
the last century, which have resulted in reductions in machining times by about two orders of
magnitude.26 The group of equations below (figure 5) characterize the total machine power
consumption and partitions this total consumption into three components: machining power,
services power and overheads power.

A test was conducted in order to establish an estimation of the percentage of total power
consumed as a result of actually removing material from the workpiece. The test was a simple
drilling operation that was repeated twice; once with a 10mm piece of mild steel and the
second time with no workpiece. The machining program was identical so the only difference
was the power required to remove the material. The recorded power profiles are included in
figure 6.

The first minute of this test involved the spindle being brought up to speed and drilling
three holes side by side through a 10mm piece of mild steel. The second minute of the test
repeated the machining cycle from the first minute without any material present. Looking
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Fig. 5. Power Consumption Equations

Fig. 6. Material Removal Power Consumption
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at figure 6, after twenty, thirty-five and forty-five seconds, it is clear to see the increased load
due to the tool removing material from the workpiece. The accumulated consumption resulting
from the drilling of the three holes represents the P mat (material removal power) component of
Equation 4. In the example above, the power consumption directly related to material removal
was found by calculating the dynamic power (Pd) during Run 2 and subtracting this from
the dynamic power (Pd) of Run 1. This figure was the power consumption due to material
removal for the entire process, namely the three holes. Dividing this by three gave the average
power consumed per hole; a value of 9.67E–04 kWh. The total power consumption of Run
1 was 2.01E–02 kWh, thus the percentage of Run 1 power consumption that was a direct
result of material removal was 14.44%. The consumption breakdown for the Run 1 machining
cycle is illustrated in the sankey chart (figure 7). This sankey chart illustrates the significant

Fig. 7. Power Consumption Breakdown

consumption resulting from support equipment and appears to further the case made by
Gutowski et al.,27 that the redesign of support equipment is one potential way to improve
overall machine efficiency. Gutowski et al. state that in high volume automated production
lines, machines are often designed to perform many more tasks than their primary activity and
these additional functions can often dominate energy requirements. The information presented
in the above chart also supports the assertions of Dietmair and Verl that only a small percentage
of the overall consumption of a manufacturing machine is as a result of its primary activity.28

2.1.2 Polishing Process

The next type of process to be analysed was a finishing operation in the form of a polishing
operation. The polishing machine requires three phase electricity and also a dust extraction
machine in order to function effectively. In the case of the sample process chain analysed, the
polishing machines are used to remove burrs or any other post-machining defects. A power
profile from the polishing machine is seen in figure 8. The large spikes in the above power
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Fig. 8. Polishing Power Profile

profile signify the times when the polishing wheel was switched ‘on’. The consumption
drops immediately after the wheel has reached its operational velocity and stays at a low
level until the polishing process is complete and then the machine is turned back to standby,
where its power consumption is negligible. The overall power value required by the polishing
machine is never greater than 20 kW; this value is only reached instantaneously during start
up, however the consumption of the dust extraction system that removes the material needs to
be considered here also. A dust extraction system is capable of removing dust from more than
one workstation. In order to allocate a portion of the overall consumption to a single machine,
the total number of machines serviced by the system and any damping conditions must be
known. In the case of the polishing machine above it is one of thirteen identical machines
serviced by the same dust extraction system. This simplifies the procedure of allocating a
portion of the total power to each machine to:

Power per machine =
Total Dust Extraction Power

13

The total electrical requirement of the polishing operation is therefore the total material
removal power and the total dust extraction power. The power consumption resulting from
dust extraction represents the Ps (services power) component of the total power equation. Two
types of machining operations have now been analysed and the next step is to understand the
supporting services that are required in order to enable safe production. Supporting services
include both process-related operations (coolant, dust extraction etc.) as well as plant-related
services (lighting, ventilation). In order to gain a true insight into the total cost of production,
a single machining cell was analysed. This machining cell included a selection of milling
machines, polishing machines and coordinate measuring machines. A schematic diagram of
the cell is presented in figure 9. The consumption profiles of the machines were attained using
the same methods explained above but in the case of this cell, the supporting services were
also considered. It was decided that the most appropriate method to allocate the overhead costs
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Fig. 9. Typical Machining Cell

was on a meter squared basis. Each machine was allocated a “footprint” and all consumption
related to the footprint was attributed to the machine in question.

The total area of the cell is 214.5m2 and the total consumption from a lighting point
of view is 1.32 kWs. This total is the result of six light fittings, each containing four lighting
tubes rated at 55 Watts each. From an air maintenance perspective, the consumption relating
to the 214.5m2 of floor space is 5.58 kWs. This is calculated by metering the air handling unit
that services the chosen cell (both the supply fan and the return fan need to be metered) and
finding a kWh/m2 value. Taking an average value from the combination of these two power
profiles (4.5 kW return fan + 31 kW supply fan) and using it to obtain a kWh/m2 value gives
an air handling power requirement total of 0.0260 kWh/m2.

The power consumption resulting from the air handling and lighting equipment
represent the Po term from Equation 1. Now looking at an individual process from a total
consumption perspective, a more detailed understanding of how much energy is consumed is
possible. From the point of view of electricity, a single milling machine consumes electricity
in the following ways:

1. Machining related electrical consumption

a. Machining

2. Services

b. Coolant pumps

3. Overheads

c. Lighting
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d. Air maintenance

The total consumption of a milling machine and its associated services and overheads during
one typical hour of production is illustrated in figure 10, with each process labelled with
its percent of total consumption figure. It is clear to see that the supporting services have a
significant impact on the total process consumption. Looking at the collected data from this

Fig. 10. Total Consumption Breakdown

perspective, it is evident that traditionally 16% of the total consumption would typically not be
attributed to the milling process. Using this methodology allows a complete understanding of
production-related consumption to be attained. Applying this methodology to all machinery
in a process chain would allow a clear picture of electrical consumption over a full production
line to be attained and this level of detail would enable energy saving strategies to be
directed towards the most significant consumers. If information can be collected throughout a
manufacturing facility to this level of detail in real time, through the installation of an energy
metering system, it is possible to monitor the energy intensity throughout the facility as shown
in figure 11.

Conclusion

There are currently a large number of projects focussing on improving energy efficiency. Many
of these projects focus on low tech solutions including the replacement of light fittings and
other low efficiency equipment. Once the savings available from these projects have been
realised, a deeper analysis and understanding of the process chain and each individual process
will be required in order to make further savings; it is in this area that the authors aim to
research further. This paper has illustrated the significance of holistic analysis with respect to
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Fig. 11. Machining Cell Energy Intensity

industrial electrical energy consumption. It is not enough to rely on power ratings taken from
a machine’s name plate; power profiling is needed in order to obtain accurate information
that can be used to increase efficiency. It has been clearly shown that understanding where
electricity is consumed in a process is the only way real energy-saving initiatives can be
successfully implemented. In the case of the milling machine, with 55% of consumption
resulting from the idle power load, one obvious way to save would be to investigate the
possibility of reducing standby consumption by any means possible.

Another interesting method of reducing the energy consumption of manufacturing
machines is to reduce the mass of the moveable parts in the machine. The research centre
for manufacturing technology (RCMT) in Prague is part of an EU project group (EcoFIT)
which is aimed at the development of manufacturing machines with moveable parts that have
significantly less mass than traditional machines.29 The intention of all the EcoFIT methods
is to replace the missing machine structure static stiffness through the so-called mechatronic
stiffness, which actively employs the control of feed drives.30 Successful research in this area
would allow manufacturing machines to be controlled by smaller, more accurate, and more
energy efficient motors and drives.

Considering electrical energy as a process enabler instead of an overhead and
understanding the importance of efficient consumption will allow management in
manufacturing companies to make significant utility bill savings. Including overheads and
services in the energy analysis of a process chain allows all power consumption to be
accounted for. This has implications from a production scheduling perspective as the
inefficiencies of powering up small sections of a plant would become clear. This could
influence the Master Production Schedule (MPS) and help management streamline the process
chain and make both energy and cost savings.
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ABSTRACT

This essay offers an analysis of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s iconoclastic critique of John
Locke’s An Essay concerning Human Understanding (1690), as set out in a series of letters
to Josiah Wedgwood in 1801, and in the penultimate lecture in Coleridge’s series On the
History of Philosophy (1818–19). It identifies and counters Coleridge’s two main criticisms
of Locke: that his reputation rested on an untenable assumption about innate ideas; and that
his ostensibly original Essay was in fact little more than an error-strewn paraphrase of the
work of René Descartes. The essay then considers how the public arena of the lecture series
affected both the tone and the general significance of Coleridge’s initially private critique,
before finally suggesting two ways in which it might, despite its inaccuracies, be judged a
success.

In the winter and early spring of 1818 and 1819, the poet and critic Samuel Taylor Coleridge
(1772-1834) gave a series of fourteen Lectures on the History of Philosophy, at the Crown
and Anchor Tavern in London. As a history, a theory of history and an historical event, the
Lectures are a promising and underdeveloped area of research for scholars of Coleridge and
of nineteenth-century public spheres. My interest in the subject, however, began when I was
trying to answer a question about Laurence Sterne by sketching a reception history of John
Locke’s (1632–1704) An Essay concerning Human Understanding (1689), the monumental
study of prejudice, perception, science and signs that set the intellectual agenda for eighteenth
century Britain. Certainly, that’s how Coleridge saw it, and it was the central purpose of
his penultimate lecture to challenge the long-standing hegemony of a book he described
disparagingly as “mechanical”, “pagan-like”, “dim”, and “dull”.1 This essay will ask, and
attempt to answer, two main questions about Coleridge’s iconoclastic demolition of Locke’s
“great” reputation. Was his critique accurate? And was it a success?

Coleridge first set out his views on Locke in a series of detailed letters to his patron,
Josiah Wedgwood, in February 1801. These letters articulate two main criticisms of Locke,
both of which can be met. The first, more specific charge is that “Locke’s Fame rests on
the common Belief, that in overthrowing the Doctrine of Innate Ideas he had overthrown some
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ancient, general, & uncouth Superstition, which had been as a pillar to all other Superstitions”;
but that Locke’s “nameless Adversaries” in Book I of his Essay were in fact “Men of Straw, or
scarcely so much as that”.2 Coleridge assumed that Locke’s only potentially legitimate target
was René Descartes, but he argued that the Frenchman’s conception of an innate idea was
very different to that of the conveniently naive opponent constructed by Locke. Put simply,
Coleridge wrote, “Mr Locke would never have disgraced his Essay with the first Book, if
he had not mistaken innasci for synonimous with connasci, whereas to be ‘born in’, and to
be ‘born at the same time with’, are phrases of very different import.”3 Descartes’s innate
ideas are not Locke’s “Characters, as it were stamped upon the Mind of Man”, and neither
are they his metaphysical “maxims” or “practical principles”.4 Instead, they are simply the
mind’s internal reflections on its own operations, a category of thought Locke himself held
to be fundamental. But while Coleridge was right to say that Locke didn’t overturn the
Cartesian position, he was wrong in his more basic assumption. John Yolton in the 1950s, and
Samuel Rickless much more recently, have shown that Locke’s “nameless Adversaries” were
in fact many: a host of seventeenth-century moralists and theologians, including Robert South,
Edward Stillingfleet, and Henry More, held positions which match Locke’s characterizations
to greater or lesser extents.5 Whether or not Locke conclusively disproved the more subtle of
his opponents’ theories is open to debate; the point is that there were opponents with theories,
and that Locke did challenge them.

Coleridge’s second main charge against Locke is related to the first, but much broader
in scope. Extrapolating from his arguments about Book I, and suggesting that “Mr Locke
has misunderstood Descartes, or perhaps. . . gossip-like he has taken up upon hearsay a rabble
of silly calumnies respecting him”, Coleridge claimed that Locke’s Essay amounts to nothing
more than “a prolix Paraphrase on Des Cartes with foolish Interpolations of the Paraphrast’s.”6

Coleridge was keen to boil his critique down to the level of semantics, taking as his starting
point an etymological interrogation of the key term in seventeenth-century philosophy. “By
Ideas”, he told Wedgwood, “Plato, notwithstanding his fantastic expressions respecting them,
meant what Mr Locke calls the original Faculties & Tendencies of the mind, the internal
Organs, as it were, and Laws of human Thinking: and the word should be translated ‘Moulds’
and not ‘Forms’.” As an interpretation of Plato, this is both attractive and highly perceptive,
but as Coleridge’s linguistic archaeology progressed, he inadvertently demonstrated just how
difficult it is to discuss the human mind with any real consistency. “By the usual Process of
language”, Coleridge wrote, “Ideas came to signify not only these original moulds of the mind,
but likewise all that was cast in these moulds, as in our language the Seal & the Impression it
leaves are both called Seals.”7 On a purely linguistic level, the point is a good one: the same
word often refers to two different aspects or elements of a single action. As a simile, however,
it is crucially flawed, because true similarity lies not between the mental mould and the seal,
but between the mental mould and Coleridge’s missing term: wax. In fact, Locke himself had
been clear about this in a passage from the Essay which Coleridge almost certainly had in
mind. “If the Organs,” Locke wrote, “or Faculties of Perception, like Wax over-hardned with
Cold, will not receive the Impression of the Seal, from the usual impulse wont to imprint it;
or, like Wax of a temper too soft, will not hold it well, when well imprinted; or else supposing
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the Wax of a temper fit, but the Seal not applied with a sufficient force, to make a clear
Impression: In any of these cases, the print left by the Seal, will be obscure.”8 For Locke, the
internal organs of the mind do indeed determine the nature of its ideas, but this determining
factor is both changeable and one of many.

If all this brings to mind another piece of philosophical wax, then it does so with
good reason. In Descartes’s second Meditation, he describes holding a cold, hard, sweet,
and flower-scented solid, fresh from the honeycomb, up to the fire. Watching it turn into
a hot liquid, void of all its former qualities, Descartes nevertheless knows that it still is
the same piece of wax, and he therefore reaches the conclusion that knowledge in general
is not based on sensory information, but is instead purely intellectual. Like Coleridge’s
faulty simile of the seal, a comparison between Locke’s metaphorical wax of the mind and
Descartes’s intellectually known, “extended, flexible and changeable” body could never be
strictly accurate.9 But the very fact that they used wax so differently illustrates neatly the
fundamental difference between the two men’s approaches to epistemology. As Yolton has
put it, “the justification of knowledge is only one aspect of a theory of knowledge. Another
aspect is the theory of consciousness. Descartes differs from Locke in attending more to
justification than to the theory of consciousness.”10 Clearly, Locke’s relation to Descartes
cannot be taken at Coleridge’s estimate. Locke’s awareness of the French philosopher was
more sophisticated, and less dependent, than the uninspired “free Translation” described by
Coleridge; and his departures from Descartes are more significant, and more substantial, than
the mere “admixture of error” and “dim writing”.11

The substance of Coleridge’s critique of Locke changed little between 1801, when he wrote
the Wedgwood letters, and 1819, when he addressed a disappointingly modest gathering at
the Crown and Anchor Tavern.12 Nevertheless, I have dwelt on the private correspondence
because it helps to show that the circumstances of public performance affected Coleridge’s
arguments. This in turn will help to clarify the standards according to which, despite its
inaccuracies, the critique might yet be judged a success.

In Coleridge’s final letter to Wedgwood, he had expressed concerns about how his
iconoclastic treatment of Locke would be received: “I feel deeply, my dear Sir!” he wrote,
“what ungracious words I am writing; in how unamiable a Light I am placing myself.”13 Two
decades later, at a venue long associated with the kind of radical causes for which Locke’s
political theories had sometimes provided justification, these concerns manifested themselves
in Coleridge’s occasional, heavily qualified, but ungrudging praise for his subject.14 Given
a couple of terminological substitutions, for example, and proper recognition of his sources,
Coleridge admitted that “there would be nothing found in Locke but what is perfectly just,
but at the same time I must say nothing but what is perfectly what had been taught from the
beginning of time to the end.” Again, “Locke is no materialist. He teaches no doctrine[s]
of infidelity, whatever may be deduced from them.” Instead, he was “a man of true piety who
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wrote very edifying comments (as they really are) on the Scriptures”. Finally, in his discussion
of Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s critical analysis of Locke’s Essay, Coleridge conceded that
Locke had all along been in effective, if not effectual, agreement with the German philosopher
about the mental preconditioning of experience.15 Coleridge wasn’t prepared to let Locke
off the hook, but he was at least concerned about publicly appearing to charge him with
philosophical crimes he hadn’t committed.

There was another way in which Coleridge’s critique of Locke was affected by its new
context: it now formed a key element in the grand sweep of philosophical history. Although
this history sees Locke’s mechanisms give way to the transcendental vision of Immanuel
Kant, it was based not on any concept of teleological progress, but on the twin, reciprocal
processes of semantic clarification and social influence. So it is that Coleridge opened his
lecture on Locke by extolling the virtues of “desynonymisation”: “as society introduces new
relations”, he argued, “it introduces new distinctions, and either new words are introduced or
different pronunciations. Now the duty of a philosopher is to aid and complete this process
as his subject demands. . . Thus, in the philosophic world, each contributing consistently to
the finishing of that work, the rudiments of which each man at large is unconsciously aiding
to furnish, the mighty machinery goes on, at once the [consequence and the mark] of the
mind, the mind of the nation which speaks it.”16 The profound connection Coleridge drew
between philosophical and social languages is in marked contrast to the pragmatic separation
for which Locke reluctantly settled. Linguistic “Exactness”, Locke observed, “is absolutely
necessary in Enquiries after philosophical Knowledge, and in Controversies about Truth.
And though it would be well too, if it extended it self to common Conversation, and the
ordinary Affairs of Life; yet I think, that is scarce to be expected.” Members of the Lockean
public—the “Merchants and Lovers, Cooks and Taylors”; the people of “the Market, and the
Wake”—are apparently too concerned with their own “Vulgar Notions” and “Discourses” to
be remotely affected by the talk of “Philosophers and Disputants”.17 It was undoubtedly with
a keen awareness of the irony involved, then, that Coleridge charged Locke with the linguistic
“abuse” of the common man and woman.18

As I have suggested, however, Coleridge’s processes of semantic clarification and social
influence are reciprocal as well as twin: the nation itself had to take some share of the blame for
having elevated Locke to the false status of intellectual hero. Coleridge identified a number of
factors that worked to inflate Locke’s reputation far beyond what could reasonably be justified.
First, the nation “connected [Locke’s] name with that of freedom and that of the Revolution”
of 1688. In fact, Coleridge claimed, “ ‘it is not once or two or three times that I have heard it
stated, when I referred to the writers before William III: ‘Oh, you forget there was no light till
Locke’.” Second, Locke was conveniently allied with Sir Isaac Newton as a kind of English
hero, vanquishing Cartesian metaphysics and withstanding Leibniz’s epistemology just as
Newton had overturned Cartesian physics and withstood Leibniz’s claim to the invention of
infinitesimal calculus. Third, Locke was adopted by the established Church of England as its
philosopher of choice, warding off the threat of the infidels by virtue of being rational, but
not too rational; tolerant, uncontroversial, and safe. Fourth, the intellectually undemanding
Locke went down extremely well with a British people more concerned with commercial and
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political affairs than with metaphysical speculation. “What a delight to find it all nonsense,” as
Coleridge put it, “that there was nothing but what a man in three hours might know as well as
the Archbishop of Canterbury!” Some of these arguments are highly perceptive, and there is
probably some truth in all of them. But the really astonishing thing is that each of the factors
suggested by Coleridge depends on another, prior one which seals his argument about Locke
and adds weight to the broader thesis of the lecture series as a whole: “for that is a great thing,”
Coleridge observed, “when a book has once got a character, if it should be so dull that nobody
should read it afterwards it saves the reputation for centuries”.19

The claim that Locke’s Essay had not been properly read for a very long time would
reappear again and again in the nineteenth century, but it was often used to defend Locke’s
reputation rather than to attack it. In the 1840s, for example, G. H. Lewes felt that the best
answer to Locke’s “sneer[ing]” critics was simply to say, “read him”, and then, “read him
again;” in the 1870s, J. P. Mahaffy found Locke to be “an author much more quoted and
criticised than read in England”.20 The fact that Locke by this time evidently stood in need
of defence suggests that Coleridge’s lecture may have had the desired effect. Certainly it
predates academic attacks on Locke by Victor Cousin and William Whewell; and we know that
Thomas Carlyle made a series of pilgrimages to Coleridge’s Highgate home before writing his
epoch-making “Signs of the Times” (1829), an essay which reads Locke’s elevated stature as a
grievous omen of spiritual catastrophe.21 But it would be unwise to make too big a claim. The
lectures were poorly attended, and Coleridge’s late nineteenth-century biographer and editor,
James Dykes Campbell, couldn’t be sure that they had even taken place. It wasn’t until 1949
that Kathleen Coburn finally pieced together a publishable edition, based on transcriptions of
contemporary shorthand reports and Coleridge’s scattered notes.22

There is, however, another, more positive way in which Coleridge’s critique of Locke
can be judged a success. The Wedgwood letters show that it began as a case study towards
the general history it was later to round off. As such, it contributed to the development of
a powerful and edifying vision of the role, responsibilities, and limits of philosophy. For
Coleridge, the discipline’s only period of meaningful “progress” began with Pythagoras and
ended with Aristotle: since then it had undergone phase after phase of erroneous application
and restorative rehabilitation. “The ‘great’ influence of philosophy on society [therefore]
occurs”, as Jeffrey Hipolito has recently put it, “in and through its dilution into everyday
language”; and this process is at its most “hidden”, “powerful”, and potentially malevolent
when rough estimates of philosophical texts are accepted as substitutes for careful reading
and critical engagement.23 If there is something paradoxical about Coleridge’s critique, with
its local inaccuracies and broader successes, then it may be appropriate to close with a Lockean
mirror image of that simple but significant point: “He that hath Words of any Language,
without distinct Ideas in his Mind, to which he applies them, does, so far as he uses them
in Discourse, only make a noise without any Sense or Signification; and how learned soever
he may seem by the use of hard Words, or learned Terms, is not much more advanced thereby
in Knowledge, than he would be in Learning, who had nothing in his Study but the bare Titles
of Books, without possessing the Contents of them.”24
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